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INTRODUCTION

��

Given  the title of this volume, the reader will no doubt take for 
granted that the stories it contains were created by a specifi c per-

son, by the name of Charles Perrault, writing at a specifi c time and 
place—the end of the seventeenth century in Paris. Authorship and 
historical origins seem guaranteed. But if you look at a collection of 
stories centred, not on Perrault, but on the tale, say, of Red Riding-
Hood,1 these assumptions may seem shaky. You will fi nd that his 
Le Petit Chaperon Rouge is there regarded as an item of folk literature, 
one among a huge array of versions of ‘the same’ tale, collected from 
many different times and places, without known origins and in most 
cases without an author. So Perrault did not create the story, he 
merely gave us one more version, albeit an important one. And seen 
in another perspective, that of adults recalling their childhood, this 
volume contains tales that many of us have known and loved for dec-
ades, concerning ourselves with meaning suffi ciently in order to enjoy 
the narrative, as the child does, and no more; but if you look again at 
what you may remember as pleasurable entertainment, you will fi nd 
that the content of the tales is problematic, to put it mildly. They are 
full of savagery, deceit, and sexual implications which are more or 
less evident—very much so in the most notorious verse tale, Donkey-
Skin. It is understandable that readers ask what such stories signify, 
both for child and adult.

Assuming for the moment that Perrault was indeed responsible for 
the tales (and leaving till later the long-standing question whether his 
son Pierre wrote at least some of them), it should also be said that his 
position as an author is anomalous. He wrote much, on many sub-
jects, but only a few ‘fairy-tales’, the usual though rather misleading 

1 For example in the relevant section of the basic work on French folk-tale, by 
Paul Delarue and Marie-Louise Tenèze, continued by Josianne Bru, Le Conte popu-
laire français, catalogue raisonné . . ., 5 vols., Paris: various publishers (1957–2000).
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term.2 They have been translated and published all over the world, 
and in consequence are almost certainly better known than any other 
French work. Yet in literary history they are largely neglected, and 
most people who know the tales would not recognize his name. The 
fi lm that is clearly an amplifi ed version of Perrault’s tale is commonly 
called Walt Disney’s Cinderella.

These stories raise plenty of problems, then, and an introduction 
can do no more than indicate some lines of approach. For the literary 
critic, the Contes are admired and studied because Perrault was a mas-
ter of narrative; the quality of the writing is paramount. But as regards 
interpretation, the methods of pure literary criticism are insuffi cient. 
From psychoanalysis we need to take not only insights into child psy-
chology, but also the post-Freudian interpretation of symbolism. 
Even more necessary are the data which come from folk-tale studies; 
comparisons between Perrault’s version of a tale and others are of 
fundamental interest. Some are mentioned here, but Appendix A 
gives further detail in the form of summaries of tales which throw 
light in one way or another on the versions handed down to us by 
Perrault.

1. Perrault and His Works

Perrault was born in 1628, into a family then undistinguished, but of 
many talents. He made an extremely successful career under the 
‘absolute monarchy’ of Louis XIV, who in 1661, as a young man, 
took the reins of government into his own hands. Perrault was the 
right age to benefi t from the King’s policy of choosing public servants 
from commoners rather than the aristocracy. First as an aide to 
Colbert, Louis’s fi rst and greatest minister, a post that Perrault seems 
to have won by his writing skills, he became responsible for public 
buildings, and later a leading fi gure in administering the King’s cul-
tural policies. Ousted from his position as ‘Contrôleur des bâtiments’ 
when Colbert died, by which time he had made his fortune, he devoted 

2 Fairies appear in some but not in others; probably the infl uence of Cinderella has 
caused the term to be extended to all. Perrault’s contemporary Mme d’Aulnoy used 
the title ‘Fairy Tales’.
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much energy to the new and still ineffectual Académie française, thus 
maintaining his infl uence in the world of offi cial culture. From youth 
he had been a talented and industrious writer, especially in verse; in 
tandem with his administrative career, and in a manner which typifi es 
the conjunction between literary and worldly success at the time, he 
wrote prolifi cally in praise, direct or indirect, of Louis XIV and his 
achievements, from the mottos on commemorative medals to pan-
egyrics on military victories. These were not mere attempts to curry 
favour at court: such writings were an important element in a con-
certed effort to promote the prestige of the King, seen as personifying 
the nation. Perrault, then, was a most loyal servant of the crown, and 
earned rewards in wealth and status. The fi rst Moral of Puss in Boots
could have been written with himself in mind—he exemplifi es the 
royalist meritocracy which was gradually acquiring power.

By the age of 55 he was effectively in retirement from his career as 
a public servant, and applied himself to the affairs of the Académie 
and to writing, producing very varied works, among them several 
large-scale poems of Christian inspiration. His involvement in the 
Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns, a long-running controversy 
about the relative merits of contemporary culture as opposed to that 
of classical antiquity, began when in 1687 he published a poem adroitly 
associating modernist sentiments with loyalty to the Christian King. 
The Siècle de Louis le Grand (‘The Century of Louis the Great’) 
asserted that under Louis the arts had reached heights previously 
unscaled, thus causing outrage among those who revered the legacy, 
especially in literature, of the Greek and Roman classics. Their cham-
pion was Boileau (1636–1711), the satirist and acknowledged author-
ity on all things literary, who from then on became Perrault’s enemy 
and took every opportunity to mock his work. Perrault followed up 
the poem with three volumes of a Parallèle des anciens et des modernes,
his best-known work apart from the Contes.

These energetic activities are remote from the world of fairy-tale. 
Does his personal life explain why, in his sixties, he branched out so 
unexpectedly from the rewarding paths of public and semi-offi cial 
poetry? With Perrault, as with virtually all except the grandest fi gures 
of the time, very little personal information survives. Apart from a 
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short-lived twin,3 he was the youngest of seven children, like his char-
acter Hop o’ my Thumb, except that Perrault’s siblings included two 
sisters. One brother, Claude, became an important architect. The 
family was close-knit, and the bonds between the siblings of whom 
anything is known remained strong. Charles soon showed himself to 
be a strong-minded character, abandoning school on his own initia-
tive at the age of about 15: he walked out, according to his memoirs,4

having had a row with one of his teachers. Together with a friend, he 
saw to his own education thereafter, evidently to good effect. His 
father died in 1653, when Charles was 22; his mother four years later. 
He married late, in 1672, when he was well able to provide for a wife. 
She was Marie Guichon, aged only 19. Colbert thought that Perrault 
should have done better for himself, and offered to fi nd him someone 
wealthier; this may suggest a love-match.5 Three sons were born, in 
1675, 1676, and 1678, and perhaps a daughter, about whom no details 
are known;6 later in 1678, their mother died. Perrault did not remarry. 
He is known from the testimony of contemporaries to have taken 
much interest in the upbringing of his children, but it remains unclear 
whether he himself told them fairy-tales, which was commonly a 

3 The fi rst sentence of his Mémoires de ma vie (ed. Paul Bonnefon, Paris: Librairie 
Renouard (1909) ), the main source of information, written in 1702, reads: ‘I was born 
on the twelfth of January 1628, one of twins.’ The other twin, also a boy, lived only 
for six months. Marc Soriano, in his Le Dossier Perrault, Paris: Hachette (1972), which 
has much valuable information, bases on this the unsustainable theory that the trauma 
it caused determined Perrault’s psychological development. 

4 Mémoires, 111.
5 This is what Colbert asked (Mémoires, 223), probably disapproving of the idea; 

Perrault relates his answer: that he had seen Marie only once since she had left the 
convent in which she was educated, but knew her parents well and was certain that he 
would get on with them. He could have said it merely to placate Colbert.

6 The birth dates, which are found in baptismal registers, are relevant because, 
although it is often said that Perrault had four children, there seems to be no record 
of another birth. That the fi rst record dates from more than three years after the mar-
riage is unusual, though explicable. If there was a birth before 1675, the baptism was 
apparently not recorded, which, given Perrault’s piety, is certainly unusual. The only 
written record dates from much later, when after the publication of the Contes his 
relative Mlle Lhéritier dedicated one of her stories to ‘the sister’ of the youngest son, 
Pierre. Unless this is some private code, the most plausible explanation is a stillborn 
daughter between 1672 and 1675. Paul Bonnefon, the editor of the Mémoires, affi rms 
that only three children were born (223 n. 1).
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woman’s occupation. However, a passage in the Preface to the Contes,
in the course of defending the value of his book, mentions that ‘fathers 
and mothers’ deserve praise for giving young children early moral 
instruction by means of such stories.

It was in any case only long afterwards that he began on the course 
which was to lead towards the prose tales. In 1691 came the fi rst long 
tale in verse, which is about a wife: Griselidis. The subject was taken 
from one of the great works of European literature, Boccaccio’s 
Decameron, of about 1358, in which it is the last story, rather untypical 
of a work known for comic bawdiness. Its heroine is known in English 
as Patient Griselda; she is the mistreated wife whose acceptance of her 
fate fi nally wins over her cruel husband. Perrault’s next tale, also in 
verse, was a complete contrast: the short and comic Les Souhaits ridi-
cules, ‘Three Silly Wishes’, published in 1693 in the Mercure galant,
the Parisian literary and social periodical. This was followed by the 
third and last verse tale, Donkey-Skin, also containing a good deal of 
humour, but on a subject, again taken from folk-tale, which in itself is 
scarcely comic; the story’s opening concerns a widowed father who 
decides that his daughter must be his second wife. It was published in 
1694, but like the two other tales it would certainly have been given 
private readings beforehand, in one or other of the literary salons; 
Griselidis had been read in a session of the French Academy in 1691.

The salons were regular gatherings, in a drawing-room, of friends 
and acquaintances of the hostess. They were of enormous signifi cance 
in the literary and social life of the ancien régime. Through the conver-
sations which took place in them, including elaborate intellectual and 
literary pursuits and pastimes, both men and women could acquire 
prestige and infl uence. They seem to have been an important factor in 
Perrault’s move from verse narrative to the prose of the later Contes,
since a new fashion for fairy-tale originated, it seems, with story-
telling in the salons. In 1690 came a story published within a novel by 
Madame d’Aulnoy,7 who herself ruled a notable salon. She must have 
caught something in the public mood, because from then on through 

7 ‘A lady of good family, good looks, good mind, sharp wit, and strange life (few 
women can have plotted to have their husband executed for high treason), was the 
foremost teller of fairy tales in her day, and indeed the innovator, it seems, of the fairy 
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most of the eighteenth century the fairy-tale genre, or at any rate tales 
of magic, including oriental tales in the Arabian Nights, fl ourished. 
The usual explanation is that the dazzling achievements of Louis XIV’s 
early reign were fading into decline, and that in a decade marked also 
by a series of national disasters (royal deaths, military defeat, spread-
ing poverty, famine) escapist literature was popular.

The majority of the tales published were by women writers, Mme 
d’Aulnoy foremost among them, and were often entirely invented. 
When based on traditional tales, they were almost always longer and 
more obviously literary than Perrault’s spare narratives. Some well-
known examples were written by a younger relative of his on his 
mother’s side, Mlle Marie-Jeanne Lhéritier (1664–1734),8 whose salon 
and writings were to make her in due course a much-respected fi gure. 
In Perrault’s Preface to his verse tales, he mentions that he sent her a 
copy—presumably before publication—of Donkey-Skin; she responded 
with her comments. Like him, and at more or less the same time, in 
1695, she wrote a version of the tale known in English as ‘Diamonds 
and Toads’ (also as ‘The Kind and Unkind Sisters’); this was in her 
Œuvres mêlées (‘Miscellanies’). The two of them must have discussed 
their stories but agreed to publish separately. Another case is a tale 
with the same title as one of Perrault’s, Riquet à la houppe, by Catherine 
Bernard, who published it as part of a novel, Inès de Cordoue, in 1696; it 
was probably not simple coincidence that both chose the same subject.

The fi rst of the prose tales appeared in 1695, in manuscript form, 
not written out by Perrault himself, but by a skilled calligrapher pre-
paring a luxurious presentation volume for a great personage, 
‘Mademoiselle’, that is, the King’s niece. She was then 19. The manu-
script, entitled Contes de ma mère l’oie (‘Tales of Mother Goose’), con-
tained fi ve tales, those of Sleeping Beauty, Little Red Riding-Hood, 

tale as a literary genre’; Iona and Peter Opie, The Classic Fairy Tales, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press (1974), 24.

8 She is variously said to be his cousin or his niece. See on her and her work Marina 
Warner, From the Beast to the Blonde: On Fairy Tales and Their Tellers, London: 
Chatto & Windus (1984), 170–9, who says that her mother and Perrault’s were ‘either 
sisters or cousins’ (p. 170). Raymonde Robert, in her edition of Mlle Lhéritier’s Contes
(Paris: Champion (2005), 18), argues that she and Perrault were cousins.
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Bluebeard, Puss in Boots, and The Fairies. They were introduced by 
a dedicatory epistle, and from it stems an enduring mystery in Perrault 
studies, for it is signed ‘P.P.’—the initials of Pierre, Charles Perrault’s 
youngest son, also known as Pierre Darmancour, then aged 16 or 17.
Were the tales therefore by ‘a child’, as he is called in the dedication? 
This and other documentary evidence has often been taken to justify 
the attribution to Pierre,9 but evidence from contemporaries in a posi-
tion to know points the other way. The general points which seem 
signifi cant are that Pierre gave no other indications of being a writer, 
and that his father had good reason to conceal his own authorship. It 
seems reasonable to assume, with the majority, that the attribution to 
Charles Perrault is correct, if only in the sense that he was responsible 
for the tales as we have them. It remains possible that Pierre contrib-
uted something in the form of an early draft or simply by discussion.

In 1696 a version of Sleeping Beauty was published in the Mercure
galant; it was revised for the complete prose tales. They were pub-
lished early in 1697, anonymously, and over the imprint of Claude 
Barbin, the leading publisher of literary works: Histoires ou Contes du 
temps passé. Avec des moralités—‘Stories or Tales of Bygone Times. 
With their Morals’. Three tales were added to those in the manuscript: 
Cinderella, Ricky the Tuft, and Hop o’ my Thumb. The only passages in 
verse were the ‘Moralités’, most of which were new in 1697.

Perrault’s writings in the closing years of his life were extremely 
varied, from lives of famous men to a poem on sugar-cane, but the 
Contes were not to have a sequel, despite their immediate popularity. 
The nearest we fi nd was a work of 1699 translating or adapting some 
fables by Gabriele Faerno, an Italian writer of the sixteenth century. 
They imitate La Fontaine in style, with less deftness and grace.10

Unhappiness centred on Pierre might explain the absence of any fur-
ther tales: in April 1697, only a few months after the publication of the 
Histoires ou Contes, he had a sword fi ght with an even younger neigh-
bour, who died as a result. Charles Perrault had to pay a large amount 

 9 For instance by Soriano, Le Dossier Perrault, and elsewhere, and Gérard 
Gélinas, Enquête sur les Contes de Perrault, Paris: Imago (2004).

10 Gabriele Faerno, Centum fabulae, 1564. A selection has been republished by 
Marc Soriano in his edition of Perrault, Paris: Flammarion (1989).
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in compensation. Pierre himself, who became a soldier, died in 1700;
his father three years later.

2. The Tales in Verse

In all sorts of ways, the poem of Griselda is an unusual work. It is 
distinct from the other tales in being (comparatively) realistic: Perrault 
seems to have believed that the subject was real, for he tried to dis-
cover which particular lord of Saluzzo, the northern Italian town in 
which the action is situated, had married a local girl called Griselda,11

and the poem’s own full title is La Marquise de Salusses ou la Patience 
de Griselidis, nouvelle, the last word indicating a short narrative of a 
realistic kind, as Perrault observes in the Preface to the tales. Modern 
readers may disagree, given the stereotyped romantic incidents of a 
hunt followed by the discovery in a remote spot of a beautiful shep-
herdess, but a personal drama then unfolds which is certainly an 
attempt on Perrault’s part to portray the more-or-less pathological 
psychology of the husband and the efforts of his wife to endure her 
sufferings. She could be described as a secular saint, if not quite a 
martyr; it may be signifi cant that, among Perrault’s other works, the 
closest in nature to Griselda was a long biographical poem, Saint
Paulin, much derided by Boileau. Christian faith is paramount for 
Griselda, for whom the marriage oath is absolutely binding; in her 
worst moments she turns to God, expressing submission to her fate in 
the style of contemporary devout poetry.

In this respect Perrault revises his source signifi cantly, since in 
Boccaccio the religious element is unimportant. In England the story 
was treated by Chaucer, who gives it to the Clerk of Oxford in the 
Canterbury Tales; in France, paradoxically, it was a Latin translation 
by Petrarch which made it popular, from the late fourteenth century 
onwards, as a presentation of the highest feminine virtue—helpful for 
feminist writers defending women against misogynist attacks, of 
which there were many. It became a staple of the so-called ‘biblio 
thèque bleue’, the cheap popular booklets, or chapbooks, in blue 

11 See Collinet’s edition, Paris: Gallimard (1981), 276.
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paper covers, hawked around the country by pedlars. But another 
great literary fi gure is important here besides Boccaccio: La Fontaine 
(1621–95). He had written, besides the famous Fables, a notorious 
collection of verse tales, Contes again, of the same genre as those in the 
Decameron and often based on them. Perrault disapproved, despite his 
admiration for the senior poet, whom he knew. He explains in the 
Preface that Griselda and La Fontaine’s tale La Matrone d’Ephèse are 
the same in nature, but criticizes the morality of La Fontaine’s poem; 
the implication, he says, is that there are no truly virtuous women.12

In sum, Perrault took his subject from Boccaccio, the form from La 
Fontaine, but rejected the unfl attering view of women found fre-
quently in both.

Hostility to women was also, in a particularly vehement style, a 
feature of Boileau’s poetry. Passages in his satires had often attacked 
them, but in 1694 he published a much longer and more virulent 
onslaught in his tenth satire. The poem had been long in the making 
and Perrault had some knowledge of its content well before its publi-
cation; among the jumble of intentions from which Griselda came we 
should certainly include the desire to defend women against Perrault’s 
own enemy. He also attacked Boileau in an Apologie des femmes, pub-
lished in a matter of days after the appearance of the tenth satire. It 
consists of a poem with a long Preface; the defence of women is also a 
defence of marriage.13 As to the personal inspiration for the poem, 
Perrault was a widower devoted, it would seem, to a wife who had 
died young, and who may or may not have given birth to a daughter. 
Among the genuinely moving scenes in Griselda are some describing 
the bond between mother and daughter, and the anguish caused by 
the husband’s worst act of cruelty, the removal of the baby from her 
mother’s care; he later tells her that her child has died. It is tempting, 
though perhaps sentimental, to think that Perrault felt moved to 
pay tribute to the memory of Marie Guichon, while rebutting the 

12 See below, p. 4. La Matrone d’Ephèse, though a ‘conte’ and not a fable, was 
published in the last, somewhat miscellaneous twelfth book of the Fables, in 1693.

13 It is in the Preface that Perrault says that he had known about Boileau’s satire 
for some time; he wrote the Apologie in advance.
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misogynistic views of his old adversary, and chose a well-known 
model of feminine virtue in order to do so.

Whatever his intentions in writing Griselda, its origins should dis-
pel the idea that the poem is hostile to women. Nowadays, to hold up 
wifely patience for admiration might seem anti-feminist, in that it 
reinforces the belief that the male is dominant by right; but in the 
seventeenth century such was the assumption made by virtually every 
one, not only in Perrault’s poem. The law in France, as elsewhere, 
gave husbands almost unlimited power over their wives, and although 
contemporaries of feminist views protested, it would have been futile 
to suggest that, in practice, a wife could do anything but put up with 
it. Boccaccio’s tale had remained popular, it would seem, among 
women rather than men, because it ends in a triumph, painful but 
genuine, for the maltreated wife. As in Chaucer, her husband is openly 
criticized. In Perrault there is an attempt, not entirely convincing, to 
elucidate his psychology, which looks like an attempt to excuse his 
admittedly bad behaviour. He is often portrayed in the fl attering, but 
entirely conventional terms invariably used for royalty,14 but through-
out the reader is invited to sympathize with Griselda; several scenes 
were clearly invented for that purpose.15

Griselda was from the outset a work of literature. Although its 
heroine had become, in effect, a fi gure of folklore, all its antecedents 
are literary, and no authentic folk-tales are recorded on the subject. 
The situation is different with Perrault’s subsequent stories, verse 
and prose, which all originate in folk-tale, directly or indirectly. 

14 Collinet (his edition, p. 276), in the course of a résumé of the contribution made 
by Perrault to the story, notes that the portrait of the Prince is modelled on the young 
Louis XIV. Since Griselda is something of a Cinderella in advance, the fact that Louis 
had secretly married the devout Mme de Maintenon, who herself resembled the fairy-
tale heroine in more than one respect, suggests the intriguing possibility that Perrault 
had her in mind when composing his poem. See Antonia Fraser, Love and Louis XIV,
London: Phoenix (2006), 179–81, on the trials of her childhood, and p. 254 on her 
view of marriage: ‘She must be as submissive towards the King as Sarah was towards 
Abraham.’

15 One is the remarkable passage in which she insists that she ought to breast-feed 
the child herself, in an age when it was usual to employ a wet-nurse. It is Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau who is always given the credit for fi rst arguing against wet-nurses, in his 
Émile (1761).
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The subject of the next, Three Silly Wishes, is taken from folk-tale, 
although showing the infl uence of salon style in its dedication.16

Authorities on the subject classify the type of tale in question as reli-
gious, because in many versions the wishes are granted by a divine 
fi gure, whether Christian or other, but there is no trace of religious 
feeling in Perrault’s tale; Jupiter is the deity inherited from antiquity 
who had become merely a character in narrative. In Three Silly Wishes
conjugal relations are the basic subject, as in other versions, which 
usually poke fun at husband or wife or both. However, the anecdote 
readily lends itself to more or less obscene treatments, and passing 
insinuations are frequent.17 It is possible that Perrault knew of a 
bawdier version, and cleaned it up to some extent. He could well have 
been aware of the suggestiveness of the sausage, if the tongue-in-
cheek preliminaries are anything to go by; here he makes fun of 
‘simpering girls’ who might be shocked by the subject. If he did in fact 
make the story less lewd, it would have been consistent with what he 
had done with a notorious moment in Boccaccio’s tale of Griselda: 
before the marriage, his Marquis has her stripped naked in public, 
which is said to have been a medieval Tuscan custom.18 Perrault 
expunged this detail, though he preserved the scene in which the bride 
is reclothed. The revision was certainly made consciously, in order to 
comply with one of the rigid norms of seventeenth-century French 
writing, bienséance, or propriety; with Three Silly Wishes we can only 
guess.

This may be a light-hearted example, but it confi rms that, in the 
matter of origins, all the tales after Griselda need to be considered 
with reference to folk-tale. For present purposes the versions recorded 

16 The tale is again indebted to La Fontaine, many of whose fables are from folk-
tale. Like the fabulist, Perrault treats the peasant couple with indulgent mockery, and 
adds a not-very-serious moral.

17 The Arabian Nights contains an uninhibited version in which the husband 
wishes, at his wife’s behest, for a larger male member, with truly monstrous results. 
See Ashliman website under Foolish Wishes for the tale in the translation by Richard 
F. Burton, 1885. Collinet (p. 280) mentions that a parody by the poet François Gacon 
was obscene.

18 See Christiane Klapisch-Zuber, translated by Lydia G. Cochrane, Women, Family 
and Ritual in Renaissance Italy, Chicago: University of Chicago Press (1985), 229.
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in print by other authors are often of the greatest importance: the 
Brothers Grimm in the nineteenth century, and before Perrault’s time 
the Italians Giovanni Straparola and Giambattista Basile. Both com-
piled collections of stories, usually called novellas, taken from various 
sources. This was the genre founded by Boccaccio, whose style was 
followed closely by Straparola in the 1550s with his Piacevoli notti
(‘Entertaining Nights’). Basile’s Pentamerone (1634–6), although the 
title recalls Boccaccio’s, is further from him in its earthy, picturesque 
style. Both must have been sources for Perrault.19

To judge by an article about the Contes in the Mercure galant which 
almost certainly refl ected Perrault’s views,20 he shared the stance on 
authorship commonly taken by students of folk-tale. The argument 
was that, although the authors of such works liked to be considered 
their inventors, it was really a matter of oral tradition: ‘an infi nite 
number of fathers and mothers, grandmothers, governesses and 
much-loved nannies, who for perhaps as long as a thousand years 
have contributed, each one improving on the one before, many enter-
taining circumstantial details which have been preserved, while any-
thing ill-conceived has been forgotten’. As one in the long line of 
tellers, then, his aim would have been to ‘improve on the one before’, 
the versions he had heard or found in print, by adding details for 
entertainment and suppressing those deemed unsuitable or uninter-
esting. The process is perceptible in Donkey-Skin, where much if not 
all the humour comes from Perrault. The subject, however, must 
have been chosen in response to La Fontaine, who had written: ‘If 
I were told of Donkey-Skin, | I’d listen with extreme delight.’21

In Perrault’s version, the tone and many of the incidents resemble 
those of Three Silly Wishes and are quite different from Griselda.

19 This applies even though the language of the Pentamerone is a diffi cult 
Neapolitan dialect, which Perrault is unlikely to have read with any facility; it was 
not translated into French until after his death. He could have had the help of an 
intermediary.

20 Collinet edition, p. 28. The argument was attributed to unspecifi ed ‘connois-
seurs’: very probably a disguise for Perrault, who was on good terms with the editor; 
the article would have been publicity for the Contes.

21 ‘Si Peau d’Ane m’était conté | J’y prendrais un plaisir extrême’; Fables, VIII. iv.
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However, it shares some important elements with the earlier poem, 
since both have a Cinderella-like heroine who is found by a prince. 
Moreover, the last part of Griselda preserves the episode in Boccaccio’s 
tale when it seems that the Prince might marry his daughter, only for 
him to reject the prospect at the last moment as ‘a terrible fate’.

As La Fontaine implied, the Donkey-Skin story was a recognized 
part of contemporary folklore. The principal episodes—a widowed 
father who, failing to fi nd another wife to match the fi rst, announces 
that he wishes to marry his daughter; her fl ight, assisted by magic and 
in a degrading disguise; the meeting with a prince and the release 
from her lowly state through some magic token of love—are found in 
many traditional tales and written literature throughout the Middle 
Ages and the Renaissance. Perrault would have known the tale in out-
line, even if he had not heard it as a child. He might also have read the 
life of the Celtic St Dympna, who was martyred by her father for 
refusing his advances.22 However, in contrast to Griselda, there is no 
religious dimension to his Peau d’Âne.

In the great repertoire of folk-tale known as Aarne-Thompson, 
now revised by Uther,23 Donkey-Skin tales are given their own cat-
egory, type 510B. Among the other versions listed are three from the 
important printed collections. Straparola, Basile, and the Brothers 
Grimm all have stories with a widowed king whose daughter fl ees 
from his approaches, and like Perrault’s heroine performs domestic 
tasks for a prince, but the manner of their fl ight varies, as do the 
magical elements and the tasks they are set.24 Straparola and Basile 
differ from Perrault in presenting their stories as historical anecdotes, 
despite the magic elements, which are a sign of folk-tale origin; in his 
treatment, as in the Grimms’ version, it appears as legend. Perrault’s 
humorous verse further distances his subject from reality. After the 
jokes about the donkey, it is that much harder to be seriously affected 

22 She fi gured in a well-known hagiographic work by the Portuguese writer 
Ribadaneira, Flos sanctorum (‘The Flower of the Saints’) often published in French 
translation during the seventeenth century. See Warner, Beast to Blonde, ch. 20.

23 Antti Aarne, The Types of the Folk Tale, A Classifi cation and Bibliography,
revised and enlarged by Stith Thompson, 1961 (fi rst edition 1928), but superseded 
since 2004 by Hans-Jörg Uther’s further revision (see Select Bibliography).

24 For further details see Appendix A, on Donkey-Skin.
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by the heroine’s plight, especially since her fairy godmother is shown 
to be a little inept in handling it. The character of her father is more 
mildly treated in Perrault than in Straparola, or in the legend of 
St Dympna, where both are out-and-out villains seeking murderous 
revenge on their daughters. In Perrault’s time a king was semi-sacred, 
at any rate in public writings, and the father’s lust is duly purifi ed, in 
a scene worthy of the sentimental dénouements of eighteenth-century 
family dramas.

Despite all this, it remains striking that in Donkey-Skin the possi-
bility of incest is treated openly, at least as far as adults are concerned. 
They will understand ‘marriage’ as a euphemism for sexual abuse, but 
for young children the implications remain hidden; small girls who 
announce, as commonly happens, that they will marry Daddy do not 
mean what adults mean. If the story is meant as a cautionary tale, like 
Little Red Riding-Hood, its openness has advantages. It becomes pos-
sible to include the opinions of minor characters who tell the heroine 
that she must resist her father’s suggestion at all costs, a standard 
feature of the different versions. If you accept that girls should be 
warned against sexual abuse within the family, it is diffi cult to see how 
the warning can be given more explicitly without unacceptable detail. 
A related problem arises with a motif found in Perrault and the 
Grimms, but not the Italian collections: the three dresses and the ani-
mal’s skin. These gifts demanded by the daughter have often been 
held to show that she is not wholeheartedly opposed to her father’s 
approaches. To my mind, the argument is superfi cial. The gifts sup-
ply, fi rst, the means to attract the suitor she wants when the time 
comes, and secondly, the ugly disguise which will deter any sexual 
approaches meanwhile.

3. The Tales in Prose

The term ‘folk-tale’ implies an adult audience; fairy-tale, a story for 
children. The distinction is familiar now, but in the past it scarcely 
existed. Donkey-Skin illustrates this. Many would be reluctant to give 
it to children nowadays, but from Perrault’s Preface to the Contes it is 
evident that in the seventeenth century things were not the same; 
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women tell it to children as a matter of course, he remarks,25 and his 
relative Mlle Lhéritier adds in her comments that she was delighted by 
it as a child. Basile in the 1630s put in his title that his stories are for 
children. The distinction between adult and children’s literature was 
also blurred by La Fontaine, whose style brilliantly combines simpli-
city and sophistication; Perrault followed the same recipe in Three
Silly Wishes and Donkey-Skin.

The prose tales, however, show a defi nite change. Most are clearly 
intended only for quite young children (though they are being read to 
by adults, no doubt), the exceptions being Bluebeard and Ricky the 
Tuft. In this respect they are distinct not only from the anonymous 
tales recounted from ancient times at gatherings of both adults and 
children in the unlit evenings or during communal work, but also 
from those by Perrault’s contemporaries, Mme d’Aulnoy and others, 
who wrote ‘contes merveilleux’ (magic tales) for an adult readership. 
Perhaps the clearest example is Little Red Riding-Hood. Like another 
favourite of smaller children, The Three Little Pigs, it is halfway to 
being a game. It ends with the delicious mock-frightening ritualistic 
formulas, and (preferably) a hug from the storyteller at the words ‘eat 
you with’. The manuscript copy spelt it out: ‘You say these words 
loudly to frighten the child, as if the wolf were going to eat it.’ The 
Moral, however, is separately addressed to grown-ups—a brief and 
witty equivalent of our Freudian interpretations.

Another feature distinguishing his tales from those published for 
adults at the same period is concision, notably exemplifi ed in Red
Riding-Hood. It is a basic virtue in tales for small children, and depends 
on simplicity, not easy to achieve. Much in the Contes that seems 
simple is from folk-tale, and is now considered typical of children’s 
stories: the limited and conventional range of characters, kings and 
queens, princesses and princes, ogres and fairy godmothers, often 
morally unambiguous, completely good or completely bad.26 They 
may be multiplied, but are never complicated: two hostile sisters, or 

25 ‘The tale of Donkey-Skin is told to children, day in day out, by their govern-
esses and grandmothers’; see below, p. 4.

26 For a valuable discussion of this stylization and related topics, see Max Lüthi, 
Once Upon a Time, Bloomington: University of Indiana Press (1970), ch. 3.
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brothers at the beginning of Puss in Boots, seven brothers including 
Hop. The same applies with repeated incidents: three wishes, three 
requests for dresses (though only two visits to the ball: many versions 
of Cinderella have three). The effect is to increase narrative tension. 
The technique is taken even further in Bluebeard, with the seemingly 
endless dialogue between the threatening villain, the victim, and her 
sister. This example also illustrates the formulaic moments of dia-
logue that are a feature of folk-tale and which Perrault seems care-
fully to have preserved. The directions from Red Riding-Hood’s 
grandmother about opening the door are a particularly clear example, 
since they are in the language of the Middle Ages. They seem fi xed 
and unalterable, but that is not always the case. At the end of Red
Riding-Hood the dialogue with the wolf is found with many minor 
variations, and it is evident that narrators would have felt free to 
develop their own versions even of permanent elements in a tale.

However, Perrault chose at times to insert self-consciously literary 
elements in the Contes. He keeps the time-honoured opening, ‘Il était 
une fois . . .’ (‘Once upon a time . . .’), but in the endings to two tales, 
Hop o’ my Thumb and Ricky the Tuft, permits himself an authorial 
intervention, questioning whether what we have just heard is genuine. 
These passages look as if they were intended for more cultivated 
audiences than those who listened to grandmothers or village story-
tellers. For some critics, as with the knowing tone of some of the 
Morals, this sophistication spoils the naive charm of the stories—a 
fair comment on Hop, in my view, but not with Ricky, which through-
out assumes in its hearers a high level of linguistic appreciation. More 
often, the passages which seem to be Perrault’s own contributions are 
effective both for children and adults. He marks important moments 
in the action by tiny dramatic scenes: the wicked fairy’s curse in 
Sleeping Beauty; the encounter on the path between wolf and grand-
child; Bluebeard’s tempting prohibition; and so on. Every tale con-
tains signifi cant and entertaining dialogue of this kind, and it is 
particularly noticeable in the tales in which speech itself is a vital part 
of the story, Puss in Boots, The Fairies, and Ricky the Tuft.

Among Perrault’s greatest talents as a storyteller is his eye for 
memorable detail. Several of the most famous are in the titles, and it 
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seems certain that he invented them: the red hood, the cat’s boots, the 
glass slipper, the beard. Although there seem to be many, they are 
used sparingly. Only very occasionally does Perrault fall into a com-
mon fault in tales involving magic, which is to weaken its effect by 
overuse.27 Probably the best examples are in the tale of tales, Cinderella,
when in the transformation scene the godmother and Cinderella 
cooperate. It is a masterpiece of narrative partly because of the clever 
dialogue, which both moves the action forward and shows the little 
girl developing in maturity.28 In addition, the objects that the two dis-
cuss have great symbolic value: the magical transformation of humble 
or unpleasant domestic things into the glamorous trappings of court 
life foretells the change from persecuted child to attractive young 
woman.

In this case, the magic objects can be interpreted without reference 
to sexual symbolism, but more often the opposite is true. Many if not 
all the vivid details I have mentioned, and the scenes in which they 
occur, are usually explicated with reference to sexuality. Thus the old 
woman’s spindle on which Sleeping Beauty pricks her fi nger is not 
only a picturesque item in the narrative but a sexual symbol, its swell-
ing shape suggesting a woman rather than a girl. More obscurely, 
although from Perrault himself onwards commentators have been 
virtually unanimous on the point, Red Riding-Hood’s encounter with 
the wolf symbolizes the sexual act, the colour of the hood implying 
from the outset that she is, at least potentially, a sexual being.

Caution is required in symbolic analysis; it is not enough, as is 
sometimes assumed, to equate symbol to reality in a one-to-one rela-
tionship and leave it at that. Things are usually more complicated. 
Bluebeard’s beard is a masculine symbol, yes, as Donkey-Skin’s ring 
is a female one; but whereas in her story a sexual implication can 

27 Two possible counter-examples: in Sleeping Beauty there is no real need for the 
dwarf with seven-league boots and the fairy’s fl ying chariot; nor for the apparition of 
the cooks from underground in Ricky the Tuft. This resembles the dance interludes 
common in theatrical entertainments in Perrault’s time, but contributes little to the 
story apart from recalling the underground kingdom of the goblins, the origin of 
Ricky no doubt being the fi gure of the Goblin King (see Collinet’s edition, p. 290).

28 As she does throughout the tale: in the scene with her sisters after she returns 
from the ball she has already become aware of her own privileged position.
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clearly be seen when she hides her ring in the cake intended for the 
Prince,29 it is not at all clear why the beard is blue, and commentators 
have offered many explanations. Later in the tale, the symbolism 
becomes even more enigmatic. Even in Donkey-Skin, there are prob-
lems with the somewhat comic animal (‘the beast so pure | That 
what he dropped was not manure . . .’) and its skin; the association of 
excrement with wealth is common in folklore, and a donkey often 
symbolizes crude male desire, but it would probably be wrong to look 
for any exact meaning here: the associations are effective while 
remaining vague. However, it does seem that the killing of the 
donkey corresponds to the destruction of the threat from Donkey-
Skin’s father.

As with Freudian theories in general, there is commonly some 
reluctance to accept that stories which seem innocent and charming, 
like children, contain a substratum of meaning which is neither. Many 
parents are like Sleeping Beauty’s father, who seemingly wants to 
preserve her from sexuality. However, whether or not Freudian an-
alysis is correct in affi rming that children are already sexual beings, 
there is no doubt that, however charming, they are destined to become 
so. Virtually all the symbolism in Perrault’s tales points to the conclu-
sion that one of the underlying subjects is this great transition in 
human development. Another is the more general process of growth 
away from dependence on parents.

This is the basis for an interpretation of fairy-tale which has had 
very wide infl uence, that of Bruno Bettelheim in his The Uses of 
Enchantment.30 Fairy-tale in general, he argues, is concerned not sim-
ply with growing up, but with the manifold anxieties, often deeply felt 
and disturbing, to which children are subject as their development 
continues. The function of the stories is to provide imaginative reas-
surance that the process will not result in disaster but end ‘happily 
ever after’. Thus fairy-tale should evoke fears, but also show how 

29 Though even here there is suffi cient reason in the narrative for her to hide it; the 
sexual innuendo is additional, not essential.

30 Subtitled The Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales, New York: Knopf (1976);
see for example p. 5. Devotees of Perrault have to allow for a degree of prejudice 
against him in what Bettelheim says.
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they may be surmounted. There are reservations to be made about 
Bettelheim’s work, especially over the detail of his commentaries on 
individual tales, but his theory in outline convincingly explains both 
why the content of so many of them is unpleasant, and why they 
have an important role to play in ensuring children’s psychological 
health. Few adults would deny, even if they do not remember it in 
themselves, that children suffer what seem unwarranted and exagger-
ated anxieties, about both their present circumstances and the future, 
or that they are often in open or concealed confl ict with parents 
and siblings, while remaining deeply attached to them. Fairy-tales, 
which children know to be unreal, permit them vicariously to con-
front fears and indulge feelings they recognize as bad but cannot 
avoid: fears of rejection by parents, for instance, in Hop o’ my Thumb,
or hostility to parent and sister in Cinderella. The freedom to feel with 
Hop or Cinderella is the greater because their circumstances are 
amplifi ed by fantasy: the ordinary resentments of childhood, if 
realistically reproduced, would not offer the same emotional depth as 
the extreme situations of fairy-tale. Bettelheim stresses the greater 
imaginative force and value of seemingly unrealistic fairy-tales as 
compared with rational discourse or the dull realism of much fi ction 
for children.

At the same time, the stories make positive suggestions about 
resolving anxieties and confl icts. A bad mother-fi gure, in the shape of 
Cinderella’s stepmother, is superseded by a good one when her god-
mother appears, leaving the child free to believe that, somehow, the 
mother it is cross with and by whom it is persecuted will disappear 
and be replaced by a kinder one. In Hop o’ my Thumb the progression 
is different. The parent-fi gures in the second part are even more 
threatening than the ‘real’ parents of the fi rst part (though in relation 
to each other they are the same: the mother less cruel than the father), 
but Hop’s cleverness gets him and his brothers out of their predica-
ment, and, very quickly, brings success in the wider world. The obvi-
ous message, put openly in the Morals, is that attractiveness and 
kindness for girls, and intelligence and bravery for boys, are valuable 
qualities. Since we like to believe that we possess them, the message is 
likely to prove acceptable.
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A specifi c problem in interpreting Cinderella is raised by its asso-
ciation with Donkey-Skin in folklore studies.31 Comparing the two 
shows at once that the outline of Cinderella is to be found in the later 
parts of Donkey-Skin. The main difference, of course, lies in the fam-
ily relationships: the father is largely or completely excluded from 
Cinderella stories. He is either dead or powerless against the second 
wife, and the persecution of the heroine is due not to him, but the 
other females in the family. This suggests that, in the history of the 
tale (at least as regards Perrault’s version) the original plotline was that 
of Donkey-Skin, and that at some point the outline story of Cinderella
became separated from the incidents that precede it in Donkey-Skin.
The result is that Perrault’s Cinderella does not contain any reference 
to incestuous child-abuse. For Perrault, then, as for Basile before him, 
the two tales are distinct. If the prose Cinderella is a romanticized fan-
tasy for children about growing up, the verse Donkey-Skin, with its 
franker treatment of the sexual side, is a straightforward cautionary 
tale, the fairy openly describing the father’s desires as wrong.

Sleeping Beauty, The Fairies, and Ricky, together with the more 
diffi cult Red Riding-Hood and Bluebeard, are other tales manifestly 
directed towards girl children which concern the normal processes of 
maturation. The symbolism in Sleeping Beauty, as I have mentioned, 
transforms the onset of puberty into the famous spinning-wheel inci-
dent. The later piece of magic, the barrier of trees that is effective 
against all except her future husband, implies a long period of chastity 
before the fi rst sexual experience, which in Perrault, unlike his best-
known predecessors, is equated with marriage. In later versions this is 
where the tale concludes, making it an ideal allegory of bourgeois 
mating rituals: children protected, sexuality reluctantly conceded, but 
hidden, then a refusal to allow anyone except one worthy suitor to 
approach. The Grimms’ version adds some rivals to point the lesson, 
but ends with marriage.

In the later part of Perrault’s version, Beauty’s role becomes that 
of the wife in a clandestine marriage, a not uncommon event in France 

31 Both are type 510 in Aarne-Thompson-Uther (following Marian Roalfe Cox’s 
work of 1893). ATU simply calls type 510A Cinderella and type 510B by Perrault’s 
title Peau d’Âne. 
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at the time. It becomes necessary to hide the offspring from the mother-
in-law, who behaves (leaving her ogreish propensities aside) like any 
other mother who suspects that her son is having an illicit affair. The 
story’s subject, then, has changed, and now concerns the notoriously 
diffi cult relationship between a man’s wife and his mother—perhaps 
not a topic that might be expected in a fairy-tale. We can reconstruct 
the reasons for it by comparing Perrault’s tale with Basile’s earlier 
version. Here, the Prince who fi nds the sleeping Talia is already mar-
ried, and takes advantage of her unconscious state to father twins on 
her; in due course, the jealous wife fi nds out, and seeks a dreadful 
revenge, exactly like Beauty’s mother-in-law. But when Perrault was 
writing, propriety forbade that a princess should suffer virtual rape. 
Perrault makes the Prince behave honourably—though the marriage 
takes place with suspicious haste—but then has to face the problem 
that there is no convenient jealous wife to act as villain. The tradition-
ally troublesome fi gure of the mother-in-law comes to the rescue, 
though at some cost to narrative plausibility.32

Little Red Riding-Hood, The Fairies, and Ricky the Tuft treat the 
subject of growing up with a greater or lesser degree of magic sym-
bolism. The warnings, reassurance, or advice they contain seem to be 
intended for different age-groups. Only in the fi rst, for the youngest, 
does the symbolism present serious problems. In each, the advice 
seems obvious (though not quite what the Morals say): do not talk to 
strange men; be nice to your elders, even if they are poor; and remem-
ber that looks are not everything, intelligent conversation counts as 
well. Ricky, the longest, needs its length in order to give examples of 
what is meant; it is designed for young women of the later seven-
teenth century in France, with its précieux traditions of elegant talk, 
often fl irtatious, in the salons where articulate women dominated. It is 
also, no doubt, a weaker, polite version of tales of the ‘Frog Prince’ 
type, in which the future husband appears fi rst as repugnant, the 
animal suitors symbolically representing fears about the physical side 

32 It is interesting that in a much older version, the Ninth Captain’s Tale in The
1001 Nights, things are more relaxed: the affair between prince and beautiful girl is 
only slightly worrying for his mother, who collaborates with her to make the union 
permanent. See Appendix A.
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of sex.33 The Fairies, by contrast, must be for a young audience, old 
enough to appreciate that the unkind sister is ‘rude’, as children say, 
but not enough to object to the scarcely disguised nannyish advice.

Little Red Riding-Hood is diffi cult not only because it has been 
made so by commentators, who often speculate about the complicity 
of the little girl in her seduction, if seduction it is, but also because 
there are widely differing versions, of which that by the Brothers 
Grimm, in which the wolf is killed, has tended to supersede Perrault’s.34

Killing the wolf seems appropriate for a cautionary tale, seriously 
warning about real wolves in the countryside, but Perrault’s Moral, 
making the wolf symbolic, suggests that in Paris the threat of actually 
being eaten was no longer felt to be serious. Indeed, it is hard to 
understand why the bed scene would have been devised if the ‘wolf ’ 
was only wanting food. If the intention was to tell the story to small 
girls, then a simple explanation seems to be best: a warning that 
males—whatever else he is, the wolf is male—may do awful things to 
girl children. That sexual danger is meant will be apparent to adults, 
as with the marriage in Donkey-Skin, but for the limited understand-
ing of the child it is transformed into another dreadful fate. The enjoy-
able series of questions and answers at the end, nonetheless, seems to 
me ambiguous, more subtly so than is sometimes assumed: it shows 
the danger but, by turning the dialogue into a kind of game, suggests 
that it is not entirely real, leaving the way open for the child to develop 
her own understanding of what is involved.

Those who know other versions of Red Riding-Hood may fi nd 
this too simple. Many versions collected from rural France in the 
nineteenth century and later contain puzzling and gruesome elements 
which had been lost to sight to polite society. Among them are the 
two routes that the girl can take, the ‘path of pins’ and the ‘path of 
needles’; explicated in terms of the rural culture of the time, they 

33 Aarne-Thompson Type 440, the animal bridegroom. In this, Perrault’s version 
is distinct from the two contemporary literary tales to which it must be related, by 
Mlle Lhéritier and Mlle Bernard (see Appendix A), since in them the idea that the 
woman is reconciled to the man’s ugliness is not found.

34 A further example of the tendency to eliminate the ‘nastiness’ of fairy-tale is to 
be found in a recent version of Red Riding-Hood published in the Ladybird series: the 
wolf survives to become vegetarian.
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symbolize successive stages in her life, fi rst when she can have suitors, 
and then the stage of sexual activity.35 As for the wolf, sometimes 
called a werewolf, he consumes the grandmother but keeps back some 
fl esh and blood which he tells the girl to cook and eat, which she does 
(sometimes being warned what she is doing; sometimes reluctantly). 
Incongruously, when in bed, she escapes by saying that she must go 
outside to relieve herself. The wolf tells her to ‘do it in the bed’, but 
she insists. It is entirely probable that, despite the lapse of two hun-
dred years, versions with such motifs come virtually unaltered from 
Perrault’s time, or well before, and that in Le Petit Chaperon rouge we 
have a story which has been cleaned up, either by Perrault himself or 
some previous teller.

Despite this, Red Riding-Hood is easy enough to comprehend on 
the surface at least, both for child and adult. Bluebeard, by contrast, 
has always seemed both terrifying and mysterious. Although his wife 
is rescued, the tension generated by the wait for her brothers leaves 
behind it the sense that the dangers cannot be simply forgotten. But 
what is her sin, exactly? The literalist view—that it is mere inquisi-
tiveness—cannot be taken seriously, despite Perrault’s fi rst Moral 
(itself tongue-in-cheek); the punishment is too severe. Marina Warner, 
however, has a wealth of material to show that in Victorian times the 
tale was taken to warn, with enthusiasm, of the dangers of curiosity,36

as if the commentators were on Bluebeard’s side. This tendency was 
foreshadowed in a Christianized variant recorded by the Grimms, 
Our Lady’s Child, which keeps the heroine’s curiosity but removes the 
context of marriage; a girl adopted by the Virgin is cruelly punished 
for a sin analogous to that of Bluebeard’s wife. She admits her sin at 
the last moment, which saves her from being burnt alive.

Disregarding this, what Bluebeard forbids his wife must be some 
kind of sexual knowledge or act, shown symbolically; what it is has 

35 See an article by Yvonne Verdier, often reproduced or summarized: ‘Grands-
mères, si vous saviez: Le Petit Chaperon rouge dans la tradition orale’, Cahiers de la 
littérature orale, 4 (1978); and Appendix A on Red Riding-Hood below.

36 Beast to Blonde, 244–6. Some of the comments she records make a connec-
tion with the sin of Eve, desire for sexual knowledge; but Eve was a virgin, unlike—
presumably—Bluebeard’s wife.
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been interpreted in various ways, all open to serious objections. 
Perhaps the commonest view follows Freud: the key and the lock 
symbolize the sexual act. Hence the dead wives show what will hap-
pen to the new wife if she is unfaithful, and the ineradicable blood 
shows that infi delity cannot be concealed. In favour of this view is the 
likelihood that a wife would be warned against it, that Bluebeard’s 
departure provides an obvious opportunity, and that jealous husbands 
were frequently violent if adultery was proved; against it, that the 
wife is not actually unfaithful—unless the key and lock are taken to 
represent it; but then, there is no lover. Nonetheless, Bluebeard 
behaves as if she had been unfaithful, like, presumably, all the other 
wives. In the terms of the story, what she has done is to yield to the 
temptation he deliberately places before her; it must therefore be 
meant as a test.

The other problem is that, if the wife has been guilty, she gets away 
with it. Among the many other versions of the tale, some stress the 
monstrosity or devilishness of the husband, thus justifying the wife’s 
escape. Other, less closely related versions, say that Bluebeard kills 
his wives if they become pregnant. This is the tradition preserved in a 
saint’s life from Brittany, a region long connected with Bluebeard. 
The saint’s life might not be especially relevant except that medieval 
frescoes illustrating it correspond exactly to scenes in Perrault’s tale: 
the marriage, the handing over of a key, a room in which seven dead 
wives are hanging, and Bluebeard’s attempt to murder his wife.37

The efforts that have been made to unravel the obscure but power-
ful symbolism tend to preserve the assumption that Bluebeard’s wife 
is at fault, but it is of course he who is the villain, and several times 
over, so it seems: a serial killer. The lesson to draw, then, might 
be very simple, that girls should avoid marrying sinister men, even 
if, or perhaps especially if, they possess great wealth. Mothers too 
should fi nd a lesson here, the girl’s mother having taken no notice 
of the warning signs. Bluebeard is not quite an anti-Cinderella in the 
sense that it warns against marriage in general—the wife remarries 

37 Warner, Beast to Blonde, 261. She comments that the pictures ‘anticipate very 
satisfyingly the fairytale ogre, as chronicled by Perrault’.
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happily—but it certainly makes clear that there may be dangers 
involved.

The two tales for boys, Hop o’ my Thumb and Puss in Boots, are 
distinct in that the symbolism usually does not concern sex, while the 
message conveyed by the success of the heroes is naturally about the 
worldly qualities considered valuable for men, courage and ingenuity 
rather than beauty and charm (though Perrault in one of the Morals 
is not above pointing out that masculine attractiveness may also be 
useful). Hop o’ my Thumb, though less skilful as narration than Puss,
is the more disturbing, in that it openly deals with a terrible idea, the 
possibility of being eaten. Do we therefore interpret the tale (and its 
more successful version from the Brothers Grimm, Hansel and Gretel )
as being basically a resolution of such anxiety? To do so involves 
believing that children do in fact suffer from this fear, and that the 
story does not only magnify the fear of rejection.38 The threat of being 
eaten is of course a common theme both in folk-tale generally and in 
stories for children; the Grimms’ The Juniper Tree is another well-
known example. Often the threat comes from an ogre, defi ned by 
Perrault as ‘a savage man who ate small children’,39 but more usually 
thought of as a giant, as in the English tale of Jack the Giant-Killer.

If children are indeed afraid of being eaten, if only in nightmares, 
the person they fear must be an adult, who is in the same relation of 
size to a child as a giant is to men. Bettelheim records the response of 
a 5-year-old boy to his mother after she had told him the tale of Jack 
the Giant-Killer: ‘There aren’t such things as giants, are there?. . . But 
there are such things as grownups, and they’re like giants.’40 In 
Perrault, the terrifying idea is somewhat mitigated by the division of 
the story into two parts (rather like the division in Sleeping Beauty,

38 This is Bettelheim’s view (The Uses of Enchantment), it seems; curiously, he 
says very little about the fear of cannibalism. See his discussion of Hansel and Gretel,
especially p. 166 on the witch being a ‘fantastically exaggerated’ personifi cation of the 
child’s ‘immature dread’.

39 Note to the dedicatory lines in Donkey-Skin; below, p. 52. The reason for the 
past tense ‘ate’ is probably that ogres are supposed to belong to times past.

40 Bettelheim, Uses of Enchantment, 27. He mentions that the mother knew that 
her son had fantasies about cannibalism, and like many parents was doubtful of the 
wisdom of telling her child a tale containing horrifi c elements.
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where an equally horrifying episode is kept until the second part). In 
the fi rst, the parents, faced with starvation, prefer to abandon the chil-
dren in the forest rather than to watch them die; it is in the second and 
more fantastic section that the fear of being eaten is made explicit, and 
the danger does not come from a parent, but from a monstrous 
stranger. Assuming that Perrault’s source was a tale of the ‘Mother 
Killed Me, Father Ate Me’ type, he converted what must be the most 
terrible fear of all into something marginally less so (as did the Grimms 
with the witch): the threat comes from a being who can, as it were, 
safely be defeated because he is a monster, and the child can identify 
comfortingly with the dauntless hero. When Perrault published the 
Contes, the possibility of being eaten was not pure fantasy, since wide-
spread and serious famine had recently occurred, which must have 
made the implications in Hop o’ my Thumb worse than they probably 
appear now.

Puss in Boots is the boy’s counterpart of a Cinderella story—the 
hero-victim suffers less from his family, but is in sad straits nonethe-
less when a magic helper appears and brings about, in stages, a trans-
formation analogous to that in Cinderella; poor orphan boy marries 
princess and becomes rich. However, there is virtually no sexual 
symbolism; the young man’s concealment naked in the river before 
meeting the Princess is suggestive enough in itself.41 Most of the 
symbolism in the tale conceals the same terrors as in Hop o’ my Thumb,
but again in mitigated form: the being who may be eaten is not the 
boy, but Puss, momentarily endangered at the beginning. When the 
same danger arises in the Ogre’s castle, Puss has already proved so 
resourceful that it seems to be just another problem to be ingeniously 
overcome.

Puss’s stratagems are often criticized for being merely deceitful, 
and the tale as a whole is clearly not edifying. It belongs more to the 
picaresque tradition in literature, stories of the enterprising rascal 
whose tricks are endearing rather than regrettable. There are also 
echoes of another ancient tradition, this time aristocratic, that of the 

41 Although we are told by Freudian analysis that water is one of the commonest 
symbols of sexual activity. 
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clever valet whose ruses assist a noble master, the master himself ne-
cessarily being honourable; he can benefi t from the servant’s lack of 
scruple but not instigate it.42 Puss’s lies, as Louis Marin showed in his 
analysis of the tale,43 are of a remarkable kind: they become true 
largely because telling them helps to make them true. Puss’s announce-
ments about the Marquis of Carabas—with some contributions of his 
own—convince everyone that the young man is indeed a nobleman. 
Only then does he progressively acquire the necessary perquisites, a 
princess, an estate, and a castle. However, they are acquired in the 
wrong order, so to speak. In reality, a young man of merit rising 
through society would have made his fortune fi rst, then bought 
estates, then married; only at a late stage would he be ennobled and 
given a title. But Puss’s plan assumes that if the title is given—by 
him—all the rest will follow, and to our delight it does.

In other words the attraction of the story is that it is almost pure 
entertainment: the lightest of the Contes, and one of the most skilful. 
What then of Perrault’s claim, in the Preface, that in all the tales the 
primary purpose was didactic? The narrative, he said, was simply an 
envelope for ‘une morale utile’, a useful moral lesson. This was con-
ventional. The function of literature was invariably defi ned, in French 
theoretical writing, as a combination of the ‘useful’ and the ‘pleasant’, 
a formula that went back to Horace; few were those who even sug-
gested that their main purpose was simply to entertain. In Perrault’s 
case, however, the argument that the tales are morally instructive is 
undermined by the Morals themselves, which are more often than not 
unserious. To critics they have often seemed frivolous or cynical. 
Certainly they contain a good deal of irony, which often goes unap-
preciated by the more solemn commentators. The conclusion of 
Bluebeard, for instance, is the remark that the modern husband is 
not a tyrant, but ‘quiet as a mouse’, which (in view of some other 

42 Perhaps the most familiar, though very late, example is Figaro in his fi rst incar-
nation, in Beaumarchais’s Barber of Seville.

43 The chapter ‘A la Conquête du pouvoir’ in Le Récit est un piège, Paris: Les 
Éditions de Minuit (1978), included as ‘Recipes for Power’ in Food for Thought, trans-
lation by Mette Hjort of his La Parole mangée, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press (1997).
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anti-feminist passages) is likely to be read as a masculine jibe at the 
modern wife rather than a comment on the story. Donkey-Skin ends 
with several ‘moral’ observations, some resembling the Bluebeard
Moral, some so trite as to be meaningless (‘whatever trials life may 
send | Virtue will triumph in the end’). When the comments seem to 
be meant seriously, as with Cinderella, The Fairy, and Puss in Boots,
they are prudential, that is, they concern the qualities that are needed 
to avoid risks and get on in the world, justifying self-interest rather 
than altruism. This is another way in which Perrault resembles La 
Fontaine, and like him he may use the Moral to make remarks which 
are not merely repetitions of what has just been expressed in the story. 
The second Moral to Ricky, for example, makes a common but worth-
while point about the nature of love.

The general impression given by the Morals, however, is that 
Perrault was seeking to distance himself and his adult readers from 
the more uncomfortable aspects of the stories. No Moral deals directly 
with the brutality which confronts the characters, whether from ogres, 
parents, or husbands. It is as if adults, rather than children, need to be 
protected from the ugly side of life. The same impression comes from 
considering the function of the symbolism. When the basic subject is 
cannibalism, or the risk of being eaten, the idea is disguised; the 
potential victim becomes an animal (Puss), or the aggressor a non-
human being, an ogre or ogress. When sex is the subject, it is concealed 
by symbolic objects. Even where it is diffi cult to say what the symbols 
mean specifi cally, as in Bluebeard, there can be little doubt about the 
general implication. Again, in considering the probable revisions 
made by Perrault, it looks as though the purpose was to exclude or 
alter the more unpleasant episodes. The clearest cases are Sleeping
Beauty and Red Riding-Hood, from which episodes known in other 
versions, such as the Prince’s violation of the unconscious girl and the 
wolf ’s treatment of the grandmother’s corpse, are absent; if Perrault 
knew them, as seems probable, he must have decided against them on 
the grounds that they would be found offensive, and made the neces-
sary alterations.

The result of all this is that the tales in prose, at least—the position 
is different with those in verse—became suited to the middle-class 
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sensibilities of his time. These, so it would appear, did not alter fun-
damentally for centuries, despite some changes in Victorian times, 
when the classic fairy-tale text became the Grimms’ collection. As 
regards morality, in the widest sense of the word, Perrault’s stories 
seem to have been considered still relevant. Nor would their rural set-
ting have seemed unfamiliar, when even town dwellers were still 
accustomed to the traditions of an agricultural society. Late in the 
nineteenth century came more signifi cant changes. This is the time 
when Thomas Hardy’s novels were recording a world in which folk-
tale would still have been a normal part of life, but which was not to 
last much longer. Perrault himself had made out, although the decor 
of the tales was that of his own time, that they came from a vaguely 
medieval past. By the middle of the twentieth century, his pretence of 
antiquity had become a reality. Even the medium of print was being 
superseded by electronic communications, just as print had super-
seded oral tradition.

It is common to lament the passing of fairy-tale as a consequence 
of these changes. In 1946 Stith Thompson said that ‘folktale has gone 
the way of the bow and arrow’.44 However, it may be too early to 
pronounce it dead. Writers of books and makers of fi lms go on using 
characters and plots from Perrault’s tales and others. We should per-
haps accept that fairy-tales from the past have to be put into modern 
forms in order to be appreciated; that is preferable to oblivion. Perrault 
himself claimed to be doing no more, and no less, than countless other 
narrators who took stories they knew and presented them afresh. La 
Fontaine wrote, in the dedication to his second collection of fables, 
that a story ‘truly casts a spell’, because it ‘makes a captive of the soul’. 
Who would disagree? Those by Perrault have held a good few people 
spellbound over the centuries and we may reasonably suppose that 
they will go on doing so. For the majority among us, readers and 
listeners who lack the creative gift, it is to be hoped that they will also 
inspire others to follow his example.

44 The Folktale, New York: Dryden (1946) (quoted from the 1977 edition 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press), 461).
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An asterisk in the text signifi es a note at the back of the book.
There is no question about the choice of text to follow: the only 

full text is that of the 1697 edition of the Histoires ou Contes, left unre-
vised by Perrault. As regards variants, there are signifi cant differences 
only for Sleeping Beauty and The Fairies, on which see Appendix B, 
although the 1695 manuscript contains numerous variant readings of 
minor importance. I have mainly used the edition by Collinet, but 
have frequently consulted also those by Rouger and Soriano (the lat-
ter being the only one to give all the variant readings). All provide 
much assistance with seventeenth-century meanings and the bio-
graphical, historical, and literary background.

I have usually left the traditional titles untouched, except for Ricky
the Tuft, which is better than the unidiomatic Ricky with the Tuft. For 
Le Petit Poucet I have preferred Hop o’ my Thumb to Little Thumbling,
the common alternative. (Tom Thumb is a different character.) The 
only verse tale title calling for comment is Three Silly Wishes, the 
standard alternative The Foolish Wishes having, I think, too much 
alliteration. Children’s editions of the tales are often given the general 
title ‘Tales of Mother Goose’ or similar; Contes de ma mère l’oie was 
not used by Perrault himself except in the 1695 manuscript of the fi rst 
fi ve tales, although the words are to be seen in the frontispiece of the 
1697 Contes, and has been so often used for other collections that a less 
quaint title seemed preferable.

I believe this to be the fi rst complete English translation in which 
verse is rendered in verse. The full Griselidis has never been trans-
lated, as far as I know. Usually all or some of the verse tales, when 
they are included, are put into prose. The Morals which Perrault 
added to the prose tales are sometimes translated into verse, some-
times into prose. Of the prose tales, the fi rst English translation is 
now generally attributed, following the Opies (The Classic Fairy Tales,



24 n. 1), to Robert Samber, in 1729: Histories, or Tales of Past Times. 
By M. Perrault. However, the old attribution to Guy Miège is still 
common in library catalogues. Samber’s translation is probably the 
most commonly reprinted, under varying titles. It is lively and pictur-
esque, but none too reliable as regards meaning, and was accurately 
revised by J. E. Mansion in The Fairy Tales of Charles Perrault
(London: Harrap, 1922; reprinted as Charles Perrault’s Classic Fairy 
Tales, London: Chancellor, 1986); here Three Wishes and Donkey-
Skin are adapted for prose. There have been many other translations 
and innumerable adaptations, among which I have benefi ted from the 
translations or adaptations by Geoffrey Brereton (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin Books, 1957) and Neil Philip and Nicolette Simborowski 
(under the title Little Red Riding Hood, but including all the tales; 
London: Pavilion, s.d.). Angela Carter, The Fairy Tales of Charles 
Perrault (London: Gollancz, 1977), includes Three Wishes and Donkey-
Skin in prose; the translation is loose, but moves well. I have as far as 
possible avoided consulting other translations, and may well have 
missed some that should be mentioned; many appear among the 
countless editions of single tales or selections.

My primary concern has been fi delity to the original meaning, but 
without sacrifi cing readability, bearing in mind that Perrault must 
originally have intended his stories to be read to children. In the prose 
tales, the language is usually simple, no doubt for the sake of effective 
narration, but is not without subtleties, and has greater variation in 
register than is sometimes supposed. Sometimes the simplicity of the 
vocabulary can be misleading. Often the meanings of words have 
changed, to a greater or lesser degree, and it is all too easy to assume 
that one understands a word without realizing what has changed. The 
verb penser, now ‘to think’, was often used to mean ‘almost to do some-
thing’: Bluebeard’s wife did not really ‘think that’ she was breaking her 
neck as she ran downstairs, or (a moment or two later) that she was 
dying of fright: in English she ‘nearly’ did so. Again, the nasty sister in 
The Fairies is said to be ‘brutale’ at one point, meaning not that she was 
brutal, or even rough, but merely impolite and inconsiderate. On this 
matter I owe a debt of gratitude to French editors, who have done all 
the hard work of checking in seventeenth-century dictionaries.
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Like his immediate predecessors Molière and La Fontaine, Perrault 
had an ear for colloquial speech, including that of children, and seems 
to have enjoyed reproducing it when opportunities arose, as with 
Red Riding-Hood’s exchanges with the wolf or Cinderella’s with her 
sisters. Here the translator should employ a different register from 
that required in Ricky the Tuft, where the conversation (apart from 
when the Princess is still stupid) is in courtly or salon mode, the meas-
ured elegance of Mme de Lafayette’s characters in La Princesse de 
Clèves, which Perrault was probably imitating. In The Fairies it is of 
course essential to try to reproduce the politeness of the kind sister 
and the coarseness of the unkind one; if I have overdone it, I plead 
good intentions.

In the narrative sections Perrault quite often employs colloquial 
turns of phrase, as in the opening of Sleeping Beauty. However, the 
problem I have found in his narrative prose is not to do with register, 
but syntax. It seems likely that children at the end of the seventeenth 
century were expected to cope with more complex sentences than are 
usual today. His syntax is diffi cult by modern standards, and I have 
frequently felt the need to simplify it. Like most writers of his time, he 
arranges his sentences hierarchically: there is one main verb, the 
clause in which it appears being preceded and followed by rank upon 
rank, or so it sometimes seems, of subordinate clauses, introduced by 
whos and althoughs and so on. English often prefers to join clauses in 
the same sentence with conjunctions, and, but: ‘and he’ not ‘who’, 
‘but’ not ‘although’, or else will split what might become a lengthy 
sentence into two or more. It is remarkable that even when he is using 
complicated constructions Perrault’s narrative moves rapidly and 
smoothly; I have tried to keep its virtues, but am all too aware that 
I have often stumbled after him.

Generally, my views on translating from French have been much 
infl uenced by Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet’s Stylistique com-
parée du français et de l’anglais (1958; available in English since 1995),
an invaluable survey of the many diverse ways in which the two lan-
guages differ in idiom, not only as regards single words or phrases, 
but also at the level of clauses or even whole sentences. (My remarks 
just now about French and English sentences derive from this book.) 
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It is an essential corrective to the naive view that each word in French 
corresponds exactly, or even approximately, to a word in English—
I have already given an example of this: the un-English title Ricky
with the Tuft for Riquet à la houppe—and tends to argue that transla-
tion is more a matter of adapting content written in one language to 
the repertoire that the other language provides. This used to be taken 
for granted when ancient Latin or Greek had to be put into modern 
English, or vice versa for some persecuted students, but now it is a 
lesson that has to be learned afresh.

When the original is in verse, problems and priorities are rather 
different. Fidelity to the sense remains important, but poetry is not 
written mainly to convey an exact sense. The sound of words is also 
important, especially, of course, in rhyming poetry, and relates the 
words to each other in a manner independent of sense. Moreover the 
rhythm of verse ensures heavier emphasis on some syllables than on 
others, giving them greater signifi cance. It is therefore a misappre-
hension to suppose that a prose translation will be the most faithful. 
To neglect the aesthetic appeal of metre and rhyme is at least as 
much of a betrayal as, with prose, it would be to rewrite rather than to 
translate. Besides that, in verse originals the style differs from that 
habitual in prose; even when the author avoids poetic diction the 
language of verse is usually more concentrated, which is why prose 
translations of verse are almost inevitably strained and unnatural. 
Even poorly turned verse is, I hope, better than the unreadability that 
easily results when a ‘literal’ prose translation is made. Conversely, 
the lift that rhyme and metre can give even to quite dull meanings 
justifi es almost any attempt—and there have been some pretty bad 
ones—to keep the attractions of verse.

French is more generous with its rhymes than English, partly 
because its words are invariably stressed (though more lightly than 
in English) on the last syllable, and partly because it has a multitude 
of words ending in homophonous suffi xes such as -age, -eur, -ant (or 
-ent), -elle, and many others. This is particularly true of the rather 
abstract language of the seventeenth century. It is some compensation 
that modern English has a wider vocabulary, rich in what are called 
concrete words. The result is often that the English sentence gives a 
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more abrupt and down-to-earth impression than its more lucid and 
elegant French counterpart. This is not necessarily a disadvantage 
when the verse is humorous, but when it is measured and stately, as in 
many passages of Griselidis, the English version can all too easily turn 
awkward and high-fl own; I have done what I can to avoid it. French 
is also quite at ease with the rhetorical style, often cultivated deliber-
ately, which English is not, preferring the rhythms of the common 
language. Perrault offers his own example in the early passage in 
Griselidis when the orator exhorts the Prince to take a wife and the 
Prince responds more naturally. Even so, in much that relates to the 
Prince the style—of a type cultivated assiduously by Perrault and 
many others in an epoch obsessed with grandeur—may well seem 
pompous rather than eloquent. When the tone is less elevated, as in 
the other two verse tales and the Morals, it is correspondingly easier 
to convey the ironic or simply comic effects that he aims at.

Perrault was not a great poet, but he was a very good one. He 
wrote easily in verse—he said that from his schooldays he preferred 
it to writing prose—and could produce almost any style, precious, 
lyrical, refl ective, grandiloquent, or humorous, as required. The kind 
which seems to have come most naturally to him was light and mildly 
satirical, often making fun of his subjects but without malice, as in 
Three Wishes. In the verse tales he follows La Fontaine’s Fables in 
using what passed for free verse at the time, that is, obeying the 
numerous strict rules on rhyme which seventeenth-century conven-
tion imposed on poets, but mixing lines of varying lengths, twelve, 
ten, or eight syllables, and occasionally indulging in a triple rhyme 
rather than the pairs (in different combinations, aabb, abab, abba, 
varied at will) which were normal. The English line of verse is nor-
mally measured by ‘feet’, iambic or dactylic (combining one stressed 
and one unstressed, or one stressed and two unstressed—to put it 
unprofessionally), usually in fi ves for a more serious tone, the famous 
iambic pentameter, or in fours for lighter effects—though Andrew 
Marvell used the tetrameter for both. I have mixed these two lengths 
of line, as Perrault does, and varied the rhyme-scheme as he does, but 
without trying to reproduce the patterns of his verse except occasion-
ally. Nor have I observed anything like the invariable French rule of 
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alternating pairs of feminine rhymes (those ending in -e, now 
unsounded) with masculine (those ending otherwise). The only pos-
sible English counterpart for the feminine rhyme is the two-syllable 
rhyme, such as relation/situation; it almost always sounds overdone, 
although it can be excellent when humour is called for.

The verse Morals to the tales in prose call for separate consideration. 
They are mostly short, usually only a few lines, which increases the dif-
fi culty for the translator. Nor do I think it is unfair to Perrault to say that 
they are not among his own highest achievements; the best writing is 
also easier to translate. (It was only after I had decided that they could 
be rendered more or less satisfactorily into English that I felt justifi ed in 
trying the longer poems.) With the Morals, the translator’s ambition 
must be limited to giving an adequate rather than a good rendering. It 
was useful to be able to resort to the dactylic rhythm at times: it gives a 
few more syllables to play with. Although I hope not to have altered the 
sense in any signifi cant respect, I should say, seeing that the Morals are 
so often the object of criticism, that only the French originals ought to be 
taken as the basis for comment on what Perrault might have intended.

There are a few important passages in which Perrault wrote what 
might be called, anachronistically, prose poetry. The main examples 
are the almost ritual formulas, printed in italics in the French editions, 
when Bluebeard’s wife is calling to her sister and Puss addresses the 
country labourers. From the evidence of similar passages in other 
folk-tales, these appear to be traditional elements in the stories, reli-
giously preserved by tellers (like the Old French employed by the 
grandmother in Little Red Riding-Hood ), but there is no means of 
knowing. Wherever they came from, the language is poetic rather 
than prosaic, even if Puss’s orders are rather fi erce, and it seemed 
right to look for rhythmic and alliterative effects in English. Here, 
I fear, the wish may have to make do for the deed; it proved extremely 
hard to fi nd anything that matched the fl ow of the words in French. 
Fortunately the other ritual formulas, the traditional opening ‘Il était 
une fois’ and others such as ‘je vous donne pour don’ (‘I give you as 
gift’; copied from Samber), or Red Riding-Hood’s exclamations in 
bed, are not as diffi cult because the English equivalents have been set-
tled long ago and it is simply a matter of occasional fi ne tuning.
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Briefl y on the illustrations: the tales have been illustrated many times, 
but never more sympathetically or spectacularly than by Gustave 
Doré (1832–83), who illustrated many literary texts including Dante’s 
Inferno, in 1861. He produced forty-one engravings for Hetzel’s edition, 
Les Contes de Perrault (1867), from which the selection in this edition 
is taken. The Opies (The Classic Fairy Tales, 134) note that the ‘mas-
terly but horrifi c’ plate of the Ogre in Hop o’ my Thumb, when about 
to cut his daughters’ throats, was omitted from the English edition.

There remains the pleasant duty of acknowledging the personal 
help I have had. My editor Judith Luna has been extraordinarily atten-
tive to a whole series of matters (including the illustrations) which 
together add up to a very large contribution indeed. There have been 
times when I have wondered if it would have been better if she had 
undertaken the translation. She has made the volume as a whole 
better than it would otherwise have been, and has saved me from 
many slips and blunders; for those that remain the responsibility is 
mine. The reading-room staff of the Taylorian and Bodleian Libraries 
have on all occasions been courteously helpful and effi cient in procur-
ing the books I needed there. To my family, most of them happily 
unaware of Perrault except through the good offi ces of Walt Disney, 
I am grateful for giving me much to think about as regards children 
and parents. A good deal of the introduction derives ultimately from 
that source. To my sister Veronica I am grateful, among other things, 
for some precious insights into modern professional storytelling. To 
friends I am indebted for various things: for showing how it might be 
done, to Geoffrey Strachan; for help on spinning, to Janet Biggs; on 
Bettelheim, to Anne Hackmann; on medieval texts, to Linda Paterson; 
on door-latches, to Dave Roberts. To my wife Ann this book owes 
more than it would be possible to say. To her, after so many years, it 
is dedicated; without her it would not have been published.
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A CHRONOLOGY OF 
CHARLES PERRAULT

��

1628 12 January: Charles Perrault born in Paris, son of Pierre Perrault 
and Pâquette Leclerc. He is one of twin boys; the other survives 
only a few months. The elder brother Pierre acts as godfather.

c.1643 Abandons school and with a friend, Beaurain, continues his edu-
cation separately.

  Death of Louis XIII; the 4-year-old Louis XIV succeeds him, 
with his mother Anne of Austria as Regent. The Chief Minister is 
Mazarin.

1648–53 The Fronde, the name given to prolonged civil confl icts between 
the royal or Court party, led by Anne of Austria and Mazarin, and 
the party of the Parlements (the highest law-courts, with important 
political rights) and some elements of the nobility. It ends in vic-
tory for the Court.

1651 Perrault gains the legal qualifi cations required to plead in a court of 
law, but does so only twice.

1652 His father dies.
1653 First published work, written in conjunction with his brothers and 

Beaurain.
1654 His brother Pierre buys a position as tax offi cial, and employs him 

as clerk.
1657 His mother dies.
1659 Treaty of Pyrenees puts an end, for the time being, to war between 

France and Spain. A result is the marriage in 1660 of Louis XIV to 
Maria Theresa of Spain; Perrault writes an ode on the subject which 
fi nds favour with Mazarin.

1661 Death of Mazarin. Louis takes power personally, replacing Fouquet, 
the Minister of Finance, later convicted on corruption charges, 
with Colbert.

1663 Perrault is asked to write a poem on the sale of Dunkirk to France 
by Charles II, in 1662, as evidence of his ability to be a member of 
a committee, the ‘petite académie’, which is to advise Colbert on 
aspects of the cultural policy of glorifying the achievements of 



Louis XIV’s reign; he is successful and becomes secretary of the 
committee.

1665 He is appointed First Commissioner of Royal Buildings; in 1667
he becomes secretary of a committee, also including his architect 
brother Claude, advising on the design of the Louvre.

1666 Louvois becomes minister of war.
1671 Perrault becomes a member of the French Academy, having 

recently published a poem on the ‘Carrousel de 1662’, a spectacular 
royal equestrian show.

1672 1 May: he marries Marie Guichon.
  He is elected Chancellor of the Academy (and re-elected next 

year, a special distinction), and begins a programme of reforms of 
Academy procedures, some designed to hasten work on its long-
delayed Dictionary.

  He is appointed General Controller of Buildings, a position cre-
ated for him by Colbert.

  France in alliance with England declares war on Holland.
1675 He publishes a Recueil de divers ouvrages (‘Collected works of 

various kinds’), many written in honour of Louis XIV and his 
achievements.

  25 May: his fi rst son is baptized. (This normally occurred within 
a day or two of birth.)

1676 20 October: a second son is baptized.
1678 21 March: a third son, Pierre, later known as Pierre Darmancour, is 

baptized.
  October: Marie Guichon dies.
  Treaty of Nijmegen ends war against Holland.
1680 Perrault’s duties as fi rst commissioner are taken over by 

Colbert’s son.
1681 He ceases almost completely to work for Colbert, and becomes 

Director of the French Academy.
  Beginning of ‘dragonnades’, persecution of Huguenots when 

soldiers are billeted on them by Louvois.
1683 Perrault signs last documents as controller of buildings. Colbert 

dies, and Louvois takes over his ministerial duties; Perrault is 
excluded from his position.

  Death of Maria Theresa. Probable date of morganatic marriage 
of Louis to Mme de Maintenon.

1685 Revocation of Edict of Nantes, which in 1598 had ensured Huguenots’ 
religious and civil rights; they leave France in large numbers. 
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Enforced conversion of others to Catholicism; Perrault publishes 
an ode to the new converts.

1686 He publishes his poem Saint Paulin, dedicated to the leading church-
man of the time, Bossuet, and much derided later by Boileau.

1687 His poem Le Siècle de Louis le Grand (‘The Century of Louis the 
Great’) is read at the Academy, which marks a new beginning for 
the Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns.

1688 He publishes the fi rst volume of his Parallèle des anciens et des mod-
ernes, comparing ancient and modern achievements in numerous 
fi elds; three further volumes will appear, in 1690, 1696, and 1697.

  War of League of Augsburg begins, France against Spain and 
northern powers; in 1689 England and Holland join the League to 
form the Grand Alliance, intended to prevent further French 
expansion.

1691 Griselda (‘La Marquise de Salusses ou La Patience de Griselidis’) is 
read at the Academy; it appears in the Proceedings of the Academy 
for the year, and is also published separately.

1693 Controversy with Boileau over the Ancients and the Moderns con-
tinues with hostile publications on both sides.

 November: Three Silly Wishes (‘Les Souhaits ridicules’ ) appears in 
the Mercure galant.

1694 The three verse tales, Griselidis, Peau d’Ane, and Les Souhaits ridicules,
are published together.

  Perrault publishes his Apologie des femmes (‘A Defence of 
Women’) in response to Boileau’s tenth Satire, an attack on women 
and marriage.

  A serious famine occurs, followed by drought; Perrault pub-
lishes an ode to St Geneviève, the patron saint of Paris, believed to 
have brought relief to the city.

1695 Publication of an edition of the tales in verse containing the Preface 
for the fi rst time.

  Presentation manuscript, written by a scribe, of fi ve prose tales 
(Sleeping Beauty, Red Riding-Hood, Bluebeard, Puss in Boots, The
Fairies), dedicated to ‘Mademoiselle’, Elisabeth-Charlotte d’Orléans, 
the King’s niece. The dedicatory epistle is signed ‘P.P.’ (Pierre 
Perrault).

  October: Perrault’s relative Mlle Lhéritier publishes her Œuvres
mêlées (‘Miscellaneous Works’), including Marmoisan, which she 
dedicates to Perrault d’Armancour’s sister (the only known 
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reference to her existence), and Les Enchantements de l’Eloquence, a 
tale very similar to Perrault’s The Fairies.

1696 Sleeping Beauty is published separately in the Mercure galant.
  May: Catherine Bernard publishes her novel Inès de Cordoue,

which contains her own story of Riquet à la houppe.
  October: privilège (licence to publish) a volume entitled Récits

ou Contes du temps passé (‘Stories or Tales of Bygone Times’), ori-
ginally granted to the ‘sieur P. Darmancour’, Charles’s son Pierre, 
is ceded to the publisher Barbin.

1696 or early 1697 Mme d’Aulnoy publishes her fi rst three volumes of 
Contes des fées.

1697 Perrault’s eight prose tales are published by Barbin under the de-
fi nitive title Histoires ou Contes du temps passé. Avec des moralités
(‘Stories or Tales of Bygone Times, with Morals’), and with a fron-
tispiece showing an old woman telling tales to children, under a 
scroll with the words ‘Contes de ma mère l’oye’ (‘Tales of Mother 
Goose’).

  April: a younger neighbour of Pierre Perrault’s dies, having 
been wounded by him in a sword-fi ght. Charles, legally responsible 
while his son is a minor, is sentenced to pay damages to the neigh-
bour’s mother, and again in April 1698.

  Treaty of Ryswick ends War of League of Augsburg with losses 
of territory gained by France since 1688.

1699 Perrault publishes a translation of fables by Gabriele Faerno.
1700 March: death of Pierre, by now a soldier in one of the royal regi-

ments.
1703 May: death of Charles.
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Preface
��

The  manner in which the public has received the pieces in 
this collection when each has been published separately* 

has given me a degree of confi dence that they will not fail to 
please when appearing together. It is true that certain people 
who affect an air of gravity, and have enough understanding to 
see that these tales are intended for entertainment and contain 
nothing of high importance, have looked upon them with con-
tempt; but it has been satisfactory to see that people of taste have 
not been of the same opinion. They have observed with plea-
sure that these tales, trifl es though they are, are not only that, 
but carry a useful message; the diverting narrative is but an outer 
covering, chosen merely in order that they should be grasped 
more easily by the mind, and thus be agreeable and instructive 
at the same time.

That should have been enough for me not to fear any reproach 
that I have been spending my time on frivolous pursuits. 
However, since I have to deal with people who will not be con-
tented with reason alone,* but can only be infl uenced by the 
authority of the Ancients and the examples which they have set, 
I will give them satisfaction in that regard also.

The Milesian Tales* which were so well-known among the 
Greeks, and afforded great delight to the Athenians and Romans, 
were no different in kind from the tales in this collection. The 
tale of the Widow of Ephesus* is of the same nature as Griselda:
both are short stories, that is to say, narratives of events which 
could have happened, and which contain nothing absolutely 
contrary to probability. The fable of Psyche, as told by Lucian 
and Apuleius,* is pure fi ction, an old wives’ tale like that of 
Donkey-Skin. Thus in Apuleius it is recounted by an old woman 



to a girl who has been abducted by robbers, just as the tale of 
Donkey-Skin is told to children, day in day out, by their gov-
ernesses and grandmothers. The fable of the ploughman* who 
obtained from Jupiter the power to bring sunshine or rain as he 
pleased, and who having used his power harvested nothing but 
straw, and no crops of grain, because he had failed to request 
any wind, or cold, or snow or any other kind of weather, such as 
is necessary to make plants produce their seeds—this fable, I 
observe, is of the same kind as the tale of the Three Silly Wishes, 
except that one is serious and the other comic; but the lesson of 
both is that men do not know what they need, and do better if 
they let themselves be governed by Providence than if they 
could make everything happen as they chose.

Having such fi ne models to follow from the wisest and most 
learned writers of antiquity, I do not see that anyone has the 
right to criticize me in this respect. I would even claim that my 
fables are worthier of being retold than the majority of ancient 
tales, especially those about the Widow of Ephesus and Psyche, 
when they are regarded from the point of view of morality, 
which is the main consideration in any kind of fable, and must 
be the reason why they were invented. The only moral lesson to 
be drawn from The Widow of Ephesus is that often those women 
who seem the most virtuous are the least so, and consequently 
that there are almost no truly virtuous women. Anyone can see 
that this morality is very bad, and tends only to corrupt women 
by giving them a bad example, making them believe that if they 
fail in their duty they are merely doing the same as the majority. 
It is different with the moral of Griselda, which encourages them 
to put up with the behaviour of their husbands, and seeks to 
show that there is no husband so brutal and capricious that, 
through her patience, an upright woman cannot change his 
character.

As regards the fable of Psyche, which in itself is delightful, 
and very ingenious, I will compare the moral concealed in it to 
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that of Donkey-Skin when I have discovered what it is; but 
hitherto I have been unable to guess. I know that ‘psyche’ means 
the soul; but I cannot grasp what we are supposed to understand 
by Love* being in love with Psyche, that is, with the soul, and 
I can grasp even less the additional idea that she would have 
been happy as long as she did not know who her lover was, that 
is, Love, but that as soon as she knew she would become very 
unhappy. For me, such obscurity is impenetrable. The only 
comment I can make is that this fable, like the majority of the 
myths which have come down to us from antiquity, was invented 
for the sake of entertainment, with no regard to morality, which 
their authors seriously neglected.

The situation is different with the stories which our ancestors 
made up for the benefi t of their children. They did not narrate 
them with the elegance and the embellishments with which the 
Greeks and Romans enhanced their fables, but were very care-
ful to see that their tales contained instructive and commendable 
moral lessons. In every case virtue is rewarded and vice pun-
ished. Every story tends to show how advantageous it is to be 
honest, patient, careful, industrious, and obedient, and if not, 
the harm that will ensue. Here you fi nd a fairy who makes a gift 
to a girl who answers her politely, which is that every word she 
speaks will turn to a diamond or pearl in her mouth; and to 
another girl who replies coarsely another gift, that the words in 
her mouth will turn into frogs and toads. Elsewhere there are 
children who, having duly obeyed their father or mother, 
become great lords, or who having been bad and disobedient 
fall into the most dreadful misfortune.*

However fanciful or extraordinary the events in all these 
fables may be, there can be no doubt that they instil in children 
both the desire to resemble the characters who are seen to 
become happy, and fear of the disasters which befall those char-
acters who are wicked. And is it not a matter for praise if, when 
children are not yet of an age to see the value of sound moral 
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truths presented to them without adornment, their mothers and 
fathers should make them appreciate these truths, and if I may 
so express it, swallow them, by wrapping them up in stories 
which are entertaining and appropriate to their tender years? It 
is incredible how eagerly these innocent souls, in whom natural 
rectitude has not yet been corrupted, absorb these disguised les-
sons; you see them despondent and miserable when the hero or 
heroine of the tale suffers misfortune, and cry out for joy when 
the time comes for them to be happy; and similarly, having 
found it hard to bear when a wicked man or woman prospers, 
they are delighted to see them punished at last as they deserve. 
Thus seeds are sown which at fi rst produce only the emotions of 
joy or sadness, but scarcely ever fail to bring forth a propensity 
for good.

I might have given my tales wider appeal if I had taken some 
liberties and included some things of the kind that are customar-
ily employed to add humour;* but the desire to please the public 
has never tempted me suffi ciently to break a self-imposed rule 
not to write anything that could be injurious to decency and 
propriety.

Touching this point, I append a few lines of verse composed 
by a young lady of much intelligence,* who wrote them out at 
the end of Donkey-Skin, which I had sent her.

The tale of Donkey-Skin is here retold
So vividly, with such fi nesse,
That my enjoyment was no less
Than when by fi relight Gran or nurse would hold
My infant mind entranced as by a spell.
We see some shafts of satire here as well,
But free from any bitterness or spite;
Thus all may read the story with delight.
Besides, it is agreeable to fi nd
A simple, charming tale of such a kind
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That while its lines amuse and entertain,
Our husbands, priests and mothers do not need
To criticize in case they might contain
Some things that wives and children should not read.
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The Hi�ory of Griselda*

��

to mademoiselle . . .*

I here portray, to put before the eyes
Of one both beautiful and young, but wise,
Heroic patience: not, I ought to say,
For you to imitate in every way—
That’s something which I don’t presume to ask;
It really is too great a task.
In Paris, though, where men are civili�ed,
The sex created to arouse desire
Is given all it might require,
And every pleasure that can be devised.
But bad examples everywhere abound;
They are pernicious; better not neglect
Whatever method can be found
To counter them and weaken their effect.
With this in mind I honour as I should
A woman truly patient, truly good:
Her like, although surprising anywhere,
Would surely be a marvel here.
For in this happy climate, women seem
To rule us: everything is done
To suit their wishes, and each one
Acts like a queen and reigns supreme.
In Paris, then, I fear Griselda’s fate
Is most unlikely to provoke
Much interest: it will merely seem a joke,
Her virtues quaint, her patience out of date.
It isn’t that these virtues are unknown
To Paris ladies—no, indeed;
For as we have consistently been shown
Patience is what their husbands need.



Where  under Alpine heights* the river Po
Escapes from reed-fi lled pools to fl ow,

A little stream at fi rst, and then to glide
Deeper and fuller through the countryside,
A young prince lived, a valiant lord
Whom all his provinces adored;
In his creation Heaven showed
That sometimes it combines in one
Those gifts more commonly bestowed
Singly upon some favoured son—
Rare qualities it only brings
To make the very greatest kings.

This Prince, then, marvellously blessed
With talents both of body and of soul,
Was strong and dextrous, fi t to play the role
Of Mars in war; but also he possessed
That sacred fl ame, an instinct of the heart
Which made him cherish all the forms of art.
Brave deeds he loved, and daring enterprise,
Loved combat too, and victory in war—
Whatever brings renown, and glorifi es
A noble name. He valued even more,
Generous as he was by temperament,
The lasting glory that a prince obtains
When everywhere in his domains
The people’s lives are happy and content.

But on this noble nature shadows lay:
To dark and angry moods his soul fell prey,
And in his heart he steadfastly believed
That every woman constantly deceived.
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The worthiest among them were, he thought,
Mere hypocrites who always sought,
Like enemies both proud and cruel,
Concealing their intent, to subjugate
The men who by unlucky fate
Were yielded up for wives to rule.
He saw around him husbands tamed,
Or even worse, betrayed and shamed,
A sight which fed his hatred even more,
As did the jealous habits of those climes;
And as a consequence he swore,
Not only once, but many times,
That if a kindly heaven were to make
A new Lucretia solely for his sake,
He’d still refuse, without debate,
To be imprisoned in the married state.

Each day, the morning was the time he spent
On government, deciding what was best
To keep his people settled and content.
To orphaned children, widows dispossessed,
He offered help, and saw their wrongs redressed;
Or else might seek to abrogate
A needless tax now out of date,
Devised and levied long before
To fi nance some unwanted war.

With business over, hunting took its place
Throughout the afternoon: he loved the chase;
Despite their rage, the boar and savage bear
Provoked in him much less alarm
Than women’s soft beguiling charm;
He shunned their presence everywhere.
Meanwhile his subjects have in mind
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Some other interests: their own.
For when another ruler mounts the throne
They want to see him temperate and kind,
Just like their Prince; and often urge their lord
To get a son, ensuring his succession.
One day, to plead their case, with one accord
They visited the palace in procession.
An orator, considered then the best,
Whose gravity of manner much impressed,
Said all he could in such a situation.
He emphasized with fervour their desire
To see the Prince well married, and the sire
Of generation after generation
Forever bringing riches to the nation.
And fi nally his tone rose even higher:
He saw a starry vision in the skies;
Among the offspring from the marriage bed
A glorious crusader would arise
Whose deeds would fi ll the heathen Turk with dread.

With plainer words, his voice less loud,
The Prince in answer thus addressed the crowd:
‘I have been glad today to see your zeal
In urging me to seek a bride:
I thank you, and am gratifi ed
To see the love and loyalty you feel.
It is my wish to do my best
To undertake at once what you suggest.
Choosing a wife, however, to my mind,
For most men is a diffi cult affair;
The more they try to take the proper care,
The greater are the problems that they fi nd.
Young women, as you will observe,
While in the family home preserve
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Such virtues as sincerity,
Decorum, helpfulness and modesty;
But once they take the marriage vow,
Their future is secure, and now,
With no more need to masquerade,
Each one gives up the painful role she played,
And since she has a household of her own,
Is free at last to be herself alone.

‘She of the gloomy sort, refusing fun,
Decides to be exceedingly devout;
She looks for things to make a fuss about,
And scolds us constantly; another one
Becomes a fully fl edged coquette
With all the would-be lovers she can get,
But only chats and gossips all the time;
Another ardently takes part
In keen debates on books and art,
Lays down the law on prose and rhyme,
And tells our authors where they err;
She thinks she is a connoisseur.
Another takes to cards and dice,
And loses thousands in a trice;
Her rarest and most precious things,
Her brooches, necklaces, and rings,
All she possesses disappears,
Even the garments that she wears.

‘Among the choices they have made
There’s one point where it seems to me
That all of them, bar none, agree:
It’s that they wish to be obeyed.
What I myself am certain of is this:
For there to be a chance of married bliss,
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Authority must not be shared by both.
If therefore what you want to see
Is that I take the marriage oath,
Find me a woman who has never shown
The slightest disobedience: she must be
Of proven patience, modest, lacking pride,
And free from any wishes of her own.
When she is found, I’ll take her for my bride.’

His speech is done: the Prince will not remain 
A moment longer; leaping on his steed
He gallops off at breakneck speed
To join his huntsmen waiting on the plain.
Traversing grassy meads and fallow land
He fi nds his men at ease; as one, they stand,
Alert, to blow their horns, and all around
The forest dwellers tremble at the sound.
Amidst the stubble fi elds the scattered pack
Of coursing dogs runs wildly to and fro;
The bloodhounds have arrived: they’ve found the track
Towards the quarry’s stronghold; eyes aglow,
They try to drag along, with straining neck,
The sturdy handlers holding them in check.

The Prince, when told that all was now prepared,
A scent discovered, instantly declared
The hunt could now begin; for men and hounds
The quarry is fair game. The horn resounds,
And through the forest horses neighing,
And dogs in great excitement baying,
Bring noise and tumult which the echoes make
Still louder; all the woodlands shake;
The huntsmen and their hounds advance
Into the trees, towards the forest’s heart.
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The Prince, however, for his part,
Through destiny, or simple chance,
Quitted the hunt, and chose to ride
Without companions, by a hidden way,
Which as he galloped took him far astray,
Till silence fell; the din of hunting died.

The spot to which this strange adventure led,
Its glinting streams, its trees of darkest green,
Inspired the mind with solemn dread;
Around him in that sombre scene
So vividly did Nature’s self appear,
So simply and so purely was she dressed,
That as he stood and gazed he blessed
The error which had brought him there.

He mused, and felt that reverence and awe
Which mighty landscapes, woods, and lakes impart;
But looking from that lonely place,
A woman’s fi gure that he saw
Enthralled and held him, head and heart:
He’d never seen such beauty and such grace.
She was a shepherd maid; she sat beside
A little stream, her grazing sheep nearby,
And spun her wool: with agile hands she plied
The spindle that she watched with practised eye.
So fair she was, she could have pacifi ed
The angriest of men. Her lips had stayed
As fresh as if she were a child;
Her skin, beneath the woodland shade,
As pale as lilies; and her eyes, made mild
By soft brown eyelashes, shone bright,
More blue and clear than Heaven’s light.
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The Prince, transfi xed, without a sound,
Stirred by her beauty, for a moment stood
To look at her, still hidden in the wood:
But then he moved. She heard; and looking round
Caught sight of him; with great dismay
She saw herself observed. At once she fl ushed;
Across her cheek the burning crimson rushed;
From modesty, she turned her face away,
And from embarrassment, to him became
More lovely still. He thought she had, behind
The guileless veil of her attractive shame,
That sweet simplicity of mind,
That innocence, which womankind,
So he believed, could now no longer claim;
But which in her he saw unspoiled and pure.

With hesitation he drew near,
The prey of unaccustomed fear,
And timidly, his voice unsure,
As tongue-tied as the maid, he said
That all his huntsmen having gone ahead,
He’d missed the path they’d taken; could she say
If men and hounds had passed that way?
‘My lord,’ she answered, ‘you alone
Have come along this solitary track,
But do not worry: I will guide you back
Towards a path which will be known,
I think, to you.’ Said he: ‘Now Heaven be blessed
For such good luck! I know these woods of old,
But till this moment had not guessed
What precious treasure they might hold.’

Then as upon the water’s marshy brink
She saw him kneel with arms outstretched,
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Seeking to quench his thirst and drink:
‘My lord!’ she cried, ‘a moment, if you will,’
And for this new admirer ran and fetched,
Inside her modest house, a cup to fi ll
And offer him, with movements full of grace.
Seeing the pleasure on her face,
No agate vase, he thought, or crystal glass,
Though brilliantly adorned with gold,
Or deeply carved, or intricately scrolled,
Would ever have the beauty to surpass,
For him, with all its frivolous display,
The cup she gave him made of humble clay.

To fi nd the way towards the town,
They traverse wooded, steep, and rocky ground,
Cut through by torrents tumbling down.
The Prince, meanwhile, is looking round
To map the way: the lover’s cunning mind
Takes note of every turning they have passed,
And every mark and sign by which to fi nd
The shepherdess’s house again. At last
They reach a grove where tangled branches cast
Their cooling shadows. Here he can descry
His palace with its golden rooftops, high
And far away across the plain.

The Prince and shepherdess must part:
With heavy step he went, feeling the pain
Of love lodged deep within his heart.
While riding home, the tender thought
Of what had passed between them brought
Some solace, but the anguish was renewed
By next day’s dawn. He stayed in sullen mood,
Listless and bored, till once again
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He can rejoin his hounds and men,
But not to hunt: that pleasure he eschews;
For having lost his escort by a ruse,
He has the happiness of being free
To fi nd the shepherdess; he wants to seek
His way alone. His landmarks every peak,
Each carefully remembered tree,
Directed by love’s instinct as he rides,
He fi nds the way despite its twists and turns,
Until he fi nally discerns
The valley where her simple dwelling hides.

She and her father dwell alone, he learns.
Griselda is her name. They live
Their quiet life on what their sheep can give.
She spins herself the fl eeces that they shear.
To merchants in the town she seldom goes;
The two alone make all the clothes they wear.
As he stays on, his admiration grows
For all her qualities of heart and mind;
The more he sees, the more he is aware
How many virtues are in her combined;
And if (he thinks) she seems so fair,
The reason for her beauty lies
Within her soul: the lively fl ame
Which animates her is the same
That shines and sparkles in her eyes.

So quickly to have made so just a choice
Delighted him: he could not but rejoice;
And to his council, summoned that same day,
He made his purpose known without delay:
‘My councillors: the people’s loyal plea
I hereby grant; I now agree
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To take at last my marriage vows.
The lady whom I shall espouse
Will not be from some foreign land,
But from among you, near at hand;
In character, of proven worth;
Fair to behold; of honourable birth.
My forebears more than once have done the same.
But as for who she is, you must await
The day itself: until we celebrate
My wedding, I shall not disclose her name.’

Then instantly the tidings spread
Of everything the Prince had said;
The people’s joy, as they received
The happy news, will scarcely be believed;
But of them all, the orator displayed
The deepest satisfaction: in his view
The credit for the public glee was due
Entirely to the moving speech he’d made;
A most important man he claimed to be.
‘For eloquence has power to convince,’
He said each moment, ‘even our great Prince.’

The ladies were a pleasant sight to see
As each, deluded, vainly tried
To tempt him as a suitor to her side;
For many times they’d heard their lord declare
That more than all things else he wished his bride
To charm him by her chaste and modest air.
In many ways their manners changed;
Their wardrobes too were rearranged.
When now they spoke their tones were soft,
Most piously they sniffed and coughed;
By half a yard coiffures descended,*
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Of bosoms nothing was revealed,
While sleeves and cuffs were far extended
Till even fi ngers were concealed.

Meanwhile the wedding day approaches;
In every street and every square
Artists and artisans prepare
Superb new carriages and coaches,
So splendidly designed and made
That of the beauties there displayed
The least amazing to behold
Are rich adornments all of gold.
And so that nothing can obstruct
The view of the procession passing by
In all its splendour, labourers construct
Great stands on scaffolding built high;
Triumphal arches too they raise,
Which glorify the Prince, and praise
Not only all his victories in the fi eld,
But his defeat, since Love has made him yield.

Others again, with diligence and skill,
Busily make those fi ery toys, which fi ll
The air with harmless thunder, and release
New stars in myriads across the sky.
The ballet-dancers can be seen nearby,
At practice on their latest clever piece
Of pleasing nonsense, never seen before.
Opera too is in rehearsal here,
The fi nest ever known; its cast
Of deities are working at a score
Replete with melodies which charm the ear.
The famous wedding day arrives at last:
The early morning sky is bright and clear,
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And scarcely has its golden blue
Been touched by dawn’s vermilion hue,
Than ladies wake, and leap from bed;
Eager to watch, the people spread
Along the streets, where guards are sent
To keep clear passage and prevent
Disturbances among the crowd.
Inside the palace, every room is loud
With fl utes and bugles and the rustic sound
Of shawms and bagpipes, while outside you hear
The din of drums and trumpets all around.

And when the Prince and all his court appear
He’s greeted with prolonged and joyous cries;
But then he causes much surprise:
He leaves the road and makes his way,
As was his habit every day,
Towards the forest. ‘There you are,’ they said;
Our Prince is acting in his usual fashion;
In love he may be, but his strongest passion
Is hunting still.’ The Prince goes on ahead
Quickly across the meadows of the plain;
Amazing his companions once again,
He turns towards the hills and rides apace
By woodland tracks, delighted as before
To trace the winding path towards the door
Of his beloved’s rustic dwelling-place.

Meanwhile Griselda knew no more
Than what she’d heard from common talk
About the wedding; so she meant,
Wishing to see this splendid sight, to walk
Towards the town and watch the great event.
Just on the point of leaving, she had dressed,
To honour the occasion, in her Sunday best.
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‘So early and so quickly on your way!’
With tender look, the Prince approaching said;
‘No need, sweet shepherdess, to hasten so;
The wedding that you are to see today,
At which it is your Prince who is to wed,
Cannot be held unless you also go.
I love you; it is you I choose
Above a thousand others, young and fair,
To marry and to share with you my life,
Unless you tell me now that you refuse.’

‘My lord,’ she said, ‘I scarcely dare
To hope to rise so far, and be your wife;
This is some jest of yours, at my expense.’
‘Grisel,’ he said, ‘believe me: it is true;
Your father tells me he consents—
He was the only one who knew.
All that is needed now is that you deign,
Sweet shepherdess, to tell me you agree;
But you must also swear, for peace to reign
Eternally between yourself and me,
Henceforward to obey my will alone.’
‘I swear,’ she answered; ‘I have always known,
Although the man I married might be poor,
That on all matters he would then decide,
And I obey with joy; how much the more
If you, my lord, should take me for your bride!’
Thus was the Prince’s declaration made;
And while his courtiers, with a single voice,
Congratulate him on his choice,
The Prince prevails upon the shepherd maid
To go and change her country dress
For raiment more befi tting a princess.
The ladies of the court best qualifi ed
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Are asked if they will help; inside
The tiny room their skill and care
Increase her elegance and grace
As each adornment fi nds its place.

The ladies have but one small room to share,
But much admire the house, so fresh and clean
That not a hint of poverty is seen,
And cool beneath a plane-tree’s spreading shade
To them it seems a perfect place to dwell:
As if it came there by some magic spell.

Superbly and delightfully arrayed
Outside the little house the shepherdess
At length appears; her beauty and her dress
Bring long applause and praise; and yet
The Prince observes her splendour with regret,
Half-wishing that he could restore
The simple innocence she had before.
Meanwhile a coach and horses wait—
The coach of gold, with ivory inlaid.
Majestically, the shepherd maid
Steps in beside the Prince to ride in state.
He fi nds he has as great a cause for pride
In sitting there, Griselda at his side,
As if he led a victory parade
In which his martial trophies were displayed.
The courtiers all follow; they observe,
As they proceed, the rank that they deserve
Through lineage, or by their post at court.
Meanwhile in town few citizens remain:
Outside the walls, dispersed across the plain,
They know the Prince’s purpose by report,
And patiently await their lord’s approach.
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He’s seen: they run to meet him, and the coach
Can scarcely move, so dense becomes the crowd.
The joyful cries continue long and loud;
The horses grow alarmed, and struggle past,
With rearing heads and stamping feet,
Advancing less, it seems, than they retreat.

The couple reach the church at last,
And at the altar solemnize,
With vows that make eternal ties,
The union of two destinies combined.
Towards the palace then they make their way,
Where pleasures wait of every kind,
With jousting, tilting, dancing, games to play,
And merriment shared round on every side.
At dusk, the god of weddings is their guide:
They are by fair-haired Hymenaeus led
To the chaste delights of the marriage bed.

Next day came local worthies, small and great:
The nobles, church, and third estate
Sent delegations to express
Greetings to the Prince, and to the Princess.
Surrounded by the ladies of her court,
Without embarrassment of any sort,
Griselda listened as a princess should,
And answered as a princess would.
So skilfully did she perform her duty
That all could see how Heaven’s treasure,
Reason and sense no less than beauty,
Had come to her in overfl owing measure.

Thus gifted, she was quick to understand
The manners of the highest in the land
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And make them hers; and soon became well-versed
In what her ladies each knew how to do,
And what they each enjoyed; so from the fi rst,
With never-failing common sense, she knew
How they could be as easily controlled
As fl ocks of sheep when guided to their fold.

Within the year Heaven saw fi t to bless
The marriage of this happy pair,
And though the child was not the son and heir
That both had wished for, yet the young princess
Had so much beauty that their one concern
Was to preserve her free from harm.
The Prince who found her sweet and full of charm
Would often visit, leave, but soon return;
Her mother would not have her out of sight,
But gazed on her with ever more delight.

For nourishment she thought it best
Herself to feed the baby at the breast:
‘For how, without ingratitude,’ she said,
‘Could I refuse her, crying to be fed,
And leave that service to another
When I should give it? For what cause
Should I go contrary to nature’s laws,
And be, to this dear child, but half a mother?’

Perhaps the Prince’s love has ceased to blaze
As ardently as in its early days;
Or else some melancholic humour burns
Within him still, and now returns
In vapours rising once again
To make his heart corrupt and cloud his brain;
But now, in all she does, her acts appear,
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To his imagination, insincere.
Her virtue irks him: in it he detects
A snare devised in order to deceive
His trusting soul; he thinks he should believe
All that his agitated mind suspects.
He had, it seemed, been happy to excess;
He now prefers to make himself unsure.

Disturbed in mind, he seeks a cure:
It pleases him to follow the Princess,
To spy upon her, and to make her bear
The torments of constraint, the pangs of fear,
And any method he can utilize
For truth to be distinguished from disguise.
‘I’ve trusted her,’ he thinks, ‘too long;
And if her virtues should prove real,
The most unbearable ordeal
Will simply make them twice as strong.’

He keeps her in his palace, closely held,
The pleasures of the court now far away;
In isolation, she is forced to stay
Inside her room, whence daylight is expelled.
Convinced that ornament and proud display
Are what delight, above all things,
The sex that Nature made for beauty’s sake,
He roughly says that he must take
Her pearls and rubies, jewels and rings,
Which he had given her to show
His tenderness a year ago.

For her, whose life is free from blame,
Duty has always been her only aim;
She gives the jewels back without distress,
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And even, since to take them from her hands
Has pleased him, so she understands,
Her own contentment is no less
Than when she had them fi rst as his Princess.

‘These torments are for me,’ she said, ‘a test:
My husband makes me suffer in this way
To rouse my virtue, which too long a rest,
I know, would cause to perish and decay.
If such is not his plan, at least I’m sure
That what the Lord my God intends for me,
By such prolonged affl iction, is to see
How far my constancy and faith endure.

‘How many wretched women heed
Only their own desires; they go
By paths of danger, paths that lead
To empty pleasures, then to woe!
Meanwhile God’s justice, sure and slow,
Allows them blindly to proceed;
Ignoring risk they do not shrink
Even upon the chasm’s brink.
God treats me as a child whose need
Is to be guided and reproved;
Purely by goodness is he moved.
We ought to love the pains we bear:
To suffer brings us future joys;
We hold our Father’s goodness dear;
So too the hands that he employs.’

Whatever the tyrannic Prince may ask
Is done at once. ‘Her virtue is a mask,’
He thinks; ‘which will no longer fool my eyes:
I now see through her long-maintained disguise.
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My blows have failed in their effect
Because among the targets I select
There’s nothing that she deeply cares about.
But yet she loves the young princess, no doubt;
There’s nothing that is closer to her heart.
In her ordeal, the child must play its part.
Her daughter is the instrument I need
In order for my project to succeed.’

The babe beloved so deeply by her mother
Had just been at her breast, and lay,
Held tenderly to let her play,
Laughing as they gazed at one another.
‘You love your daughter, I can see,’ he said,
‘But she is young, and it is my desire
To move her in good time, lest she acquire,
From you, manners which make her seem ill-bred.
Her education must be sound;
And now, by fortune’s favour, I have found
A lady of distinguished mind
To teach her what a princess ought to be:
Of highest virtue, gracious, and refi ned.
I therefore hope you will agree
That she must go. Later today
Someone will come to take the child away.’
He left her then, not wishing to remain;
His heart was not so inhumane,
His eyes so cruel, as to stay
And see her parted from their love’s one token,
The union of child and mother broken.

The tears ran freely down as the Princess
Sat with the child, in unrelieved distress;
Until the moment of her fate
She could do nothing else but wait.
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When to the door the hated minion came
With cruel orders in his master’s name,
She only said: ‘I must not disobey,’
And gazing on the infant where she lay,
Took her, and with maternal ardour pressed
Her daughter for a moment to her breast,
While little arms returned a soft embrace,
And then, the tears still covering her face,
Gave up the child. Can pain be more severe?
For one who loved as tenderly as she,
To have the heart cut from her would not be
Worse than to lose the child she held so dear.

An old religious house, of much renown,
Stood at some little distance from the town,
Its virgins governed by austerity,
Its prioress revered for piety.
The child, along with jewels of great worth,
Was secretly brought here. About her birth,
Nothing was said; the convent, in due course,
Would be rewarded, so it was implied,
For all the care the sisters would provide.

Meanwhile the Prince was stricken by remorse,
And tried by going hunting to suppress
Thoughts of his cruelty to the Princess,
Whom he avoided, as one might avoid
A tigress when her cub has been destroyed.
He was astonished, when they met, to fi nd
Her manner still affectionate and kind;
She had with him the same caressing ways
As in more fortunate and joyous days.

Such promptness to forgive renewed
The shame he felt for doing wrong,
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But soon his black and hostile mood,
Despite his guilt, proved once again too strong;
He went to her, before two days had passed,
Making her torment worse, but feigning grief,
And said, their daughter’s life had been too brief;
The child so dearly loved had breathed her last.

She staggered at this second mortal blow,
But saw the pallor of his face, and chose,
Putting her own despair aside,
With wifely love to soothe him, and provide
Some comfort for his simulated woes.
Such deep devotion on her part,
Such magnanimity, defi ed
The impulse to be harsh; it touched his heart
And changed him, almost making him confess
That death, in truth, had spared the young princess.
But then the better motive failed,
While spite and stubbornness prevailed,
And in the end the Prince did not reveal
A secret it was useful to conceal.

The sun, while fi fteen years passed by,
Traversed his dozen mansions in the sky
To bring about the seasons’ change,
But witnessed nothing that might disarrange
The wife’s and husband’s constant peace;
Unless to please himself, by sheer caprice,
He might provoke in her some discontent,
Intending only to prevent
The fl ames of love from burning low—
As when the smith, his task not yet complete,
Seeing his furnace dull and slow,
Upon the fading coals will throw
A splash of water to restore their heat.
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And all this while the young Princess
Was growing up in years; she grew no less
In sense and virtue; to the graceful air,
The natural sweetness, from her mother’s side,
She added all the dignity and pride
Which were her noble father’s share.
The best of both her parents was combined
To make a beauty of the purest kind;
Wherever she was walking by
She seemed to bring some radiance from the sky.
One day a courtier, as it chanced,
Well born and young, the handsomest of men,
When visiting, caught sight of her: entranced,
He lost his heart and loved her there and then.

Now on the fairer sex Nature bestows
An instinct that the fairest all possess:
For when her eyes wreak havoc, each one knows
What injuries she causes, and can guess
How deep the unseen damage goes;
That she was tenderly adored
Was by the young Princess not long ignored.

Observing the proprieties, she tried
To overcome her feelings; not for long:
She yielded to them soon, for on her side
The love she felt for him was just as strong.
Her lover to his courtship brought
Great qualities: he was of high descent,
Good-looking, brave. For years, the Prince had thought
That if the young man ever sought
To be his son-in-law, he would consent.

It therefore pleased him when he learned
About this love that she returned;
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But then a strange idea took hold: the pair,
Before he would allow them to secure
The happiness they longed to share,
Must have great torments to endure.
‘I want these two to be content,’ he said;
‘But yet, in order for their love to grow
More fi rm and constant, they must undergo
A harsh ordeal of fear and dread.

‘And at the same time I shall test
Griselda’s patience once again;
But not because I still maintain
My wild suspicions: they are laid to rest;
No longer do I doubt her love; my aim
Is now to celebrate her worth;
How good and wise she is I shall proclaim;
Adorned by gifts so great, the earth,
In reverence and awe, will raise
A hymn of gratitude and praise.’

He chose in public to declare
That rashly married, and without an heir
To rule his land and people in due course,
His infant daughter also having died,
He had, to save his line, but one resource:
To fi nd himself a second bride.
The high-born maid whom now he would espouse
Had led an innocent and cloistered life,
And soon, between them, marriage vows
Would crown his love by making her his wife.

I leave aside the torment and despair
Brought by these tidings to the youthful pair;
The Prince meanwhile informed his faithful spouse,
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With neither tears nor anger in his eyes,
That they must part, and she must leave his house,
For fear of worse to follow otherwise.
She has his people’s sentiments to thank:
They are indignant at her lowly rank,
And he must seek a bride of nobler stock.

‘But as for you,’ he said, ‘you must return
Beneath your roof of thatch and fern,
And take your shepherdess’s smock,
Laid ready for you in your room.’

She listened calmly as she heard her doom,
And did not fl inch, nor did she speak;
She sought to keep her misery unseen;
Her countenance remained serene
Even as tears ran down her cheek,
And through the sorrow on her face
She kept her beauty and her grace,
As when the year brings spring again,
Its sunshine bright despite the rain.

She answered nearly fainting, with a sigh:
‘My husband, lord and master: my reply,
Though nothing could be worse than what you say,
Will be to demonstrate to you
That all I ever wish is to obey.’
Then peacefully, and saying nothing more,
Secluded in her room where she withdrew,
She put away the costly clothes she wore,
And weeping inwardly took up the smock
Worn long ago to tend her fl ock.

Thus modestly and humbly dressed
She sought the Prince to make a last request:
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‘I am unable, Sir, to leave
Unless, having displeased you, I receive
Your pardon. Poverty I can endure,
But not your wrath. In truth, I do repent;
Grant me forgiveness, and, though poor,
I nonetheless shall live content,
And never will the years affect
My love for you, nor my respect.’

Dressed in her peasant clothes, she spoke
With such docility of mind,
In words so noble and refi ned,
That all his passion reawoke,
And almost led him to revoke
Her banishment; swayed by her charms,
And hardly able to suppress a tear,
He went towards her, drawing near
As if to take her in his arms,
But then his pride, with all its force,
Bade him be fi rm, and not change course;
It overcame the love within his heart,
And speaking harshly he replied:
‘The past is fi nished; I am satisfi ed
That you repent. Now go; you must depart.’

She and her father went without delay.
Like her, he had been given rustic dress,
And as she saw him weeping with distress
That such disgrace should strike inside a day,
She said: ‘From palace splendour we are banned
Without regret; so let us leave the court
For shady woods set in a wilder land,
Where homes are of a humbler sort,
And life is innocent; there we shall fi nd
More true repose, and greater peace of mind.’
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By slow and weary ways they reached at last
Their lonely place of exile; there she took
Distaff and spindle, sitting by the brook
To spin where she was courted in the past.
There for the Prince, a dozen times each day,
Without complaint, serene, she went to pray
That he would prosper, given Heaven’s aid,
His hopes succeed, his glory never fade;
No wife caressed and kissed could be
More fervent in her love than she.

This husband, whom she loves and misses still,
Has not forgotten his intent
Of testing her; a messenger is sent
To tell her that it is his will
That from her distant dwelling-place
She must return, and see him face to face.

As soon as she appeared, he said: ‘Grisel,
In church tomorrow I shall take as bride
A young princess. She must be satisfi ed
With all I do, and all you do as well.
It is your utmost care that I require;
I want you to assist in my desire
To please the one I love; you know
How I am to be served, and what is due
In princely houses: nothing mean or low;
But everything must clearly show
A prince can be a lover too.
These rooms are hers; use all your skill
To decorate them; see that they are graced
By all that wealth can buy, and fi ll
Each one with elegance and taste.
Remember always that your rule must be
To demonstrate how dear she is to me.
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‘And that you may more willingly assume
The tasks your duties here demand,
I show you now the lady whom
You serve henceforth by my command.’

Like nascent dawn in eastern skies,
Lovely to see when night has cleared,
The Princess brought, as she appeared,
As fair a sight before their eyes.

Griselda, when the girl arrived,
Felt love surge through her; in her head
The memories of former days revived,
Of happier times; and to herself she said:
‘Alas! my daughter, if she had survived,
Had Heaven listened to my prayers, might be
Perhaps as tall, and not less fair than she.’

Griselda’s wish to show her love and care
Was so intense, that when the girl had gone,
She thus addressed the Prince, still unaware
That instinct was the force that urged her on:
‘Permit me, Sir, to make a plea
In favour of the maiden you will wed,
For she was tenderly brought up, and bred
To live in luxury and splendour, free
From any cruelty; she could not bear
The trials you imposed on me:
She would not live through treatment so severe.

‘Of lowly birth and poor, I was inured
To toil and hardship; married, I endured
All kinds of misery and pain;
It did not vex me, nor did I complain,
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But she has never suffered grief or woe.
The slightest harshness that you show
Will kill her; angry words, a look, no more,
Would be to her a mortal blow.
Alas! Sir, treat her kindly, I implore.’

The answer she received was stern:
‘Attend to matters that are your concern.
A simple shepherdess should not advise;
I need no lessons; it is not for you
To tell me what I should or should not do.’
Griselda, lowering her eyes,
Remained in silence and withdrew.

Then soon appear on every side
The wedding guests, from far and wide;
Into the splendid palace hall,
Directed by the Prince, they came.
Before he lit the nuptial fl ame
He spoke as follows to them all:
‘Appearances are not to be believed:
False hopes excepted, by no other thing
Are we more readily deceived;
And those you see before you here will bring
Convincing proof. For anyone would guess,
Seeing my bride, so soon to be my wife,
And by her marriage then a great princess,
That she has all she might desire from life.
Yet nothing could be further from the truth.

‘Consider next this martial youth:
Do not appearances suggest
That such a warrior, pursuing fame,
Must be content to be our wedding guest,
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Since in our tournaments he has the chance,
Before us all, to prove himself the best,
Showing his skill with sword and lance?
Yet what he wants is not what you expect.

‘As for Griselda, surely the effect
Of all her sufferings must be
Despair, and rage, and tears? But no:
She does not weep, from rancour she is free,
Nor does she let the least impatience show.

‘And who would not believe, again,
That I must be the happiest of men,
Seeing the beauty of my bride?
But were the knot of marriage tied
How pitiable would be my state!
No prince has known so terrible a fate.’

The Prince went on: ‘Although what you have heard
Will baffl e you, a word will make it clear;
And though I speak of sorrows, that one word
Will also make them disappear.
Know fi rst, then, that you do not understand
Why I have brought this beauteous maiden here:
You think I mean to marry; but in truth
She is my daughter, and her hand
I now bestow upon this noble youth,
Who loves her heart and soul; she feels the same.

‘And furthermore I now proclaim
That I continue to be deeply moved
To see my wise and faithful wife display
Such constant patience; she has proved
Still loyal when unjustly sent away.
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‘I take her back; her place is now assured;
And I will seek, with every delight
That tender love can offer, to requite
The cruel treatment she endured
When jealousy had fi lled my mind with spite.
To see her slightest wishes gratifi ed
Will be my purpose now, with greater zeal
Than when, suspecting her, I tried
To break her patience with her long ordeal.
If future ages celebrate her name
For never yielding to the trials she bore,
Her peerless virtue justifi es the fame
By which she will be honoured evermore.’

As when the skies are leaden grey
Obscuring all the light of day,
And everywhere the threatening cloud
Warns that a storm is close at hand:
If winds should part this gloomy shroud,
And spreading far across the land
The rays of sunshine, clear and bright,
Make it once more a joyous sight;
So too those eyes cast down by sadness
Were lifted now in sudden gladness.

Her unknown father has been found,
The secret of her birth explained;
The young princess’s joy is unconstrained:
She casts herself upon the ground
Before the Prince, and there she kneels
To hold him closely; he at last reveals
His tender love: he lifts her to her feet,
Embraces her, then takes her hand,
And goes with her across the hall to greet
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Her mother, who from joy can scarcely stand;
The sudden rapture makes her senses numb.
And though her heart, so grievously beset
By constant woes, has never yet,
In years of misery, been overcome,
The burden of delight is now too great:
She seems to sink beneath its weight.
She reaches out in order to embrace
Her cherished daughter, whom by Heaven’s grace
She has recovered after all these years,
But then can only weep with happy tears.

At this, the Prince said: ‘In some other place
You will be able to express
The love you feel: but now, you need to dress
As noblewomen do; your rank has changed;
A wedding also has to be arranged.’

To church the loving pair are led, and there
That each will cherish each they swear,
And forging bonds that none can sever
Engage themselves to love for ever.
Then follows every sort of pleasure:
Music-making, games, and dances,
Jousts with riders breaking lances,
And sumptuous feasts consumed at leisure.

Towards Griselda all direct their gaze:
Her patience, long and sorely tried,
Is now at last admired and glorifi ed.
Indulgent to their lord’s capricious ways,
The people in their joy can even praise
That cruel test Griselda had to face:
Without it, we should not have seen,
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They say, that virtue which has always been,
Though rare at any time or place,
An honour to her sex, but shown
In perfect form by her alone.
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Letter to M. . . .,* on sending him 
The Hi�ory of Griselda

��

Had  I submitted to all the different opinions I have been 
given about the work which I am sending to you, nothing 

would have remained of it except a simple story, plain and bare; 
in which case I would have done better not to have anything to 
do with it, but to leave it as it is between its blue covers,* where 
it has lain for so many years.

I read it fi rst to two friends of mine.
‘Why spend so long,’ said one of them, ‘on the character of 

your hero? We have not the slightest need to know what he did 
in his council in the mornings, and even less how he amused 
himself during the afternoon. All that sort of thing ought to be 
left out.’

The other said: ‘For my part, I wish you would remove the 
humorous reply he makes to the representatives of his people 
when they urge him to get married; such remarks are inappro-
priate for a dignifi ed and responsible prince. And if you would 
permit me,’ he went on, ‘I would advise you also to suppress 
your long description of the hunt. What relevance does it have 
to the basic story? Believe me, such adornments are empty and 
pretentious, which weaken your poem rather than enriching it. 
The same applies,’ he added, ‘to the preparations made for the 
Prince’s wedding; the whole passage is pointless and unneces-
sary. As for your ladies who lower their coiffures, cover their 
bosoms, and lengthen their sleeves, the humour is feeble, as it is 
with the orator who congratulates himself on his eloquence.’

‘I would also ask you,’ said the one who had spoken fi rst, ‘to 
remove the Christian refl ections made by Griselda, when she 
says that God wishes to put her to the test; it’s not the right place 



for a sermon. And I cannot put up with the callous way in which 
the Prince treats her—it makes me angry, and I would leave it 
out. I know it is part of the story, but that’s no matter. I would also 
remove the episode of the young lord, which is only there so that 
the young princess can get married: it makes the tale too long.’

‘But,’ I said, ‘the story would end badly without it.’
‘All I can say is,’ he answered, ‘that I would remove it all the 

same.’
A few days later, I read the piece to two other friends, who said 

not a word about the passages I have just mentioned, but took me 
to task over a number of others. ‘Far from complaining that your 
criticisms are too harsh,’ I told them, ‘I am sorry that they are not 
more severe; you have let me get away with innumerable pas-
sages that have been found to deserve the strictest censure.’

‘And which are those?’ they asked.
‘I have been told,’ I said, ‘that the description of the Prince’s 

character takes too long, and that nobody is interested in what 
he did in the morning, and even less in the afternoon.’

‘Criticism like that,’ they both said together, ‘cannot have 
been meant seriously.’

‘I am also criticized,’ I went on, ‘for the reply made by the Prince 
to those who are urging him to get married, which is said to be too 
humorous, and beneath the dignity of a responsible prince.’

‘Really?’ said one; ‘and why is there a problem when a prince 
in Italy, where it is common to hear joking remarks made by the 
most dignifi ed of people, and those of the highest position, 
makes jokes about women and marriage, seeing that he makes a 
point of being hostile to them, and when in any case they are 
constantly the object of mockery? However that may be, I must 
plead for mercy on behalf of the passage in question, and also 
the passages about the orator who thinks he has converted the 
Prince and the coiffures that are worn lower; for critics who 
dislike the Prince’s humorous answer will probably show no 
quarter to these either.’
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‘Your guess is correct,’ I said. ‘But from another angle, those 
who want only to be entertained cannot bear Griselda’s Christian 
refl ections, when she says that it is God who wishes to test her. 
They say they are an irrelevant sermon.’

‘Irrelevant?’ the other one replied; ‘not only do they suit the 
subject, but they are absolutely necessary. You needed to make 
your heroine’s patience credible; and what other means did you 
have, except to make her regard her husband’s cruel treatment 
of her as coming from the hand of God? If it were not for that, 
she would be taken for the stupidest woman there has ever been, 
which would certainly not make a good effect.’

‘They also dislike,’ I told them, ‘the episode in which the 
young lord marries the young princess.’

‘They are wrong,’ he responded; ‘since the work is a true 
poem, although you call it a story, it is necessary that nothing 
should be left incomplete when it ends. But if the young prin-
cess were to go back to her convent without being married, 
although she was expecting to be, neither she, nor the readers of 
your story, would be content.’

As a result of this discussion I decided to leave my work more 
or less as it had been when it was read in the Academy.* In a 
word, I took care to correct anything that had been proved to 
be bad in itself, but as regards the passages which, I found, had 
no other fault except that they were not to the taste of certain 
people who were perhaps a little too fussy, I left them as they 
were.

I give a meal: a single guest
Unfortunately dislikes one course;
So must I then agree perforce
To leave it out but keep the rest?
‘Live and let live,’ they say, is best;
To satisfy our different wishes
Menus must offer different dishes.
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Whatever the truth of the matter, I thought that I should 
leave it to the public, whose decisions are always right. I shall 
learn from them what to think on the question, and I shall scru-
pulously follow their opinion if a second edition of this work 
should ever happen to be published.*
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Three Silly Wishes*

��

to mademoiselle de la c.*

You’re sensible, I know, Mademoiselle;
If it were otherwise, I’d take good care
Never to let you read or hear
The comic tale I have to tell.
It’s not romantic; it’s about
A length of sausage. ‘Oh, my dears!
How dreadful!’ simpering girls cry out,
‘For shame! a sausage? fi e!’—for theirs
Are hearts more earnestly inclined;
Their books are of another kind:
They’re full of tender love-affairs.
But, Mademoiselle, for you who are,
When telling tales, ahead by far
Of all the rest; you who beguile
Both eye and ear, making us seem to see,
Not merely hear the story, since your style
Is natural and vivid: you’ll agree
That manner and not matter is the key;
For what we prize a story for
Is less what it’s about, and more
The way it’s told. If this is true,
I’m sure you’ll like my tale; its moral too.



Awoodcutter  there was, once long ago,
Who, weary of the wretched life he led,

Had one desire: to rest in peace, he said,
Upon the shores of Acheron* below
In Hades. This was his pitiable claim:
Whatever wish he’d made, since he was born,
The gods’ response had always been the same:
They’d treated him with cruelty and scorn.

One day, as he complained, there in the wood
The great god Jupiter before him stood,
Complete with thunderbolt. The man’s dismay
Was more than I can easily portray.
‘I ask you nothing,’ trembling, on his knees,
He said; ‘No wish from me, oh lord, and please
No lightning, sir; and then we’ll be all square.’
‘Mortal,’ said Jupiter, ‘be not afraid;
I come, moved by the protests you have made,
To show you that your judgements are unfair.
Attend therefore. You are allowed to make
Three wishes; and, whatever they may be,
As master of the world I undertake
At once to grant them fully. On your side,
Think what will make you happiest, and see
How best your needs can now be satisfi ed.
Your happiness depends on how you use
This chance: refl ect with care before you choose.’

The god, so saying, skywards took his fl ight.
The man heaved up his bundle on his back
And high in spirits took his homeward track;
His load of logs had never seemed so light.
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Said he, while jogging cheerfully along:
‘Now this is serious; the proper way
Is not to rush; we mustn’t get it wrong;
I’ll fi nd out what the missus has to say.’
Arriving at the wretched hovel which
Served as his home, he cried: ‘Hey, Meg! we’re rich!
Let’s have a feast tonight—stoke up the fi re!
Just wish, that’s all—we’ll get what we desire!’
Then he explained in detail what had passed.
His spouse’s mind was working fast,
And soon she readily devised
A hundred plans; but recognized
The pressing need for care and tact,
And said: ‘Good William, we must act
Without impatience; too much haste,
And all our hopes could go to waste.
Together let’s discuss what’s best to do,
Then sleep on it. Tomorrow we shall see
Exactly what these wishes ought to be.’

Her William says: ‘That’s my opinion too.
Now Meg, some wine: go to the special cask—
You know—behind the logs, and fi ll a fl ask.’
On her return, he drinks, and takes his seat
To rest awhile beside the blaze.
And then: ‘If only, by this fi re,’ he says,
I had a length of sausage here to eat;
My dearest wish, is that.’ And as he speaks,
His wife perceives with much surprise
A sausage of imposing size
Approaching from the hearth. She shrieks;
But it continues its advance,
Wriggling towards her on the fl oor.
A moment’s thought, and she is sure
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That what has caused this strange mischance
Must be the careless wish her man
Has stupidly and rashly made.
Much mortifi ed, she then began
An angry conjugal tirade.
Upon the wretched William’s head
Were heaped reproaches and abuse.
‘You could have been an emperor,’ she said,
‘With clothes of gorgeous silk, you silly goose,
And diamonds, rubies, pearls, and gold. Instead,
Sausage is what you choose, for Heaven’s sake!’
‘All right; I’ve chosen badly, I confess,’
He said, ‘I made a serious mistake;
Next time I’ll do better.’ She said: ‘Oh yes?
And pigs might fl y. The man’s a proper ass
Who’d wish for something so completely crass.’

Enraged, the husband more than once came near
To wishing that his Meg might disappear.
(Between ourselves, without this wife
He might have had a better life.)
‘We men,’ he cried, ‘are born to constant woes.
Plague take the woman, and the sausage too!
I wish to God, you evil-tempered shrew,
That now it hung upon your nose!’
No sooner had he said this word
Than high in Heaven the wish was heard.
The sausage stuck; and by a yard or more
Meg’s nose grew longer. She was cross before;
This latest unforeseen event
Did not reduce her discontent.
Meg was attractive; she’d a pretty face;
And speaking honestly, with due respect
For truth, this decoration, in that place,
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Did not produce a good effect.
However, it compelled her, as it hung
Over her mouth and chin, to hold her tongue,
And since a husband naturally seeks
To have a wife who seldom speaks,
For him a silent wife was bliss;
He couldn’t wish for more than this.

But then he thought, as inwardly he mused:
‘This accident’s a dreadful thing,
But with one wish remaining to be used
I could, all in one go, become a king.
A king!—with that, there’s nothing can compare.
But what about the future queen?
She might be plunged in deep despair
As things are now, if she were seen
Upon her throne, in robes and crown,
With all that sausage hanging down.
On this, it’s right to hear her views;
For she must be the one to choose
Whether she rather would, or not,
Be queen and keep the awful nose she’s got,
Or else be what she was before,
A woodman’s wife and nothing more,
But with a nose of normal size,
As it was once, till everything went wrong.’

Now even though there’s no one who denies
That grandeur, rights, and powers belong
To kings and queens; though everybody tries
To praise a royal nose, however long;
Yet since what women yearn for most of all
Is to attract, she kept her peasant’s shawl,
For that was what she fi nally preferred,
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Rather than be a queen and look absurd.
The husband, too, remained a woodman still.
He didn’t rule as emperor, or fi ll
His purse with golden coins. His last resource,
His one remaining wish, was used, of course,
As best he could: to see his wife once more
Looking the same as she had been before.

To wish aright is not for humankind:
We are too rash, improvident, and blind.
Whatever the gifts that Heaven may dispense,
Not many men will use them with good sense.
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Donkey-Skin
��

to the marquise de lambert*

Some lofty persons seldom smile,
And cannot bear to give their time,
Regarding literary style,
To anything that’s not sublime.
With views like theirs I can’t agree.
The highest minds, it seems to me,
May sometimes condescend to go
To watch, let’s say, a puppet-show,
Without incurring loss of face.
Given the proper time and place,
Sublimity may suit less well
Than some diverting bagatelle.
Nor should it cause us much surprise
That men of sense, at times oppressed
By hours of work, should think it wise
To free themselves from reason’s bonds,
And pleasantly be lulled to rest
By some old tale of maids distressed,
Of ogres,* spells, and magic wands.
Ignoring, then, the blame I may incur
For wasting time, I’ll do as you prefer,
Madame; so let me now begin
The tale, in full, of Donkey-Skin.

There ruled a mighty king in days of yore,
Greater than any who had ruled before;
Well-loved in peace, in war arousing fear,
No other king could claim to be his peer.



With enemies subdued, his triumphs made
A shield for peaceful virtues, arts, and trade,
And brought prosperity in place of strife.
The charm and beauty of his faithful wife,
As gentle and as kind as she was fair,
Entranced him still: at home he had the air
Less of a king with consort at his side,
And more the bridegroom with his radiant bride.
The union of this loving pair
Produced no other child but one,
And that a daughter, not a son;
In virtue, though, beyond compare:
And so her parents did not much repine
That she alone would carry on their line.

Throughout the palace of this king
Magnifi cence was everything.
Footmen and courtiers by the score
Were swarming in each corridor;
Great stables had been built to hold
Each and every breed of horse,
In many sizes, all, of course,
Caparisoned in cloth of gold.
A truly striking sight was there:
The place of honour was reserved
For Donkey Ned with wagging ear.
You think this honour undeserved?
Then hear how justifi ed it is
By Ned’s amazing qualities.
Nature had made the beast so pure
That what he dropped was not manure,
But sovereigns and gold crowns instead
(Imprinted with the royal head)
Which every morning Master Ned
Left for collection on his bed.
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But Heaven grows tired, now and then,
Of granting happiness to men,
And puts some sorrows in our way
Like rainstorms on a sunny day.
A sickness struck the King’s beloved wife,
Grew worse and worse: it soon attacked her life.
Help was sought throughout the land,
Doctors arrived on every hand.
The Faculty of Medicine was consulted:
They looked in books by ancient Greeks,
While fashionable alternative techniques
Were counselled by the quacks: no cure resulted.
The patient worsened. Nothing could arrest
The malady which daily still progressed.

The Queen, then, feeling close to death,
Addressed, in solemn words, the King:
‘Permit me with my dying breath
To ask of you, my dear, one thing:
That if you should desire to wed
When I am gone . . .’ ‘Alas!’ her husband said,
‘Have no anxieties of such a kind;
For never will I take another bride;
So please dismiss these worries from your mind.’
‘That’s what I thought you’d say, my dear,’ replied
The Queen; ‘of that your passion makes me sure;
But yet I’d like to feel still more secure:
I’d like to hear you swear an oath
(On which I know I can rely)
That only if you fi nd a woman both
More lovely and more virtuous than I,
You may, upon this one condition,
Marry her with my permission.’
She thought, so certain of her charms was she,
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That such an oath would be a guarantee
(Though got by cunning) that he would refrain
From ever marrying again.
The King burst into tears and vowed
To do whatever she desired.

She in his arms forthwith expired,
And never did a husband weep so loud.
By night and day his sobs came thick and fast.
The courtiers judged his sorrow could not last;
He wept, they said, as if he wished to see
The mourning done as promptly as might be.
The court proved right. Some months went past,
And then the King announced he thought it good
To choose another consort if he could.
He had a tricky problem now
Because he had to keep his vow;
And therefore any wife he found
Must be at least as fair of face,
As well endowed with wit and grace,
As was the fi rst, now underground.

But not at court, though beauties there abound,
Nor in the towns or countryside,
Nor in neighbouring lands beside,
Was any other woman seen
As lovely as the former queen,
Except her daughter; she alone
With young and tender beauties of her own,
Possessed attractions that the Queen had lacked.
The King, now mad with love, observed the fact,
And got the crazy notion in his head
That he and the Princess should therefore wed.
An expert casuist* he found contended
That such a match, perhaps, could be defended.
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But she was much disturbed, and had no rest
On hearing sentiments like these expressed;
She sobbed and wept by day and night.
She went, with sad and weary heart,
To tell her godmother about her plight.
This fairy’s dwelling, set apart,
Was in a distant grotto, fi lled
With coral, pearls, and shells; in magic art
Her godmother was very skilled.

(What fairies were in olden times
You will not need to learn from me;
Your Grandma told you on her knee,
Along with tales and nursery rhymes.)

She said, on seeing her: ‘My dear,
I know why you’re so sad, and why you’re here,
But now you’re with me, have no fear.
Nothing will do you harm, provided
That you will let yourself be guided
By my advice. Your father, it is true,
Has said he wants to marry you.
To ask for such a thing is mad;
If you agree, that’s just as bad.
To thwart him, while not seeming to refuse,
We’ll circumvent his folly with a ruse.
You need to say you won’t consent
To marry till you’re quite content
With what you ask him now to give: a dress
The colour of the heavens*—something which,
However great he is, however rich,
Though Heaven has always given him success,
Will prove beyond his powers to do.’
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The Princess, trembling through and through,
To give this message went her way.
The King, without the least delay,
Called dressmakers across the land,
And made them clearly understand
That what he wanted was a dress,
Sky-coloured, for the young Princess;
And further that they’d best not make him wait
More than a day before the job was done,
For if they did, as sure as fate,
He’d send them to the gallows, every one.
Before the sun rose on the second morn
The precious dress was ready to be worn:
Its sheer and splendid azure hue
Outshone the sky’s most glorious blue
When clouds are strewn across it golden bright.

The Princess, with more sorrow than delight,
Is lost for words; she’s very much afraid
She’ll have to keep the bargain that she’s made.
‘You’ve got to ask him for another boon,’
She hears her fairy godmother declare:
‘No common gift this time, but rare:
A dress the colour of the moon;
He cannot give it.’ But her new demand
At once becomes the monarch’s next command.
He calls embroiderers: ‘Diana’s globe
Will shine at night more dimly than this robe;
Within four days, the work must be complete,’
He says; and in four days, it’s at his feet,
And just as beautiful as he’d required.
The moon when skies are clear, attired
In silver for her evening parade,
So bright she makes the stars and planets fade,
Is less superb and radiant than the dress.
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Astonished and admiring, the Princess
Was almost ready to give in; but then,
Encouraged by her godmother again,
She asked another gift—a better one;
‘My lord,’ she said, ‘with this I’ll be content:
I want a dress the colour of the sun.’
In his excess of love, her father sent
To fetch the fi nest jeweller that there was.
‘Make me this gleaming dress,’ the man was told,
‘In cloth all sewn with diamonds and gold;
And do it well,’ the King went on, ‘because,
If not, you’ll die of torture, have no doubt.’
The threat was never carried out:
The man was disinclined to shirk.
He sent the precious piece of work
Within a week. So splendid was this dress
That bright-haired Phoebus, when across the skies
He drives his chariot of gold, is less
Ablaze with light, and dazzles less our eyes.

Dumbfounded by these gifts, the poor Princess
Finds no reply to thwart her king and lord.
Her godmother is close at hand: ‘My dear,
You can’t stop now,’ she whispers in her ear;
‘There’s nothing that your father can’t afford;
You know he has the donkey still,
Which while it’s there will always fi ll
His treasury with crowns of gold.
Just ask him for the creature’s skin.
Since that is what his wealth is in,
This gift, I’m sure, is one that he’ll withhold.’

The fairy was extremely wise,
No doubt, but failed to realize
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That lovers never count the cost
Of all the gold and silver lost
If once their passion gains its prize.
The monarch, therefore, gallantly complied
And met his daughter’s wish; the donkey died.

They bring the skin to her: she’s fi lled with dread,
And bitterly bewails the fate that lies ahead;
But then her godmother appears:
‘Those who do good,’ she says, ‘need have no fears.
First you must lead your father to believe
That you will share with him the married state;
But on the wedding day, alone, you’ll leave:
You must not risk so horrible a fate;
Go in disguise to some far distant place.
Here now,’ she added, ‘is your travelling case.
It’s large enough to hold your dressing things,
Your brushes, mirror, rubies, diamond rings,
And all your clothes; moreover here’s my wand
For you to use. The casket will respond
By following wherever you may go,
But secretly, deep in the ground below.
Then should you want to see the chest,
Just take the wand and keep it pressed
Against the earth, and then and there
The chest will magically appear.
To guard yourself from prying eyes,
The donkey-skin’s a fi ne disguise,
For nobody could ever guess,
Seeing you in so foul a dress,
That such a fi lthy thing could hide
Someone so beautiful inside.’
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Thus camoufl aged, the Princess went away,
Bidding the fairy many fond farewells,
In the cool air of morning. On that day
The King had hoped to hear the wedding bells
Ring out in joy; but he’s bereft;
They tell him that his bride has left.

Each house, each street, each avenue
Was rigorously searched, and searched again;
But all the agitation was in vain,
For how or where she’d vanished, no one knew.
A sad, despondent mood spread all about:
No wedding meant no cakes, no sweets, no feast;
The ladies of the court were much put out,
And hardly ate a thing; as for the priest,
His meal was late and meagre; what was worse,
No church collection helped to fi ll his purse.

Journeying onwards all this time
Her face besmeared with dirt and grime,
The Princess begged from passers-by.
On coming to a house, she’d try
To get herself a servant’s place,
But when they saw her grubby face,
Together with the skin she wore,
The wives she asked, however poor,
However coarse, would shut the door.
So on she trudged, and on and on, until
She reached a farmhouse where the wife required
A serving-girl with just suffi cient skill
To do the lowest chores; and she was hired,
To wash the rags and keep the pig-trough clean.
A corner of the kitchen, dark and mean,
Became her home, and here she had to mix
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With farmhands, oafs, and louts, who played her tricks
At every turn; they harassed her,
Tormented her, embarrassed her;
She was the butt of all their rustic fun,
Of every joke and every stupid pun.
She had on Sundays some few hours of rest.
She had a little work to do, no more;
Returning to her room, she barred the door.
She’d wash away the grime, and from the chest
Would take her toilet-cloth, and lots
Of creams and lotions neatly stored in pots.
The looking-glass she’d carefully arrange,
Then stood before it, happy, full of pride,
Wearing each dress in turn. The fi rst she tried
Was like the moon, all silver. Then she’d change,
And wear the dress that brilliantly outshone
The sun itself; then fi nally put on
The azure dress whose gorgeous hue
Surpassed the heavens’ purest blue.
The trouble was, the room could not contain
Each dress’s generously fl owing train.
It was a joy to gaze at her refl ection
And see herself so beautifully dressed:
She thought that with her pure complexion
She must look fi ner than the rest,
Which kept her spirits up till next weekend.

Something I may have failed to mention
Is that the farmyard had a large extension
In which innumerable birds were penned:
An aviary; the King, who liked display,
Showed off his riches in this way,
With musk-fed geese* and cormorants and quails,
And little bustards, bantam hens, and rails,
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Birds of a thousand kinds or more,
Each stranger than the one before,
Filling a dozen courtyards in their cages.
The monarch’s son would come with friends and pages
To rest awhile in this delightful place
And take cool drinks, when thirsty from the chase.
This Prince’s martial looks did not resemble
Those of the fair Adonis: regal his mien,
And fi erce his glance; the bravest foes would tremble
Before him in the fi eld. Thus was he seen
By Donkey-Skin, with tender admiration;
Watching afar, she knew that for her part,
Despite the dirt and squalor of her station,
Her feelings proved she had a royal heart.
‘He truly has a prince’s air,’
She thought, ‘while seeming not to care
About his greatness. And how much
He merits love! Oh happy she
Whose beauty and whose love might touch
His heart and keep it hers! And as for me,
I’d sooner wear the meanest, poorest dress
That he might give, than any I possess.’

This Prince, when walking, came one day,
Among the courtyards where the birds were kept,
Upon a door along a passageway,
And this was where the Princess slept.
The keyhole as it chanced was at a height
Just right to look through. As it chanced,
The day was Sunday too; so when he glanced
Into her room, he saw a wondrous sight:
The diamonds lay round her neck; and spun
From gold, her dress was dazzling like the sun.
The Prince stood there transfi xed in contemplation;
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Scarce could he breathe, so great his admiration.
And yet, despite the gorgeous clothes she wore,
Her countenance attracted him much more:
Its perfect outline, full of grace,
Her young complexion, fresh and clear,
Gave sweet expression to her face;
Besides, so virtuous did she appear,
With dignity and modesty combined,
The outward signs of beauty in the mind,
That her demeanour played the greatest part
In making her the mistress of his heart.

Three times from sudden love he raised his fi st
Against the door, but only to desist:
Three times respect made him withdraw;
It seemed a goddess that he saw.
Back to the palace he made his pensive way,
To sigh and languish there by night and day.
The Carnival has started: he rejects
All invitations to the dance; objects
To theatre; hunting he abominates;
The most alluring food he hates.
And as he mournfully repines,
He’s lost in apathy, his health declines.
One day he asked the unknown beauty’s name.
‘Who can she be, this lovely nymph, whose room
Is in that nasty alley deep in gloom
Beyond the poultry-yard?’ The answer came:
‘It must be Donkey-Skin you mean,’
They said; ‘but she’s no nymph; and “Donkey-Skin”
She’s called because it’s what she dresses in.
An uglier brute you’ve never seen.
A she-wolf ’s prettier than her, for sure;
If love’s an illness, she’s the perfect cure.’
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Much else they say, but all in vain.
Her image now is deeply traced
Inside his mind, and cannot be effaced:
He’s caught by love; he’ll not be free again.

Meanwhile the Queen his mother cannot rest,
Seeing her son so gloomy and depressed.
The Prince, though plunged in grief, will not disclose
The reason for these most distressing woes,
And when she tenderly enquires
Says only this: what he desires
Is just that Donkey-Skin should bake,
For him and him alone, a cake.
His mother cannot take it in,
And asks: ‘Who is this Donkey-Skin?’
‘Oh Heavens!—her?’ they said, ‘oh dear!
Dear Madam, she’s a miserable slut!
A dirtier beast you’ll not fi nd anywhere:
A proper slattern!’—‘That’s as may be; but,’
The Queen said, ‘if my son desires a dish
Prepared by her, I’ll see he gets his wish.’
(If he had asked, she loved him so, you see,
He would have had gold coins for tea.)

So Donkey-Skin became a cook.
Butter and salt and eggs she took,
Inside the hovel where she lived,
With fl our most scrupulously sieved
(She knew that when it’s sifted fi ne
The mixture’s easy to combine),
And having washed herself she shed
From off her shoulders, arms, and head
Her dirty, shaggy camoufl age,
And took instead a fi ne corsage
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Of silver which she neatly laced
To wear around her slender waist,
And thus attired, began to cook.
By chance—some say she didn’t look—
A ring she had of fl awless gold,
And happened to be wearing, fell
Into the cake; though I’ve been told,
By those who know the story well,
That Donkey-Skin intended it to fall.
To me that’s not impossible at all,
For speaking honestly I’m sure
That when the Prince, outside her door,
Had stood that time while peeping through,
She knew it; women always do.
A woman’s senses are so keen,
She’s so alert, that if your eye should chance
To rest on her a moment, then your glance
Will be observed; she’ll sense that she’s been seen.
And then there is another thing:
The Princess, when she dropped her ring—
Unless I’m very much deceived;
In fact I’d swear to it—believed
That what she’d hidden for her lover
He’d be most happy to discover.

And never did a woman make
A softer, more enticing cake.
He tasted it with much delight,
Then gobbled it; and truth to tell,
He nearly ate the ring as well,
So wolfi sh was his appetite.
But when he found it and beheld
Its gorgeous emerald stone, his bosom swelled
With greater joy: the little golden band
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Seemed still to hold the beauty of her hand.
He put it by his pillow where he slept,
In order that his secret should be kept.
Yet visibly meanwhile his health declined,
And doctors of experience and skill,
As he grew thinner, with one voice opined
That it was love that made the Prince so ill.

Now touching marriage, hostile things are said;
But nonetheless, for maladies like this
The recommended cure is married bliss;
It was resolved, therefore, that he should wed.
He seemed a while reluctant, then replied:
‘Upon this one condition, I’ll agree:
That she whose fi nger fi ts this ring must be
The woman that you give me for my bride.’
The King’s and Queen’s surprise was very great,
But seeing that the Prince’s state
Was sad indeed, they judged it best
Not to refuse his strange request.
At once a search is ordered by the King
To fi nd the fi nger that will fi t the ring,
And much improve its owner’s situation,
However low or high her social station.

Each maiden’s purpose now becomes the same;
All have to bring their fi ngers to be tried;
None thinks another has a better claim.
In order, though (so rumour says), to win
The Prince’s heart and be his bride,
The fi nger needs to be extremely thin,
And charlatans sell recipes to render
The fi ngers of the buyers very slender.
One lady, by a monstrous whim,
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Decides to make her fi ngers slim
By scraping them, as she might trim
Some carrots; while another snips
Small pieces from her fi nger-tips.
Then with a press another tries
By squeezing to reduce their size.
Another yet, to make them thin,
Obtains some acid, dips them in,
And lets it burn away the skin.
These ladies will try anything
To make a fi nger fi t the ring.

The tests commence: fi rst come the young princesses,
The duchesses, and then the marchionesses.
Fine hands they have, but just a little thick:
Not fi ne enough, it seems, to do the trick.
Daughters of barons next, of counts and earls,
Of lesser gentry too; to no avail:
Like others higher in the social scale,
Their fi ngers are too big. Then come the girls
Of lower birth and duller dress,
But not of less attractiveness.
Their fi ngers, though, at each attempt,
When shape and fi t appear, this time, just right,
All fail; the ring appears to show contempt,
And slips or sticks: too loose, or else too tight.
So then they had to let the rest apply:
The servants and the maids, the lesser fry,
Whose hands are red and roughened by the tub,
Who have the clothes to wash, the fl oors to scrub,
The poultry-yard to clean—in fact the lot.
The prize is just as much for them to win,
They think, as for some miss with smoother skin.
Many a girl with fi ngers broad and squat
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Made her appearance then to try
The prince’s ring, with no more hope
Than if she thought to take a rope
And thread it through a needle’s eye.
It seemed that nothing more could then be done,
For all had tried the ring, except for one:
Still working in the kitchen, quite neglected,
Was Donkey-Skin. ‘And she can’t be expected,’
They said, ‘to wed the Prince and reign
As queen, that’s absolutely plain.’
‘Why not?’ replied the Prince; ‘let her appear.’
Then laughter spread among the crowd,
And everyone exclaimed aloud:
‘What can he mean? Allow her here,
That fi lthy creature? What a joke!’
But when from underneath the cloak
Of rough and dirty skin she drew
A hand like ivory, shot through
With just a touch of rosy pink,
Then nobody knew what to think;
And next, before their unbelieving eyes,
Her fi nger slid into the fateful ring,
And fi tted it; which caused no small surprise.
They thought they’d better take her to the King,
But fi rst, she said, in order to appear
Before her royal master and her lord,
There was a single favour she implored:
To fi nd herself some other clothes to wear.
And now the courtiers thought to mock,
And laugh their fi ll at Donkey-Skin’s new frock;
But when, once in the palace, she proceeded
From room to room, and wore a splendid gown,
Superbly beautiful, which far exceeded
All dresses ever known in court or town,
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With on her head the diamonds shining bright
Which made each golden hair a ray of light,
With azure eyes, whose sweet and noble fi re,
Bewitching, proud, were certain to inspire
Love with every glance; and when her waist,
So slender that it might have been embraced
Between a man’s two hands: when all, at last,
Was seen divinely fair, she far surpassed
The courtly ladies in their fi ne array;
Their beauties simply seemed to fade away.

Loudly the crowd rejoiced on every side;
The worthy King could scarce contain his glee
Seeing the beauty of the wife-to-be:
The Queen already doted on the bride.
As for the love-lorn Prince, their son and heir,
The passage in so short a time
From misery to joy sublime
Was almost more than he could bear.

Then all looked forward to the wedding day
And started to prepare without delay;
The kings and queens around had invitations:
Bedecked in ornaments of every kind,
Leaving their native lands behind
They rode to join the celebrations.
From far and wide they came; among them, some
Had journeyed from Aurora’s distant lands*
Mounted on elephants; others had come
Out of Arabia’s desert coasts and sands:
So dark and ugly that they made
The children very much afraid;
And all these guests, their numbers growing,
Soon fi lled the court to overfl owing.
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But none, of any prince or potentate,
Arrived in more resplendent state
Than did the father of the bride.
Though once in love, he’d cast aside
The passion burning up his soul like fi re;
He’d banished any criminal desire,
And of those hateful wishes, now suppressed,
All that remained served only to inspire
Deeper devotion in his breast.
On seeing her he weeps: ‘Now Heaven be blessed,
My dearest child,’ he cries, ‘that by its grace
We meet again, and that I am allowed
To see you here!’ They joyously embrace:
Their joy is shared by all the crowd.
The groom is just as pleased and proud
That marriage to his love will bring
Alliance with a mighty king.
Just then the fairy godmother arrives,
To tell them all, in full, the story
Of Donkey-Skin, and thus contrives
To cover her with greater glory.

There are some lessons that a child may learn
From listening to this tale: they won’t take long;
And fi rst that sufferings, however stern,
Are preferable by far to doing wrong;
And next, whatever trials life may send
Virtue will always triumph in the end;
Also that love deranged defi es all sense:
Against it, reason is a poor defence;
Lovers, extravagant beyond all measure,
Will give away for love their dearest treasure.
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Again: young ladies may be fed
On nothing but the coarsest bread
Provided that, besides such fare,
They have some pretty clothes to wear;
And not a woman anywhere
Will not believe that she’s as fair
As all the rest; and in addition
Has never dreamt that when of old
They held that famous competition
To win the apple made of gold,*
If she’d been there, as goddesses paraded,
She surely would have looked as good as they did,
Or better still, and would have been
Paris’s choice as beauty queen.

This tale is hard to credit, to be sure,
But yet, as long as children dwell
Upon this earth, with mums and grans as well,
Its memory will stay secure.
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to mademoiselle*

Mademoiselle:
It will not seem strange that a child should have entertained 
himself by composing the tales in this collection, but it will be 
astonishing that he should have had the audacity to present them 
to you. 

However, Mademoiselle, notwithstanding the huge discrep-
ancy between the simplicity of the stories and the brilliance of 
your mind, it will appear, if the tales are properly examined, that 
I am not as blameworthy as I might seem. The moral lessons 
that they all contain are extremely sensible, and will be under-
stood more or less easily according as my readers are more or 
less perceptive; and furthermore, seeing that there is no greater 
sign of mental capacity than the ability both to rise to the great-
est heights and descend to everyday matters, nobody will be 
surprised that a great Princess, who by nature and education has 
become familiar with the most elevated ideas, should condes-
cend to divert herself with bagatelles such as these. 

I know that the tales give a portrayal of life in the humblest 
families, where the laudable desire to provide early instruction 
to the young has led to the creation of stories which, bereft of 
reason, are therefore suitable for children, since in them reason 
is still lacking; but for whom could it be more suitable to study 
the people’s way of life than for those destined to lead them? 
Heroes, including heroes from among your own ancestors,* 
have been impelled, by their desire to know about such things, 
to enter cabins and hovels in order to see with their own eyes 
the detail of the lives that were led in them, such knowledge 
having seemed to them necessary if their education was to be 
complete.
 However that may be, Mademoiselle—



Though fairy stories cannot be believed,
To whom could I more fi ttingly appeal
To prove that what they tell us might be real?
For nobody could ever have conceived,
Since fairies gave their gifts so long ago,
That any of them might bestow
So many gifts, such talents too,
As Nature has bestowed on you.

 I remain, Mademoiselle, with the most profound respect, the 
very faithful humble servant of Your Royal Highness,

P. Darmancour.*
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The Sleeping Beauty
in the Wood

��

Once  upon a time there lived a king and queen who were 
ever so unhappy, because they had no children; so unhappy 

I can’t tell you. They went to all the spas to drink the waters 
there, gave presents to all the saints, went on pilgrimages, and 
always said their prayers; everything was tried and nothing 
worked. But at last the Queen did become pregnant, and had a 
baby daughter. They held a beautiful service for her to be chris-
tened; all the fairies they could fi nd in the country were to come 
(there were seven of them), to be godmothers for the little 
Princess, which meant that each would bestow a gift on her, 
which was the custom for fairies in those days, and then she 
would be as perfect as you could possibly imagine. 

When the christening service was fi nished, all the guests went 
back to the royal palace, where a banquet was to be given in 
honour of the fairies. Each of them had her place laid magnifi -
cently at table with a solid gold case, which contained a knife, a 
fork, and a spoon made out of pure gold, and decorated with 
diamonds and rubies. But as everyone was sitting down to table, 
they saw an aged fairy come in, who had not been invited, because 
for more than fi fty years she had never left the tower she lived 
in, so that she was believed to be dead, or under a spell. The 
King had a place laid for her at table, but there was no means of 
giving her a case of solid gold like the others, because only 
seven cases had been made, one for each of the seven. The aged 
fairy believed herself insulted, and muttered threatening words 
between her teeth. Sitting beside her, one of the younger fairies 
heard what she said, and guessed that the gift that she would give 



to the little Princess might be dangerous for her; so she went 
and hid behind a tapestry on the wall as soon as the meal was 
fi nished, in order to speak last of all, and prevent if possible any 
harm that the old fairy might do.

Meanwhile the fairies began to present their gifts to the 
Princess. The gift that the youngest fairy gave was that she 
would be the loveliest person in the world; the next one’s gift 
was that she would be as clever as an angel; the third gift was 
that she would do everything with all the grace imaginable; the 
fourth that she would dance to perfection; the fi fth that she 
would sing like a nightingale; and the sixth, that she would play 
beautiful music on all kinds of instruments. When it came to the 
turn of the very old fairy, whose head was shaking, but not so 
much from age as from bad temper, she said that the Princess 
would prick her hand on the point of the spindle on a spinning-
wheel, and that she would die.

This terrible gift made the whole company shudder, and they 
all began to weep. It was then that the younger fairy stepped out 
from behind the tapestry, and in a loud voice she spoke these 
words: ‘Oh King and Queen, be reassured; your daughter will 
not die, although it is not in my power to undo completely what 
the older fairy has done. The Princess will prick her hand on a 
spindle, but instead of dying, she will fall into a deep sleep. It 
will last for a hundred years, and at the end of that time the son 
of a king will come to waken her.’ In order to try to prevent the 
disaster announced by the old fairy, the King at once had an 
edict proclaimed, by which every person was forbidden to spin 
wool on a spinning-wheel or keep a spindle at home, on pain of 
death.

Fifteen or sixteen years went by, and one day, when the King 
and Queen were on a visit to one of their summer residences, it 
happened that the Princess, in running about the castle and going 
from apartment to apartment, went higher and higher up a tower. 
She came to a tiny attic room and found an old woman sitting 

The Princess fi nds an old woman spinning alone
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alone, spinning wool from her distaff. This good lady had never 
heard that the King had forbidden everyone to use a spindle. 

‘What is it that you are doing there, good woman?’ asked the 
Princess.

‘I am spinning, my pretty child,’ said the old woman, not 
knowing who she was talking to. 

‘What fun!’ the Princess said then, ‘how do you do it? Give it 
to me and let me see if I can do it too.’ 

She took the spindle; and because she was hasty and impul-
sive, and in any case the fairies’ decree had decided what would 
happen, no sooner had she done so than she pricked her 
hand and fell down in a faint. The good woman was very upset 
and cried out for help; people came from everywhere, and 
splashed water on the Princess’s face, loosened her clothes, 
slapped her wrists, and rubbed her temples with eau-de-cologne; 
but nothing could revive her. The King had come at once on 
hearing all the noise, and remembered the fairies’ prediction. 
He realized that it had to happen, because the fairies had said it 
would, and ordered that the Princess should be placed in the 
fi nest apartment in the castle, on a bed embroidered with gold 
and silver. You would have said she was an angel, she looked so 
beautiful. Fainting had not taken away the fresh colours from 
her face; her cheeks were rosy pink and her lips like coral. It was 
only that her eyes were closed; but you could tell that she was 
not dead because she could still be heard breathing gently. The 
King gave orders that she was to be left to sleep in peace until 
the time for her to be awakened should arrive.

The good fairy who, in order to save her life, had condemned 
her to sleep for a hundred years, was twelve thousand leagues 
away in the Kingdom of Matakin when the Princess had her 
accident, but she was given the news in an instant by a little dwarf 
with seven-league boots (these were boots in which you could 
go seven leagues in a single stride). The fairy set off at once and 
appeared at the castle an hour later in a chariot of fi re drawn 
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by dragons. The King went to help her down from the chariot, 
and she gave her approval to everything he had done; but, pos-
sessing great foresight, she refl ected that when the Princess 
awoke from her sleep she would fi nd things very diffi cult all 
alone in the old castle; and this is what she did. With her wand, 
she touched everyone in the castle except the King and Queen: 
governesses, maids of honour, ladies’ maids, gentlemen of the 
household, stewards, footmen, cooks, scullions, turnspits, guards, 
pages, doormen; she also touched all the horses in the stables, 
the ostlers there, the great guard-dogs in the stable-yard, and 
little Puff, the Princess’s lapdog, who was lying beside her on 
her bed. As soon as she touched them they all fell asleep, not to 
wake up until their mistress did, so as to be ready to serve her 
when they were needed. Even the spits in front of the kitchen 
fi re, all covered with pheasants and partridges, went to sleep, 
and the fi re did too.

This all happened in a moment; fairies did not take long over 
their work. Then the King and Queen, after having kissed their 
daughter without awakening her, left the castle. They issued 
orders that nobody should come near. But the ban was not 
needed, because within a quarter of an hour so many trees had 
shot up, large and small, all around the castle park, with brambles 
and thorns all intertwined, that neither man nor beast could have 
got through. All that could still be seen was the top of the castle 
towers, and only from a long way off. No doubt this was another 
of the fairy’s devices to make sure that the Princess would have 
nothing to fear from inquisitive visitors while she was asleep.

A hundred years later, the son of the king then ruling, who was 
not of the same family as the sleeping Princess, went hunting in 
that region. Seeing some towers rising above a tall dense wood, 
he asked what they were. Everyone present answered according 
to what he had heard tell. Some said that it was an ancient castle 
where ghosts were seen to walk; others, that all the witches round 
about held their sabbaths there. The commonest opinion was that 
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it was where an ogre lived, and where he brought all the children 
he could catch, in order to eat them in peace without being fol-
lowed, since he alone had the power to make his way through the 
wood. The Prince did not know what to believe; but then an 
elderly peasant began to speak, saying: ‘Your Highness: more 
than fi fty years ago, I heard my father say that in the castle there 
lay a Princess, who was the most beautiful in the world; she was 
to stay asleep for a hundred years, and would be awakened by the 
son of a king, for whom she was destined.’ The young Prince 
took fi re at the old man’s words: he took it for granted at once that 
it was he who would succeed in this splendid adventure, and 
inspired by love and glory he resolved to fi nd out at once how 
things stood. 

He had scarcely taken his fi rst step towards the wood than all 
the great trees, brambles and thorns drew aside of themselves to 
let him pass. He set out towards the castle, which he could see at 
the end of a long avenue ahead, and was a little surprised to see 
that none of his servants had been able to follow him; the trees 
had closed behind him as soon as he passed. He continued on his 
way regardless, for a young and ardent prince is always full 
of courage. He came into a great forecourt, where everything 
that met his eyes was such as to freeze his blood with fear. 
The silence was terrible, and the look of death was all around. 
Nothing was to be seen but the bodies of men and animals lying 
stretched out, who appeared to be dead. He could tell nonethe-
less, from the blotchy noses and fl ushed complexions of the 
Swiss guards,* that they were only sleeping, and the dregs of 
wine left in their glasses showed clearly enough that they had 
fallen asleep in the middle of having a drink.

Through a great court paved with marble he went, up a fl ight 
of steps, and entered the guardroom, where the guards were stand-
ing in line, their guns on their shoulders, and snoring with all 
their might. He passed through several rooms full of gentlemen 
and ladies, all asleep, some standing and some sitting; he came 
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to a room that was all of gold, and saw on a bed, with its curtains 
drawn back to leave it open, the most beautiful sight that he had 
ever seen: a Princess who seemed to be about fi fteen or sixteen 
years old, and who in her radiant splendour had something 
luminous and divine about her. Trembling with wonder and 
admiration, he approached and knelt down beside her.

Since the end of the enchantment had come, the Princess 
woke up, and gazing at him with greater tenderness in her eyes 
than might have seemed proper at a fi rst meeting, she said: ‘Is 
that you, my prince? What a long time you have kept me wait-
ing!’ Delighted at these words, and still more by the tone in 
which she said them, the Prince did not know how to express his 
gratitude and joy, but he told her that he loved her more than 
himself. Although what he said was badly expressed it pleased 
her all the more; the greatest love is the least eloquent. Of the 
two of them, she was the less tongue-tied, which is not surpris-
ing since she had had the time to think of what she would say; 
for it is likely (though history is silent on the matter) that during 
her long sleep the good fairy had seen to it that she enjoyed 
sweet dreams. Be that as it may,* they spent four hours talking 
to each other and still had not said the half of what they 
wanted.

In the meantime, the whole palace had awakened with the 
Princess. Everyone’s thoughts were on getting back to work, and 
since they were not in love, they were all dying of hunger. The 
lady-in-waiting, famished like the rest of them, grew impatient, 
and said loudly to the Princess that her meal was served. The 
Prince helped the Princess to her feet; she was fully dressed and 
her clothes were magnifi cent, but he took good care not to tell 
her that she was dressed like Grandmother in the old days, with 
a starched high collar; it did not make her any the less beautiful. 
They went into a hall lined with mirrors, where they had their 
supper, and were served by the offi cers of the Princess’s house-
hold. The violins and oboes played old pieces of music, which 

The Prince passes gentlemen and ladies, all asleep �
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were excellent, even though they had not been played for almost 
a hundred years. After supper, without wasting time, the High 
Chaplain married them in the castle chapel, and the lady-in-
waiting drew the bed-curtain. They slept little, for the Princess 
had little need of it, and the Prince left her as soon as it was 
morning to return to the town, since his father would be anxious 
about him.

The Prince told him that he had got lost in the forest while 
out hunting, and that he had spent the night in a hovel belong-
ing to a charcoal-burner, who had given him cheese and black 
bread to eat. The King, who was a good soul, believed him, but 
his mother was not convinced. She noticed that he went hunting 
almost every day, and always had some excuse to give when he 
had slept away from home for two or three nights; so she became 
certain that he was carrying on some love-affair, for he lived in 
this way with the Princess for more than two whole years, and 
had two children with her. The fi rst was a girl, and was named 
Dawn; and the second, who was a boy, was called Day, since he 
looked even more beautiful than his sister. 

The Queen said to her son several times, in the hope of draw-
ing him out, that one should enjoy oneself in life, but he never 
dared to entrust her with his secret; although he loved her, he 
was afraid of her, because she came from a family of ogres, and 
the King had married her only because of her great wealth. 
It was even whispered at court that she herself had ogreish 
tendencies, and that when she saw small children going by she 
found it almost impossible to prevent herself from jumping on 
them, which is why the Prince would never say anything. But 
when the King died, which happened after another two years, 
and the Prince was in command, he made his marriage public, 
and went in a grand procession to fetch the Queen his wife from 
her castle. A magnifi cent reception was held for her in the cap-
ital, where she made her entrance into the town accompanied by 
her two children. 

The Prince sees the beautiful Princess
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Some time later, the new King went to war against his neigh-
bour the Emperor Cantalabutto. He left the government of the 
kingdom in the hands of the Queen his mother, asking her to 
take special care of his wife and children, for he was to be away 
at the war for the whole summer. As soon as he had left, the 
Queen Mother sent her daughter-in-law and the children to a 
summer residence she had in the forest, so as to satisfy her hor-
rible desires more easily. She went there herself a few days later, 
and said one evening to her steward: ‘Tomorrow evening for 
supper, I want to eat little Dawn.’

‘Alas, my lady!’ said the steward. 
‘That is my wish,’ said the Queen, and her tone was the tone of 

an ogress who wants fresh meat, ‘and I want to eat her with onion 
and mustard sauce.’ The poor man, realizing that an ogress was 
not to be trifl ed with, took a great knife and went up to little 
Dawn’s room. She was then four years old, and came across the 
room skipping and laughing to embrace him and ask him for 
sweets. Tears came to his eyes, the knife fell from his hands, and 
he went down to the farmyard and cut the throat of a small lamb, 
which he served up to his mistress with such a good sauce that 
she assured him that she had never tasted anything as good. He 
had taken away little Dawn at the same time, and gave her to his 
wife to hide in their lodgings at the end of the farmyard. 

A week later, the wicked Queen said to the steward: ‘I want 
to eat little Day for my supper.’ He did not protest, but resolved 
to trick her again as he had before. He went to look for little 
Day, and found him with a small sword in his hand, practising 
fencing against a fat monkey, although he was only three years 
old. The steward took him to his wife, who hid him with little 
Dawn, and instead of the little boy he served up a tender young 
kid, which the ogress found excellent. 

Everything had gone well until then, but one evening the 
wicked Queen said to the steward: ‘I want to eat the young 
Queen, cooked in the same sauce as her children.’ This time the 
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poor steward despaired of being able to deceive her: the young 
Queen was more than twenty years old, not counting the 
hundred years when she had been asleep, and her skin was 
somewhat tough, although it was fi ne and white. How was he to 
fi nd, among the animals kept for eating,* one as tough as that? 
He took the decision, in order to save his own life, to cut the 
Queen’s throat, and went up to her room with the intention of 
getting it over and done with. He worked himself up into a rage 
and entered the Queen’s room with his dagger in his hand. 
However, he did not want to kill her without any warning, and 
told her, with great respect, of the orders he had received from 
the Queen Mother. 

‘Do your duty,’ she said, stretching out her neck; ‘carry out 
the command you have been given. Then I shall see my chil-
dren again, my poor children, whom I loved so much.’ She 
believed them dead, because, when they were taken away, 
nobody had told her anything.

‘No, my lady, no,’ said the poor steward in tears, ‘you will 
not die, and I will make sure that you do see your beloved chil-
dren, though it will be in my house, where I have hidden them, 
and I will deceive the Queen again by giving her a young doe to 
eat instead.’ At once he took her to his house, where he left her 
to embrace her children and weep with them, and went to pre-
pare the doe for cooking; the Queen ate it for supper with as 
much relish as if it had been the young Queen. She was very 
pleased with her cruel deeds, and meant to tell the King, on his 
return, that ravening wolves had eaten his wife and the two 
children.

One evening, when she was prowling about the castle’s 
courtyards and farmyards as usual, in order to catch the scent of 
any fresh meat, she heard little Day who was crying in a base-
ment room, because the Queen his mother had said that she 
would have him whipped for being naughty; she could also hear 
little Dawn, who was pleading for her brother to be forgiven. 
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The ogress, recognizing the voices of the young Queen and her 
children, was furious to have been tricked. 

The next morning she ordered, in a dreadful voice that made 
everyone shudder, that a huge cauldron was to be brought into 
the middle of the main courtyard and fi lled with toads* and 
vipers and snakes of every sort, for the young Queen and her 
children to be thrown into it, together with the steward, his 
wife, and their maidservant; she had given the order to have 
them led out with their hands tied behind their backs.

They were standing there, with the executioners getting 
ready to throw them into the cauldron, when the King, who 
was not expected so soon, rode into the courtyard; he had 
changed horses at every stage for speed. In amazement, he asked 
what this horrible spectacle could mean. Nobody dared to 
explain. And it was then that the ogress, maddened by what she 
saw before her, fl ung herself head fi rst into the cauldron, and 
was devoured in an instant by the horrid creatures she had put 
there. Despite everything, the King was upset: she was his 
mother; but he soon consoled himself with his beautiful wife 
and children.

the moral of this tale

For girls to wait awhile, so they may wed
A loving husband, handsome, rich, and kind:
That’s natural enough, I’d say;
But just the same, to stay in bed
A hundred years asleep—you’ll never fi nd
Such patience in a girl today.

Another lesson may be meant:
Lovers lose nothing if they wait,
And tie the knot of marriage late;
They’ll not be any less content.
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Young girls, though, yearn for married bliss
So ardently, that for my part
I cannot fi nd it in my heart
To preach a doctrine such as this.
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Little Red Riding-Hood
��

Once  upon a time, in a village, there lived a little girl, the 
prettiest you could wish to see. Her mother adored her, 

and her grandmother adored her even more. This kind lady had 
a riding-hood* made for her granddaughter; it was red, and it 
suited her so well that everywhere she went she was called Little 
Red Riding-Hood. 

One day, when her mother had done some baking, she made 
some buns,* and said: ‘Go and see how your grandmama is, 
because I’ve heard she isn’t well. Take her one of these buns, 
and a little pot of butter.’ Little Red Riding-Hood set off at once 
to visit her grandmother, who lived in another village. As she 
was going into a wood, she met Master Wolf, and he wanted 
very much to eat her up; but he did not dare, because there were 
some woodcutters in the forest. He asked her where she was 
going. The poor child, who did not know that it is dangerous to 
stay and listen to a wolf, told him: ‘I am going to see my grand-
mother, and I’m taking her a bun and a little pot of butter that 
my mother is sending me with.’

‘Does she live a long way off?’ asked the Wolf.
‘Oh yes,’ said Little Red Riding-Hood, ‘it’s beyond the mill 

that you can see ever so far away over there, and it’s the fi rst 
house you come to in the village.’

‘Well then,’ said the Wolf, ‘I’d like to go and see her too. I’ll 
go by this path here, and you go by that one, and we’ll see who 
gets there fi rst.’

The Wolf began to run as hard as he could along his path, 
which was shorter, while the little girl went by the longer path, 
and amused herself gathering hazel-nuts, running after butter-
fl ies, and making posies out of the fl owers that she saw.
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The Wolf did not take long to reach the grandmother’s 
house. He knocked at the door, rat-a-tat-tat! 

‘Who is it?’
‘It’s me, your granddaughter, Little Red Riding-Hood,’ said 

the Wolf, imitating the little girl’s voice, ‘and I’ve brought you 
a bun and a little pot of butter that Mummy has sent.’

The kind grandmother, who was in bed because she was not 
feeling very well, called out: ‘Draw the peg back, and the bar 
will fall.’* The Wolf drew the peg back and the door opened. 
He fl ung himself on the old lady, and ate her all up in less than a 
moment, because he had not had a meal for more than three 
days. Then he shut the door, went to lie down in the grand-
mother’s bed, and waited for Little Red Riding-Hood. In a little 
while she came, and knocked on the door, rat-a-tat-tat!

‘Who is it?’
Little Red Riding-Hood, hearing the Wolf ’s gruff voice, was 

frightened at fi rst, but, believing that her grandmother had a 
cold, she answered: ‘It’s me, your granddaughter, Little Red 
Riding-Hood, and I’ve brought you a bun and a little pot of but-
ter that Mummy has sent.’

Making his voice a little softer, the Wolf called out: ‘Draw 
the peg back, and the bar will fall.’ Little Red Riding-Hood 
drew the peg back and the door opened. When he saw her com-
ing in, the Wolf hid under the bedclothes, and said: ‘Put the bun 
and the little pot of butter on the chest, and come and get into 
bed with me.’

Little Red Riding-Hood undressed and got into the bed, 
where she was very surprised to see what her grandmother 
looked like without any clothes on, and she said:

‘Oh grandmama, what long arms you have!’
‘All the better to hug you with, my dear.’
‘Oh grandmama, what long legs you have!’
‘All the better for running with, my dear.’
‘Oh grandmama, what big ears you have!’

The Wolf fl ings himself on the old lady, and eats her all up
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‘All the better to hear you with, my dear.’
‘Oh grandmama, what big eyes you have!’
‘All the better to see you with, my dear.’
‘Oh grandmama, what great big teeth you have!’
‘And they are all the better to eat you with!’*
And as he said these words, the wicked Wolf fl ung himself on 

Little Red Riding-Hood, and ate her up.

the moral of this tale

Young children, as this tale will show,
And mainly pretty girls with charm,
Do wrong and often come to harm
In letting those they do not know
Stay talking to them when they meet.
And if they don’t do as they ought,
It’s no surprise that some are caught
By wolves who take them off to eat.

I call them wolves, but you will fi nd
That some are not the savage kind,
Not howling, ravening or raging;
Their manners seem, instead, engaging,
They’re softly-spoken and discreet.
Young ladies whom they talk to on the street
They follow to their homes and through the hall,
And upstairs to their rooms;* when they’re there
They’re not as friendly as they might appear:
These are the most dangerous wolves of all.

Little Red Riding-Hood is surprised to see what her grandmother looks like
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Bluebeard
��

Once  upon a time there lived a man who possessed fi ne 
houses in town and in the country, dishes and plates of 

silver and gold, furniture all covered in embroidery, and car-
riages all gilded; but unfortunately the man’s beard was blue, 
and this made him so ugly and fearsome that all the women and 
girls, without exception, would run away from him. Nearby 
there lived a noble lady, who had two daughters of the greatest 
beauty. The man asked her permission to marry one or other of 
them, leaving it to her to decide which daughter she would give 
to him. Neither of them wanted him, and each said that the other 
one could be his wife, for they could not bring themselves to 
marry a man with a blue beard. What put them off even more 
was that he had already been married several times, and nobody 
knew what had become of the wives. 

Bluebeard, in order to get better acquainted, took them and 
their mother, with three or four of their best friends, and some 
young men who lived in the neighbourhood, to visit one of his 
country houses, where they stayed for a whole week. They had 
outings all the time, hunting parties, fi shing trips, and banquets; 
nor did they ever go to sleep, but spent all the night playing 
practical jokes on one another; and they enjoyed themselves so 
much that the younger of the two sisters began to think that 
their host’s beard was not as blue as it had been, and that he was 
just what a gentleman should be. As soon as they were back in 
town, it was settled that they should marry. 

After a month had passed, Bluebeard told his wife that he had 
to go away for at least six weeks to another part of the country, 
on an important business matter. He told her to make sure that 
she enjoyed herself properly while he was away, to invite her 
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friends to stay and to take them out into the country if she 
wanted to, and not to stint herself wherever she was. ‘Here are 
the keys of the two big store-rooms,’ he said, ‘the keys for the 
cupboards with the gold and silver dinner service that is not for 
every day, and for my strongboxes with my gold and silver 
coins, and for my jewel-boxes, and here is the master key for all 
the rooms. As for this small key here, it will unlock the private 
room at the end of the long gallery in my apartment downstairs.* 
You may open everything and go everywhere, except for this 
private room, where I forbid you to go; and I forbid it to you so 
absolutely that, if you did happen to go into it, there is no know-
ing what I might do, so angry would I be.’ She promised to obey 
his commands exactly; and he kissed her, got into his carriage, 
and set off on his journey.

Her neighbours and friends came to visit the new bride with-
out waiting to be invited, so impatient were they to see all the 
expensive things in the house; they had not dared to come while 
her husband was there, because of his blue beard, which scared 
them. And off they went to look at the bedrooms, the sitting-
rooms, and the dressing-rooms, each one fi ner and more luxuri-
ous than the one before. Then they went up to the store-rooms,* 
and words failed them when they saw how many beautiful 
things there were, tapestries, beds, sofas, armchairs, side-tables, 
dining-tables, and mirrors so tall that you could see yourself 
from head to foot, some with frames of glass, some of silver, and 
some of silver-gilt, which were the most beautiful and splendid 
that they had ever seen. They kept on saying how lucky their 
friend was and how much they envied her; she, however, took 
no pleasure in the sight of all this wealth, because of the impa-
tience that she felt to go and open the door to the private room 
downstairs.

So keen was her curiosity that, without refl ecting how rude it 
was to leave her guests, she went down by a little secret staircase 
at the back; and she was in such a hurry that two or three times 

Friends and neighbours envy the new bride’s riches
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she nearly broke her neck. When the door of the little room 
was in front of her she stood looking at it for a while, remem-
bering how her husband had forbidden her to open it, and 
wondering whether something bad might happen to her if she 
disobeyed, but the temptation was strong and she could not 
resist it; so she took the little key and, trembling all over, opened 
the door. At fi rst she could see nothing, because the shutters 
were closed. After a few moments, she began to see that the 
fl oor was all covered in clotted blood, and that it refl ected the 
bodies of several women, dead, and tied up along the wall 
(they were the wives whom Bluebeard had married, and whose 
throats he had cut one after the other). She nearly died of fright, 
and the key, which she had taken out of the lock, fell out of her 
hand.

When she had recovered herself a little, she picked up the 
key again, and locking the door behind her she went upstairs to 
her room to try to collect her thoughts, but she was unable to, 
because the shock had been too great. She noticed that the key 
was stained with blood, and although she cleaned it two or three 
times the blood would not go away. However much she washed 
it, and even scoured it with sand and pumice, the blood stayed 
on it; it was a magic key, and there was no way of cleaning it 
completely: when the blood was removed from one side, it came 
back on the other. 

Bluebeard returned from his journey that very night, saying 
that while he was still on his way, he had received letters telling 
him that the business he had gone to arrange had already been 
settled to his advantage. His wife did all she could to make him 
believe that she was delighted at his returning so soon. The next 
day, he asked for his keys back, and she gave them to him, but 
her hand was trembling so much that he easily guessed what had 
happened.

‘Why is it’, he asked, ‘that the key to my private room is not 
here with the others?’
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She replied: ‘I must have left it upstairs on my table.’
‘Then don’t forget to give it to me later,’ said Bluebeard.
She made excuses several times, but fi nally she had to bring 

him the key. Bluebeard examined it, and said to his wife: ‘Why 
is there blood on this key?’

‘I know nothing about it,’ said the poor woman, as pale as 
death.

‘You know nothing about it?’ said Bluebeard; ‘but I do: you 
have tried to get into my private room. Very well, madam, that 
is where you will go; and there you will take your place, beside 
the ladies you have seen.’

She threw herself at her husband’s feet, weeping and plead-
ing to be forgiven, and all her actions showed how truly she 
repented being so disobedient. So beautiful was she, and in such 
distress, that she would have moved the very rocks to pity; but 
Bluebeard’s heart was harder than rock. ‘You must die, madam,’ 
he said, ‘this very instant.’ 

‘If I must die,’ she said, looking at him with her eyes full of 
tears, ‘give me some time to say my prayers to God.’

‘I will give you ten minutes,’ said Bluebeard, ‘and not a 
moment longer.’

As soon as she was alone, she called to her sister and said: 
‘Sister Anne’ (for that was her name), ‘go up to the top of the 
tower, I beg you, to see if my brothers are coming, for they 
promised to come today; and if you can see them, make them a 
signal to hurry.’

Her sister Anne went to the top of the tower, and the poor 
woman below cried up to her at every moment: ‘What can you 
see, sister Anne, sister Anne? Is anyone coming this way?’

And her sister would reply: ‘All I can see is the dust in the sun, 
and the green of the grass all round.’

Meanwhile, Bluebeard, holding a great cutlass in his hand, 
shouted as loud as he could to his wife: ‘Come down from there 
at once, or else I’ll come and fetch you.’
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‘Please, just a minute longer,’ his wife answered, and imme-
diately called out, but quietly: ‘What can you see, sister Anne, sister 
Anne? Is anyone coming this way?’

And her sister Anne replied: ‘All I can see is the dust in the sun, 
and the green of the grass all round.’ 

‘Down you come at once,’ Bluebeard was shouting, ‘or I will 
fetch you down.’

‘I’m coming now,’ his wife kept saying; and then she would 
call: ‘What can you see, sister Anne, sister Anne? Is anyone coming 
this way?’

And then her sister Anne replied: ‘I can see a great cloud of 
dust, and it is coming towards us.’

‘Is that our brothers on their way?’
‘Alas! sister, no; it is only a fl ock of sheep.’
‘Do you refuse to come down?’ shouted Bluebeard. 
‘Just a moment more,’ his wife answered, and called out: 

‘What can you see, sister Anne, sister Anne? Is anyone coming this 
way?’

‘I can see,’ she replied, ‘two horsemen riding towards us, but 
they are still a long way off . . . God be praised,’ she cried a 
moment later, ‘it’s our brothers; I shall wave to them as hard as 
I can, so that they will hurry.’ 

Bluebeard began to shout so loudly that the whole house 
shook. His poor wife came down, and fell at his feet in tears, 
with her hair all dishevelled. ‘That will not save you,’ cried 
Bluebeard; ‘you must die.’ And taking her hair in one hand, and 
raising his cutlass in the air with the other, he was on the point 
of chopping off her head. The poor woman, turning towards 
him and looking at him with despair in her eyes, begged him to 
give her a minute or two to prepare herself for death. 

‘No, no,’ he said, ‘commend your soul to God,’ and raising 
his arm . . . 

At that moment, there was heard such a loud banging at the 
door that Bluebeard stopped short; the door opened, and at once 
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the two horsemen came in; they drew their swords and ran 
straight at Bluebeard. He recognized them for his wife’s brothers: 
one was a dragoon guard, the other a musketeer;* immediately 
he ran to escape, but the two brothers went after him so fast 
that they caught him before he could get out of the front door. 
They cut him open with their swords, and left him dead. His 
poor wife was almost as dead as her husband, without even 
enough strength to get up and embrace her two brothers. 

It turned out that Bluebeard had no heirs, so that his wife 
became the mistress of all his riches. She used some to marry her 
sister Anne to a young gentleman who had loved her for years; 
some she used to buy captains’ commissions for her two broth-
ers; and the remainder, to marry herself to a man of true worth, 
with whom she forgot all about the bad time she had had with 
Bluebeard.

the moral of this tale

Curiosity’s all very well in its way, 
But satisfy it and you risk much remorse, 
Examples of which can be seen every day.
The feminine sex will deny it, of course,
But the pleasure you wanted, once taken, is lost,
And the knowledge you looked for is not worth the cost.

another moral

People with sense who use their eyes,
Study the world and know its ways,
Will not take long to realize
That this is a tale of bygone days, 
And what it tells is now untrue:
Whether his beard be black or blue,
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The modern husband does not ask
His wife to undertake a task
Impossible for her to do,
And even when dissatisfi ed,
With her he’s quiet as a mouse.
It isn’t easy to decide
Which is the master in the house.
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Puss in Boots
��

Amiller  who had three children left nothing for them to 
inherit, except for the mill, a donkey, and a cat. These 

bequests did not take long to share out, and neither the solicitor 
nor the notary* were called in: their fees would soon have eaten 
up the whole of the miserable inheritance. The eldest son got 
the mill, the middle one the donkey, and the youngest got only 
the cat. The young man was inconsolable at being left so 
meagre a bequest. ‘My brothers,’ he said, ‘will be able to make a 
decent living if they work together; but as for me, once I’ve 
eaten my cat and made his fur into a muff to keep my hands 
warm, I shall just have to starve to death.’

The cat, who could understand what he said, but pretended 
not to, said in a calm and serious manner: ‘You mustn’t be upset, 
Master; all you need to do is give me a bag, and have a pair of 
boots made for me to walk among the brambles, and you will 
see that you are not as badly provided for as you believe.’ The 
cat’s master did not expect much to come of this, but he had seen 
the cat play so many cunning tricks when catching rats and mice,* 
such as to play dead by hanging upside down by his feet or bury-
ing himself in fl our, that he had some hope that the cat might 
help him in his wretched plight. When the cat had been given 
what he had asked for, he dressed up smartly in his boots and, 
putting the bag round his neck, he took hold of the tie-strings in 
his two front paws. Then he set off for a warren where there 
were plenty of rabbits. In his bag he put bran and sow-thistles,* 
and then waited, stretching himself out as if he were dead, for 
some young rabbit, still ignorant of this world’s trickery, to come 
and poke its nose into it in order to eat the food he had put there. 
Scarcely had he lain down than he got what he wanted: a silly 



young rabbit went into the bag, and instantly Master Cat, 
pulling the strings tight, caught and killed it without mercy. 

Full of pride at his catch, he went to visit the King in his pal-
ace, and asked to speak to him. He was shown up to His Majesty’s 
apartments, where he entered and said, bowing low before the 
King: ‘Sire, I have here a rabbit from a warren, which My Lord 
the Marquis of Carabas’ (this was the name which he saw fi t to 
give his master) ‘has commanded me to present to you on his 
behalf.’

‘Tell your master,’ said the King, ‘that I thank him, and that 
I am well pleased.’

On another occasion, he went into a cornfi eld and hid him-
self, holding his bag open again; two partridges went into it, he 
pulled the string tight, and caught the pair of them. Then he 
went to present them to the King, as he had with the rabbit. The 
King was again pleased to accept the two partridges, and tipped 
him some money. The cat continued in this way for two or three 
months, from time to time taking game from his master’s hunt-
ing-grounds to the King. 

One day, he found out that the King would be going for a 
drive along the river in his coach, with his daughter, the most 
beautiful princess in the world, and he said to his master: ‘If you 
follow my advice, your fortune will be made. All you have to do 
is to go bathing in the river, at a place that I will show you, and 
then leave everything to me.’ The Marquis of Carabas did as his 
cat suggested, not knowing what his purpose was. While he was 
bathing, the King passed by, and the cat began to shout at the 
top of his voice: ‘Help! help! My Lord the Marquis of Carabas is 
drowning down here!’ At his cries, the King put his head to the 
window, and recognizing the cat who had so often brought him 
game, he ordered his guards to hurry to the rescue of His 
Lordship the Marquis of Carabas. 

While they were getting the poor Marquis out of the river, 
the cat went up to the coach, and told the King that, while his 

Master Cat cries for help to save the Marquis of Carabas from drowning
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master was bathing, some thieves had come and stolen his 
clothes, even though he had shouted ‘Stop thief !’ as loud as he 
could (the cat, the rascal, had hidden them under a large stone). 
The King at once ordered the Gentlemen of the Royal Wardrobe 
to go and fetch one of his fi nest suits for His Lordship the 
Marquis of Carabas. The King treated him with great kindness, 
and since the fi ne clothes which he had just been given added to 
his good looks (for he was handsome and well-built), the King’s 
daughter found him much to her liking. The Marquis had only 
to throw a glance at her two or three times with great respect 
and a little tenderness for her to fall madly in love with him. The 
King invited him to get into the coach and join them on their 
outing.

The cat, delighted to see that his plan was beginning to suc-
ceed, went on ahead, and having met some labourers with 
scythes cutting grass in a meadow he said to them: ‘Good people 
mowing the grass: unless you tell the King that His Lordship, the 
Marquis of Carabas, is the owner of this meadow you are mowing, 
you will all be chopped up, as fi ne as sausagemeat.’

The King did not fail to ask the peasants who owned the 
meadow they were cutting. ‘It belongs to His Lordship the 
Marquis of Carabas,’ they said with one voice, for they were 
scared by the threat that the cat had made.

‘It’s a fi ne estate you have here,’ said the King to the Marquis 
of Carabas. ‘Indeed, Sire,’ answered the Marquis, ‘and that 
meadow produces an abundant crop every year.’

Master Cat, still going on ahead, met some labourers harvest-
ing, and said to them: ‘Good people harvesting the corn: unless you 
tell the King that His Lordship, the Marquis of Carabas, is the 
owner of all these cornfi elds, you will all be chopped up, as fi ne as 
sausagemeat.’

The King came past a moment later, and asked who owned all 
the cornfi elds he could see. ‘His Lordship the Marquis of Carabas,’ 
replied the harvesters, and the King again congratulated the 
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Marquis. Master Cat, still going ahead of the coach, said the 
same thing to everyone he met, and the King was astonished to 
see how much land was owned by His Lordship the Marquis of 
Carabas.

Eventually, Master Cat arrived at a fi ne castle owned by 
an ogre, who was as rich as could be, because all the lands that 
the King had passed through were part of the castle estate. 
The cat, who had taken care to fi nd out who this ogre was, and 
what he had the power to do, asked to speak to him, saying 
that he did not like to pass so near his castle without having 
the honour of paying his respects. The Ogre received him as 
politely as an ogre is able to, asking him if he would like to rest 
a while. 

‘I have been told,’ said the cat, ‘that you have the gift of turn-
ing yourself into all kinds of animals, for instance, that you 
could change into a lion or an elephant.’

‘That’s quite true,’ replied the Ogre roughly, ‘and to prove 
it, watch me turn into a lion.’ The cat was so scared to see a lion 
standing before him that immediately he sprang up on the roof, 
which was quite diffi cult and dangerous because of his boots, 
which were no good for climbing over tiles. Some time later, 
seeing that the Ogre had gone back to his original shape, the cat 
came down, admitting that he had been really frightened. ‘I 
have also been told,’ he said, ‘but I can scarcely believe it, that 
you also have the power of taking the shape of tiny little ani-
mals, for instance of turning into a rat or a mouse, but I must 
confess that I think it quite impossible.’ 

‘Impossible?’ retorted the Ogre; ‘just wait and see’; and in a 
moment he changed himself into a mouse, which began to run 
about the fl oor. No sooner had the cat seen it than he jumped on 
it and ate it up.

Meanwhile the King had seen the Ogre’s fi ne castle as he went 
by, and thought that he would like to go inside. The cat, hearing 
the noise made by the coach as it passed over the drawbridge, 
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ran to meet it, and said to the King: ‘Welcome, Your Majesty, to 
the castle of His Lordship the Marquis of Carabas.’

‘My goodness, Marquis!’ exclaimed the King, ‘is this castle 
yours as well?—I can’t imagine anything fi ner than this court-
yard with all its buildings around it. Let us see what is inside, 
please.’

The Marquis offered his hand to the young Princess, and fol-
lowing the King, who went fi rst, they entered a great hall, where 
they found a magnifi cent banquet. The Ogre had had it set out 
for his friends, who should have been coming to see him on that 
very day, but, because they knew the King was there, dared not 
come in. 

The King, delighted by the good qualities of His Lordship 
the Marquis of Carabas, just like his daughter, who loved him to 
distraction, said to the Marquis, seeing the great riches that he 
possessed, and after he had drunk fi ve or six glasses of wine: ‘If 
you want to be my son-in-law, my Lord Marquis, you have only 
to say the word.’ The Marquis bowed deeply, and accepted the 
honour that the King had done him; and that very day he mar-
ried the Princess. The cat became a great lord, and never chased 
a mouse again, except to please himself.

the moral of this tale

Although the benefi ts are great
For one who owns a large estate
Because he is his father’s son,
Young men, when all is said and done,
Will fi nd sharp wits and commonsense
Worth more than an inheritance.
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another moral

If the son of a miller, in ten minutes or less,
Can take a girl’s fancy, and make a princess
Look longingly at him, it proves an old truth:
That elegant clothes on a good-looking youth
Can play a distinctly signifi cant part
In winning the love of a feminine heart.
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A poor woman asks for something to drink

The Fairies*

��

Once  upon a time there was a widow who had two daugh-
ters.* She and her elder daughter resembled each other so 

closely, in appearance and character, that when you saw the 
daughter you would have said that it was the mother. They 
were both so disagreeable and proud that they were impossible 
to live with. The younger of the daughters, who for gentleness 
and good manners was the image of her father, was also as beau-
tiful a girl as you could wish to see. Since like attracts like, the 
mother was excessively fond of the elder daughter, and had a 
terrible aversion for the younger. She made her eat in the kitchen 
and work all the time. 

Among other things, the poor child was obliged to go a good 
half-league from the house twice a day to fetch water, and bring 
back a great big ewer fi lled to the top. One day, when she was at 
the spring,* a poor woman came up to her, and asked if she 
could have a drink.

‘Of course you can, good mother,’ said this pretty girl, and 
she rinsed out the ewer, went to fi ll it at the best spot along the 
stream, and offered it to the old woman, holding it so that she 
could drink more easily. When she had had her drink the good 
woman said to her: ‘You are so fair of face, so good-natured, 
and so considerate, that I cannot do otherwise than give you a 
gift’ (for she was a fairy, who had put on the shape of a poor 
village woman, in order to see how far the young girl’s kindness 
and politeness would go).

The fairy continued: ‘The gift that I give you is this:* at every 
word you speak, from your mouth a fl ower will come, or else a 
precious stone.’



When the beautiful daughter arrived home, her mother 
scolded her for coming back so late from the spring. ‘I beg your 
pardon, mother, for having taken so long,’ said the poor girl; 
and as she spoke, from her mouth came two roses, two pearls, 
and two great diamonds. 

‘What’s this?’ exclaimed her mother in astonishment; ‘I do 
believe that those are pearls and diamonds coming from her mouth; 
how can that be, daughter?’ (which was the fi rst time she had ever 
called the girl daughter). The poor child told her exactly what had 
happened, producing huge quantities of diamonds as she did so.

‘Really, I must send the other daughter,’ said the mother, ‘come 
along, Florrie, look at what has come from your sister’s mouth 
when she speaks. Wouldn’t you like to have the same gift? All 
you have to do is to go and get some water from the spring, and 
when a poor woman asks for some water to drink, give her some 
nicely.’

‘Not likely,’ said the bad-mannered girl, ‘that would be a fi ne 
sight, me going to that spring.’

‘You’ll go at once,’ said the mother, ‘and that’s an order.’ So 
she went, but grumbling all the time. She took the fi nest silver 
jug that there was in the house. As soon as she had arrived at the 
spring, she saw a lady, magnifi cently dressed, approaching from 
the wood, who came up and asked for a drink. She was the fairy 
who had appeared to her sister, but she had made herself look and 
dress like a princess, so as to see how far this daughter’s rudeness 
would go. ‘Do you think I’ve come here just to give you a drink?’ 
said this proud, rude girl. ‘I’m supposed to have brought a silver 
jug on purpose, am I, for Madam to drink from? As far as I’m 
concerned you can drink straight out of the stream, if you want.’

‘That is not very polite,’ said the fairy, without getting angry. 
‘Very well, then; since you are so disobliging, the gift that I give 
you is this: at every word you say, a toad or a viper will come 
out of your mouth.’

As soon as her mother saw her, she cried out: ‘Well, daughter?’
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‘Well, mother?’ replied the rude girl, and spat out two vipers 
and two toads.

‘Oh Heavens!’ exclaimed the mother, ‘what’s happened? 
This is all because of her sister; I’ll see she pays for it.’ And she 
rushed off at once to give her a beating. The poor child ran away 
and escaped into the forest nearby.

The King’s son, who was on his way back from hunting, met 
her there, and seeing how beautiful she was, he asked her what 
she was doing all alone, and what had made her cry. ‘Alas, sir! it 
was my mother, who chased me out of the house.’ The King’s 
son, seeing fi ve or six pearls and as many diamonds coming 
from her mouth, asked her to explain how this could be. She 
told him the whole story. The King’s son fell in love with her, 
and, considering that the gift she had was worth more than any 
dowry that another girl could have, he took her back to his 
father’s palace, where he married her.

As for her sister, she made herself so hateful that her own 
mother chased her out of the house, and the wretched girl, after 
a long time going from place to place without fi nding anyone to 
take her in, went off to die at the edge of a wood.

the moral of this tale

If you have gold and jewels galore
You’ll make a great effect, of course;
But gentle words are worth much more,
And move us with much greater force.

another moral

To be polite and kind, and show respect
Is diffi cult: some effort must be made;
Sooner or later, though, you’ll be repaid,
And often in a way you don’t expect.
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Cinderella,
or The Little Slipper Made of Glass*

��

There  was once a gentleman who was widowed, and mar-
ried again. His second wife was the proudest and haughtiest 

woman who had ever been seen. She had two daughters, and they 
were just the same; they resembled her in everything. For his part, 
the husband had a young daughter, who was amazingly sweet-
natured and kind, which gifts she got from her mother, who had 
been the most charming person you could imagine. 

No sooner was the wedding over than the stepmother gave 
free rein to her bad temper. She could not endure the child’s 
good nature, which made her own daughters appear even more 
detestable. The worst of the household chores were given to her 
stepdaughter: it was she who washed the dishes and scrubbed 
the stairs, she who cleaned out the mistress’s bedroom, and the 
bedrooms of the young ladies her daughters. She slept right at the 
top of the house, in an attic, on a dirty mattress, while her sisters 
in their bedrooms had parquet fl ooring, beds of the most fashion-
able design, and looking-glasses in which they could see them-
selves from head to foot.* The poor girl put up with it all patiently, 
not daring to complain to her father, who would have scolded 
her, because he was completely under the thumb of his wife. 

When she had done all her work, she would go to a corner of 
the fi replace, and sit among the cinders on the hearth, so that she 
was commonly known, in the household, as Cinderbum. The 
younger stepsister, though, who was not as rude as the elder 
one, called her Cinderella. Even in her ragged clothes, she 
looked a hundred times more beautiful than either of her sisters, 
despite their splendid dresses. 



One day it happened that the Prince gave a ball, and he invited 
everyone who was of good family. Our two fi ne young ladies 
were included, because they were very important people in those 
parts. They felt extremely pleased with themselves, and kept 
themselves busy choosing dresses and hairstyles to suit them, 
which meant more trouble for Cinderella: for it was she who 
ironed her sisters’ clothes and pleated their cuffs. They could talk 
of nothing but what they were going to wear. The elder one said: 
‘I shall put on my red velvet dress and my English lace.’ The 
younger one said: ‘I shall put on the skirt I always wear, but to 
make up for it I shall have my cape with golden fl owers and my 
diamond hairpin, which is something you won’t see every day.’ 

They sent for the best hairdresser in town, to put their hair 
into double rows of curls,* and went to the best supplier of 
beauty spots.* They summoned Cinderella to advise them 
because she had good taste; the advice she gave was perfect. She 
even offered to do their hair, which they gladly accepted.

While she was doing it, they said: ‘Cinderella, wouldn’t you 
like to go to the ball?’

‘For pity, sisters—you are making fun; that kind of thing is 
not for me.’

‘Quite right—how everyone would laugh, to see Cinderbum 
going to the ball!’

Anyone but Cinderella would have done their hair all askew, 
but she was good by nature and did it very nicely. They were in 
such transports of happiness that they ate nothing for almost 
two days, and more than a dozen laces got broken while they 
were being laced into their corsets to make their waists look 
thinner.

At last the happy day arrived; they set off, and Cinderella 
watched them on their way for as long as she could; seeing them 
no longer, she began to cry.

Her godmother saw that she was all in tears, and asked what 
the matter was. 
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‘I wish . . . I wish . . .’; but she was crying so much that she 
could not fi nish. Her godmother, who was a fairy, said: ‘You 
wish you could go to the ball—is that it?’

‘Alas!—yes,’ said Cinderella with a sigh.
‘Very well; will you be a good girl?’ said her godmother; 

‘then I shall see that you go.’ 
She took Cinderella to her room, and said: ‘Go into the gar-

den and fetch me a pumpkin.’
Cinderella went at once to pick the best one she could fi nd, and 

took it to her godmother, but could not guess how the pumpkin 
would get her to the ball. Her godmother scooped out the inside, 
and when only the skin was left, she tapped it with her wand, and 
suddenly the pumpkin was transformed into a beautiful golden 
coach. Then she went to look in the mousetrap, and found six 
mice all alive. She told Cinderella to lift the trap-door a tiny bit, 
and as each of the mice ran out, she touched it with her wand, and 
the mouse changed instantly into a beautiful horse, which made a 
fi ne team of six horses, with prettily dappled mouse-grey coats.

As she was puzzled about what to turn into a coachman, 
Cinderella said: ‘I’ll go and see if there is a rat in the rat-trap—
then we could make a coachman out of him.’

‘That’s a good idea,’ said her godmother; ‘go and see.’
 Cinderella brought her the trap; there were three big rats in 

it. The fairy chose the one with the longest whiskers, and when 
she touched him he turned into a great fat coachman, with one 
of the fi nest moustaches that had ever been seen.

Then she said: ‘Go out into the garden, and behind the water-
ing-can you will fi nd six lizards; bring them here.’ No sooner 
had she brought them in than her godmother changed them into 
six footmen, their uniforms covered in gold braid, and they 
immediately got up behind the coach and held on, as if they had 
never done anything else all their lives.

Then the fairy said to Cinderella: ‘Well, that is what you 
need to get you to the ball; aren’t you pleased?’
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‘Yes I am; but must I go like this, in these horrid clothes?’
Her godmother just touched her with her wand, and her 

clothes were changed at once into a dress made from cloth of 
gold and silver, gleaming with jewels. Next she gave her a pair 
of slippers made of glass, as pretty as could be. When she was all 
dressed up, Cinderella stepped into her coach. Her godmother 
told her that she must take care, above all else, not to be out later 
than midnight, and warned her that if she stayed at the ball even 
a moment longer, her coach would change back into a pumpkin, 
her horses into mice, her footmen into lizards, and her dress into 
dirty old rags. She promised her godmother faithfully that she 
would leave the ball before midnight, and set off hardly able to 
contain herself for joy.

When the King’s son was told that a great princess whom 
nobody knew had arrived, he hurried to welcome her. He 
offered her his hand to help her out of her coach, and took her 
into the ballroom where all the guests were. A great silence fell; 
the dancers stopped their dancing, the musicians stopped their 
music, so eagerly were they gazing at the great beauty of the 
unknown girl. The only thing that could be heard was a mur-
mur of voices exclaiming: ‘How beautiful she is!’ Even the King, 
old though he was, could not stop looking at her, and said 
quietly to the Queen that it was a long time since he had seen so 
beautiful and charming a girl. All the women were studying her 
hair and her dress, so that next day they could look the same 
themselves, provided they could fi nd cloth suffi ciently fi ne and 
dressmakers suffi ciently skilled. 

The King’s son saw her to a place of honour; then he asked 
her to dance. She danced so gracefully that she was admired 
even more. A splendid supper was brought in, but the young 
Prince ate nothing, because he was so busy looking at her. She 
went to sit next to her two sisters, and paid them all sorts of atten-
tions; she gave them a share of the oranges and sweet citrons* 
that she had been given by the Prince, which surprised them 
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very much, since they did not know who she was. While they 
were talking, Cinderella heard the clock strike a quarter to mid-
night: at once she made a deep curtsey to all the guests, and 
went away as quickly as she could. 

As soon as she was back home, Cinderella went to fi nd her 
godmother, and when she had thanked her, she said that what she 
really wanted was to go to the ball again, on the next evening, 
because the Prince had asked her. While she was busy telling her 
godmother about everything that had happened at the ball, her 
two sisters knocked on the door. Cinderella went to open it. 

‘What a long time you have been!’ she said, and yawned and 
stretched herself, rubbing her eyes as if she had only just woken 
up; all the same, she had not been the slightest bit sleepy since 
she had last seen them. 

‘If you had come to the ball,’ said one of the sisters, ‘you 
wouldn’t have found it boring: a beautiful princess was there, 
the most beautiful you could ever see; to us she was politeness 
itself, and she gave us oranges and citrons.’ Cinderella was 
beside herself with joy, and asked what the princess was called; 
but they told her that nobody knew her name, which had made 
the King’s son very unhappy, and that he would give every-
thing he possessed to know who she was. 

Cinderella smiled and said: ‘She was very beautiful, then, 
was she? Goodness, how lucky you are! I wish I could see her. 
Oh please, Miss Javotte, lend me your yellow dress that you 
wear for everyday.’

‘Surely,’ said Miss Javotte, ‘you don’t expect me to agree to 
that? Lend my dress to an ugly Cinderbum like you? I’d have to 
be out of my mind.’

Cinderella was expecting to be refused, and she was glad, 
because it would have made things very diffi cult for her if her 
sister had agreed to lend her the dress.

The next evening the two sisters went to the ball again, and 
Cinderella also, in a dress that was even more gorgeous than the 

Cinderella is admired at the ball �
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fi rst time. The King’s son was always at her side, and paid her 
compliments all the evening. The young lady herself was far 
from being bored, and she forgot what her godmother had told 
her, so that she heard the clock strike the fi rst stroke of midnight 
when she thought it was not yet eleven o’clock: she got to her 
feet and ran away as fast as a young deer. The Prince went after 
her and could not catch her; but one of her glass slippers fell off, 
and he very carefully picked it up. 

Cinderella arrived back home quite out of breath, without 
her carriage or her footmen, and dressed in her old clothes: 
nothing remained of all her magnifi cent things, except for one 
little slipper, the pair of the one which had fallen off. The guards 
at the palace gate were asked if they had seen a princess leaving; 
they said that nobody had been seen leaving except a shabbily 
dressed girl, who looked more like a peasant than a lady.

When her two sisters came back from the ball, Cinderella 
asked them if they had enjoyed themselves just as much, and 
whether the beautiful lady had been there. They said that she 
had, but that she had run away when midnight struck, and in 
such haste that she had dropped one of her little glass slippers, 
which was as pretty as could be; that the Prince had picked it up, 
that throughout the rest of the ball he had done nothing but look 
at it, and that he must surely be deeply in love with the beautiful 
girl to whom it belonged. 

They were right in what they said, because a few days later 
the Prince had an announcement made, to the sound of trum-
pets, that he would marry the person whose foot the slipper fi t-
ted. To start with they tried it on princesses; then on duchesses; 
and then on all the other ladies of the court, but all to no pur-
pose. They brought it to the two sisters at their house, and they 
did everything they could to get their feet into the slipper, but 
they could not do it. Cinderella was watching, and recognizing 
her slipper she laughed and said: ‘Let me see if it fi ts me!’ Her 
sisters began to giggle and make fun of her. The gentleman who 
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was fi tting the slipper looked carefully at Cinderella and, fi nd-
ing her very beautiful, said that she was right to ask, and that his 
orders were to see that the slipper was tried on every girl there 
was. He asked Cinderella to sit down, and when he brought the 
slipper to her foot he saw that it went on as easily as if it had 
been moulded to fi t. 

The two sisters were completely amazed, and even more 
when Cinderella took the other little slipper out of her pocket 
and put it on. At that moment her godmother arrived, and 
touching Cinderella’s clothes with her wand she made them 
even more splendid than all her other dresses. 

Then the two sisters recognized her for the beauty that they 
had seen at the ball. They threw themselves at her feet and asked 
her pardon for all that she had suffered when they had treated her 
so badly. Cinderella made them get up, embraced them, told them 
that she forgave them with all her heart, and said that she begged 
them to love her kindly always. She was taken to the young 
Prince, dressed as she was in all her fi ne clothes: he thought that 
she was more beautiful than ever, and a few days later he married 
her. Cinderella, who was as good-natured as she was beautiful, 
arranged for her two sisters to live in the palace, and married them 
on the same day to two great lords at the Court. 

the moral of this tale

Though beauty’s a treasure that women desire,
For everyone’s fond of a pretty young face,
Cinderella had gifts with a value much higher,
As she showed in behaving with charm and with grace.

Some say, when they’re asked what this story might mean,
That these were the gifts that her godmother gave; 
Cinderella had learned from her how to behave
With such grace and such charm that it made her a queen.
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Young ladies in quest of a prince, you’ll discover
That in winning and keeping the heart of a lover
These gifts from the fairies are always the best,
And count for much more than the way you are dressed;
For with them you will get what you’re after with ease,
But without them whatever you do will displease.

another moral

You have a great advantage, I admit,
If you receive from Heaven at your birth
Good breeding, courage, sense, a ready wit, 
And other things of comparable worth;
But that is not enough, unless you know
How best to use such precious gifts: you need
A godfather or godmother* to show
What you must do in order to succeed.

The slipper fi ts Cinderella’s foot perfectly
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Ricky the Tuft
��

Once  upon a time there was a Queen and she gave birth to 
a son, who was so ugly and so misshapen that it seemed 

doubtful for a long time that he was of human form. A fairy, 
who was present at the birth, declared that despite this he would 
still be attractive, because he would be very intelligent. She added 
that he would even be able, in virtue of a gift which she had just 
granted to him, to bestow as much intelligence as he had himself 
on the person he loved best. 

All this was some comfort to the poor Queen, who was deeply 
unhappy at having brought such an ugly little runt into the world. 
And it is true that as soon as the child began to talk he said all 
sorts of clever things, while whatever he did had something so 
ingenious about it that people were delighted. I forgot to say that 
he was born with a little tuft of hair on his head, so that he was 
called Ricky the Tuft, Rickett being the family name.*

About seven or eight years later, the Queen of a neighbouring 
kingdom gave birth to twin girls. The fi rst of them to come into 
the world was as fair as a summer’s day, and the Queen was 
overjoyed, so much so that it made people afraid that her exces-
sive happiness might be harmful for her. The fairy who had been 
present at the birth of Ricky the Tuft was there also, and to mod-
erate the Queen’s joy she told her that the little Princess would 
lack any intelligence, and would be as stupid as she was beauti-
ful. This was very distressing for the Queen; but a few moments 
later she had much greater cause to be unhappy, for when the 
second daughter was born she was found to be extremely ugly. 

‘Do not be upset, ma’am,’ said the fairy; ‘your daughter will 
have other talents to make up for it, for she will be so intelligent 
that it will hardly be noticed that she lacks beauty.’ 



‘God send that it may be so,’ replied the Queen; ‘but would it 
not be possible for her sister, who is so beautiful, to be given a 
little intelligence as well?’

‘As far as intelligence is concerned, madam,’ said the fairy, 
‘I can do nothing for her, but as regards beauty I can do every-
thing, and since I will do whatever I can to please you, I shall 
grant her a gift: she will be able to bestow beauty on any person 
she may choose.’

As the two princesses grew up, their qualities also increased 
in perfection, and people everywhere talked of nothing but 
the elder daughter’s beauty and the young one’s intelligence. 
However, their defects also worsened with age. The younger 
Princess became visibly uglier, and day by day the elder grew 
more stupid. When she was asked something, either she would 
fail to reply, or else she would say something silly. Besides, she 
was so clumsy that she could not even arrange a few vases on 
the mantelpiece without breaking one, or drink a glass of water 
without spilling half of it over her clothes.

Even though beauty is a great advantage for a young person, 
the younger Princess was almost always the favourite whenever 
they were in company together. At fi rst people would go over to 
the beautiful Princess to see and admire her, but soon they 
would turn to the intelligent one, to listen to the many enter-
taining things she would say; and it was surprising to see how, 
in less than a quarter of an hour, the elder sister had nobody 
near her, while everyone was standing round the younger one. 
The elder, despite her great stupidity, noticed this quite clearly, 
and would willingly have given up all her beauty in order to 
have half her sister’s intelligence. The Queen, wise though she 
was, could not prevent herself from reproaching her daughter 
several times for being so silly, which made the poor Princess 
almost die of misery.

One day, when she had gone alone to a wood in order to lament 
her unhappiness, she saw coming towards her a very ugly little 
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man, most unpleasant to look at, but dressed with great magnifi -
cence. It was the young Prince, Ricky the Tuft, who had fallen in 
love with one of the portraits of her which were to be found 
everywhere, and had left his father’s kingdom in order to have the 
pleasure of seeing and talking to her. Delighted to encounter her 
alone, he greeted her with all the respect and politeness imagin-
able. When they had exchanged the usual civilities, he said, hav-
ing observed that she seemed very sad: ‘I cannot understand, 
madam, why someone as beautiful as you are should be as unhappy 
as you appear to be; for, although I am glad to say that I have seen 
a multitude of beautiful ladies before now, I must admit that I 
have never seen anyone whose beauty even approaches yours.’

‘If you say so, Sir,’ replied the Princess; and that was all.
‘Beauty,’ Ricky the Tuft went on, ‘is so great a benefi t that it 

makes up for everything else; and when you possess it, I cannot 
see that anything can cause you much unhappiness.’

‘I’d rather be as ugly as you are,’ said the Princess, ‘provided 
I was clever, than beautiful and stupid like me.’

‘Nothing shows intelligence more clearly, madam, than the 
belief that one does not possess it, for it is in the nature of this 
quality that the more intelligence you have, the less you believe 
you have.’

‘I couldn’t say, I’m sure,’ said the Princess, ‘but I know I’m 
very stupid, and it makes me so unhappy I could die.’

‘If that is the only thing that makes you sad, madam, I can 
easily put an end to your sorrow.’

‘And how can you do that?’ asked the Princess.
‘I have the power, madam,’ said Ricky the Tuft, ‘to give as 

much intelligence as anyone can have to the person I love the 
most, and since you, madam, are that person, you can choose 
whether to have as much intelligence as it is possible to have, on 
condition that you agree to marry me.’ 

The Princess was struck dumb with amazement, and made 
no answer. 
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‘I can see that you fi nd my proposal disagreeable,’ said Ricky 
the Tuft, ‘which does not surprise me; but I will give you a 
whole year in which to decide.’

The Princess had so little intelligence, and at the same time 
desired so strongly to possess more, that she could not imagine 
that the end of the year would ever arrive; and so she accepted 
the proposal that had been made to her.

No sooner had she promised Ricky the Tuft that she would 
marry him, on the same day a year later, than she began to feel 
quite different from before. She discovered in herself an incred-
ible ability to say whatever she pleased, and to say it in a natural, 
elegant, and simple manner. At once she began a long conversa-
tion about romantic matters with Ricky the Tuft, and she spoke 
with such brilliance that Ricky came to think that he had given 
her more, by way of intelligence, than he had kept for himself.

When she returned to the palace, the whole court was baffl ed 
by the sudden and extraordinary change in her, for now she 
made as many amazingly witty and sensible remarks as she had 
previously made silly ones. You would not believe how 
delighted everyone was at court. The younger sister was the 
only one not to be pleased, because she no longer had the advan-
tage of being clever, and appeared in comparison only to be a 
picture of ugliness. 

The King let himself be guided by his elder daughter’s opin-
ions, and sometimes even held a Council in her apartments. 
Once the news of the change in her had become known, all the 
young princes of kingdoms nearby made efforts to make her fall 
in love with them, and almost every one asked her to marry 
him, but she could fi nd no one among them who was clever 
enough; and although she listened to them all, she would not 
commit herself to any of them. However, one of the princes 
who arrived was so powerful and rich, so intelligent, and so 
handsome, that she could not prevent herself feeling favourably 
disposed towards him. Her father observed this, and told her 
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that he would leave the choice of a husband to her, and that she 
had only to say whom she had chosen.

Now the cleverer you are, the harder you fi nd it to make a 
fi rm decision on this matter, and when she had thanked her father 
the Princess asked him for more time to think about it. By chance 
she went for a walk, so as to refl ect more easily on what to do, in 
the very wood where she had met Ricky the Tuft. While she was 
walking, deep in thought, she heard muffl ed sounds coming from 
beneath her feet, as if a number of people were busily coming 
and going. She listened more carefully, and heard a man say: 
‘Bring that pot over here’; another said: ‘Give me that saucepan’; 
and another: ‘Put some more wood on the fi re’. At the same 
moment, the earth opened before her, and she saw what looked 
like a great kitchen, full of cooks, scullions, and all the staff 
needed to prepare a magnifi cent banquet. A troop of twenty or 
thirty cooks with meat for roasting came out, and went off into 
an avenue among the trees, taking their positions around a very 
long table where, holding their larding-pins* in their hands and 
with the tassels on their hats* over their ears, they all began to 
work, keeping time to the sound of a melodious song. 

Astonished at the sight, the Princess asked them whom they 
worked for. ‘For the Prince, Ricky the Tuft, my lady,’ said the 
one who seemed to be in charge; ‘it’s his wedding-day tomor-
row.’ The Princess, even more surprised than she had been 
before, remembered all of a sudden that it was a year to the day 
that she had promised to marry the Prince, Ricky the Tuft, and 
she felt as if the ground had given way beneath her. The reason 
why she had not remembered was that at the time when she had 
made her promise she had been stupid, but when she acquired 
her new powers of thought from the Prince she had forgotten 
all her stupidities. She continued her walk, but had gone only 
twenty or thirty paces before Ricky the Tuft appeared in front 
of her, richly dressed and in all his fi nery, every inch a prince 
who is about to be married. 
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‘As you can see, madam,’ he said, ‘I have kept my word punc-
tually, and I have no doubt that you are here in order to keep 
your promise, and make me the happiest of men by giving me 
your hand in marriage.’

‘I must tell you frankly,’ replied the Princess, ‘that I have not 
yet reached a decision on the point, and it is my belief that I may 
never be able to make the decision that you wish.’

‘You astonish me, madam,’ said Ricky the Tuft. 
‘I can well believe it,’ said the Princess, ‘and certainly, if I 

were dealing with a mere brute, a man without understanding, I 
should be in a very diffi cult situation. A princess’s word is her 
bond, he would say, and I am bound to marry him, because of 
my promise; but since the person I am addressing is the most 
intelligent man in the world, I am sure that he will listen to rea-
son. You will recall that, when I was stupid, I still could not 
bring myself to marry you; how can you expect me today, hav-
ing the intelligence you gave me, which also makes me more 
critical of other people than I was before, to take a decision 
which I was unable to take previously? If you really meant to 
marry me, it was very wrong of you to take away my stupidity 
and make me see things more clearly than I did once.’

‘If a man of no intelligence,’ Ricky the Tuft answered, ‘would 
be justifi ed—as you suggested a moment ago—in blaming you 
for not keeping your word, how can you expect me not to do the 
same in a matter where my entire happiness is at stake? Is it 
reasonable that those who are intelligent should be in a worse 
position than those who are not? How can you make such a 
claim, you who are yourself so intelligent, and so much wanted 
to be? But allow me to come to the point. Apart from my ugli-
ness, is there anything about me which you fi nd displeasing? 
Are you dissatisfi ed with my station in life, my mind, my tem-
perament, or my behaviour?’

‘By no means,’ replied the Princess; ‘I am attracted by all the 
things that you have mentioned.’
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‘If that is the case,’ said Ricky the Tuft, ‘I shall be happy, 
since you have the power to make me the handsomest of men.’

‘How can that be?’ asked the Princess.
‘It can be,’ replied Ricky the Tuft, ‘if you love me enough to 

want it to be; and to remove your doubts, madam, you should 
know that the same fairy who, on the day I was born, gave me 
the power to bestow intelligence on any person I chose, also 
gave you the power to bestow good looks on any person whom 
you loved and to whom you wished to grant such a favour.’

‘If that is how things stand,’ said the Princess, ‘I wish with all 
my heart that you should be the handsomest and most attractive 
prince in all the world; and as far as it lies in my power to do so, 
I bestow this gift upon you.’

No sooner had she spoken these words, than Ricky the Tuft 
appeared to her to be the handsomest, best-looking, most attrac-
tive man she had ever seen.

Some people affi rm that it was not the fairy’s magic which 
worked this transformation, but love alone. They say that the 
Princess, having refl ected on her lover’s perseverance, his dis-
cretion, and all his good qualities of soul and mind, no longer 
noticed the deformity of his body or the ugliness of his face; that 
his humped back appeared to her to be no more than the posture 
taken by a proud man who is aware of his importance; and that, 
though before she had observed him hobbling along most dread-
fully, she now perceived only a slight stoop, which she found 
delightful. They say furthermore that his eyes, which had a 
squint, seemed to her all the brighter for it, and that these cross-
eyes were to her mind a sign of passionate love; and fi nally that 
his big red nose seemed to her to have a military and heroic air.

However that may be, the Princess immediately promised to 
marry him, provided that he obtained the consent of the King 
her father. The King, having been informed that his daughter 
had a high opinion of Ricky the Tuft, and knowing besides that 
he was a wise and intelligent prince, accepted him with pleasure 
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as his son-in-law. On the very next day the wedding took place, 
as Ricky the Tuft had foreseen, and according to the orders that 
he had given long before.

the moral of this tale

Now what you’ve just read in the story above
Is not a mere fancy but true;
The person you love seems clever to you,
And you always see beauty in someone you love.

another moral

A woman may from Nature have perfection
Of face and feature, colouring, complexion,
Beauty beyond what artists can express;
Yet, in inspiring love, these gifts do less
Than something that we cannot see, unknown
Excepting to the lover’s eye alone.
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Hop o’ my Thumb
��

Once  upon a time there lived a woodcutter and his wife, 
who had seven children, all of them boys. The eldest was 

only ten years old, the youngest only seven. You may fi nd it 
surprising that the woodcutter had so many children in so short 
a time; but the fact is that his wife was a quick worker, and never 
produced fewer than two at once. 

They were very poor, and the seven children were a great 
burden, since none of them was old enough to earn his living. 
What grieved them even more was that their youngest son was 
very delicate, and hardly ever spoke a word, which they took to 
show his stupidity, although it was a sign of intelligence. He 
was very small; when he was born he was hardly bigger than a 
man’s thumb, for which reason Hop o’ my Thumb was what he 
was called. The poor child was the family scapegoat and was 
always given the blame for everything. Despite this, he was the 
cleverest of all the brothers, and had the sharpest wits, and 
though he did not say much, he listened a lot.

There came a year when times were very hard,* and the 
shortage of food was so severe that the wretched couple 
resolved to get rid of their children. One night, after the 
children had gone to bed, while the woodcutter was sitting 
beside the fi re with his wife, he said, with despair gripping 
his heart: ‘As you can see, we no longer have enough food 
for the children; I cannot bear to see them dying of hunger 
before my eyes, and I have decided to take them with me into 
the wood tomorrow and leave them there to get lost, which 
will be easy enough; for while they are occupied collecting 
sticks for fi rewood, all we will have to do is run away without 
letting them see.’



‘Alas!’, said the woodcutter’s wife, ‘how could you take your 
own children away in order to get rid of them?’ However 
many times her husband told her how poor they were, she could 
not agree to his plan: she was poor, but she was their mother. 
Nonetheless, after refl ecting on the pain it would cause him to 
watch them dying of hunger, she did agree, and went to bed in 
tears.

Hop o’ my Thumb had overheard everything they said, 
because he could tell from his bed that they were discussing 
family business, and he had quietly got up and hidden under his 
father’s stool, so as to be able to listen without being seen. He 
went back to bed and stayed awake throughout the rest of the 
night, thinking of what he would have to do. He rose early and 
went down to the edge of a stream, where he fi lled his pockets 
with little white pebbles, and came back to the house.

They set off, and Hop o’ my Thumb kept quiet, saying noth-
ing to his brothers of what he knew. They went into the deepest 
part of the forest, where none of them could see the others even 
from ten paces away. The woodcutter began cutting trees, and 
the children to gather twigs for making bundles of fi rewood. 
Their father and mother, seeing them busily at work, gradually 
went further away, and then suddenly ran off, along a hidden 
path.

When the children saw that they were alone, they started to 
cry and shout as loudly as they could. Hop o’ my Thumb let them 
cry, since he was certain that he would be able to fi nd his way back 
to their house; while they had been walking along the path, he had 
dropped the little white pebbles he had in his pockets. He told 
them, therefore: ‘Brothers, never fear; our father and mother have 
left us here, but I will show you the way back to the house; just 
follow me.’ They followed him, and he led them towards the 
house by the same path that they had taken through the forest. 
They did not dare go in at once, but pressed themselves against 
the door to listen to what their parents were saying.

Hop o’ my Thumb leaves a trail of pebbles
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Just at the time when the woodcutter and his wife were 
returning home, the lord of the manor had sent them ten silver 
crowns which had been owing to them for a long time, and 
which they had given up hope of ever seeing again. It saved 
their lives, for the wretched couple were dying of hunger. The 
woodcutter sent his wife out straight away to the butcher’s, and 
because it was a long time since they had had anything to eat she 
bought three times as much meat as she needed for supper for 
the two of them. 

When they had eaten their fi ll, the woodcutter’s wife said: 
‘Alas! where are our poor children now? All these leftovers 
would make a good meal for them. And, William, it was you 
who wanted to get them lost; I told you we would regret it. 
What will they be doing now in that forest? Alas and alack! per-
haps they have already been eaten by the wolves! It is very cruel 
of you to abandon your children.’ The woodcutter eventually 
grew impatient, as she repeated a score of times that they would 
regret it and that she had told him so. If she did not hold her 
tongue, he said, he would give her a beating. Not that he himself 
was not upset, perhaps even more than his wife, but rather that 
she gave him no peace, and he resembled many other men in 
being very fond of women who speak well, while fi nding those 
who have always been right very troublesome. 

The wife was all in tears, crying: ‘Alas! where are my chil-
dren now, my poor children?’ Then once she said it so loudly 
that the children outside the door heard her, and started to shout 
all together: ‘Here we are! here we are!’ She ran quickly to let 
them in, and said, as she kissed them: ‘How happy I am to see 
you, my dear children! How tired you must be, and how hun-
gry! Peter dear, you’re all covered in mud, come and let me 
clean you up.’ This Peter was her eldest son, whom she loved 
more than any of the others because his hair was reddish, and 
hers was as well. They all sat down to table, and ate with such 
an appetite that it did their parents’ hearts good to see them, and 
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the children all talked at once almost all the time as they told 
them how frightened they had been in the forest. 

The good people were full of joy to see their children again, 
and their joy lasted as long as the silver crowns; but when the 
money ran out, they fell back into their former despair, and 
resolved to get the children lost once more, and to make sure of 
it by taking them much further away than the fi rst time. But 
however much they tried to keep their plan a secret, Hop o’ my 
Thumb still heard them talking about it. He counted on being 
able to escape in the same way as before; but although he got up 
early so as to go and collect some little pebbles, he did not suc-
ceed, because he found that the door of the house had been 
double-locked. He could not think what to do, until the wood-
cutter’s wife gave them each a piece of bread for their breakfast, 
when it occurred to him that he could use breadcrumbs instead 
of pebbles, if he dropped them behind him along the paths where 
they would be going, and he put the bread away in his pocket.

Their father and mother led them into the thickest and dark-
est part of the forest, and as soon as they reached it they slipped 
away secretly along a side path, and left the children there. Hop 
o’ my Thumb was not too worried, since he believed that he 
could easily fi nd his way by following the trail of breadcrumbs 
that he had dropped wherever they had passed; but he had a 
nasty surprise when he could not fi nd a single crumb; the birds 
had come and eaten them all. So the children were very miser-
able; the further they walked the more they got lost, and the 
deeper they went into the forest. Night fell, and a great wind 
began blowing, which frightened them dreadfully. On every 
side they thought they could hear the noise of wolves howling, 
and coming closer to eat them. They hardly dared talk to each 
other or look round. It started to rain heavily, and they got 
soaked to the skin. At every step they slipped and fell into the 
mud, so that when they got up they were all dirty, not knowing 
how to get their hands clean.
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Hop o’ my Thumb climbed up into a tree to see if he could 
make anything out. He looked around in every direction and 
saw a faint light which looked like a candle, but it was a long 
way off, outside the forest. He came down from the tree, and 
when he was on the ground he could no longer see anything. 
This alarmed him, but when he and his brothers had walked for 
some time towards the light he had seen, he saw it again as they 
came out from the wood. At last they reached the house where 
the candle was, but not without many a scare before they got 
there, because they had often lost sight of it, which happened 
whenever their path took them into a dip in the ground. 

They knocked on the door and the housewife came to open 
it. She asked what they wanted; Hop o’ my Thumb said that 
they were poor children who had got lost in the forest, and 
asked her if she would let them sleep there, out of charity. Seeing 
what fi ne boys they were the woman started to cry, saying: 
‘Alas! my poor lads, what have you done by coming here? 
Didn’t you know that this house belongs to an ogre who eats 
little children?’

‘Alas!’ answered Hop o’ my Thumb, trembling all over, like 
his brothers, ‘what shall we do? The wolves in the forest are 
bound to eat us tonight, if you will not give us shelter in your 
house. And in that case we would prefer the gentleman here to 
eat us; perhaps he will have pity on us if you would be kind 
enough to ask him.’ 

The Ogre’s wife, thinking that she could keep them hidden 
from her husband until the next morning, let them come in, and 
took them to get warm in front of a blazing fi re; for there was a 
whole sheep roasting on the spit for the Ogre’s supper. As they 
were beginning to get warm, they heard someone knocking 
loudly on the door three or four times; it was the Ogre coming 
back. His wife immediately hid them under the bed, and went to 
open the door. The fi rst thing the Ogre did was to ask whether 
his supper was ready and whether his wine had been drawn for 

The Ogre demands to know if his supper is ready
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him; then he at once sat down to table. The sheep was still red 
with blood, but to him it seemed all the better for it. He sniffed 
to right and left, saying that he could smell fresh meat. ‘It must 
be that calf which I have dressed ready for cutting up that you 
can smell,’ said his wife.

‘I can smell fresh meat, as I’ve told you already,’ retorted the 
Ogre, looking crossly at his wife, ‘and there’s something going 
on here that I don’t know about.’ And as he spoke he got up 
from the table and went straight over to the bed. ‘Aha!’ he said, 
‘so you have been playing tricks on me, have you! A curse on 
you, woman! I don’t know why I don’t eat you too; it’s lucky 
for you that you’re old and tough. But here’s some game that 
will do nicely for three of my Ogre friends who should be 
coming to see me some day soon.’

He pulled them out from under the bed one after the other. 
The poor children knelt down and begged for mercy, but the 
Ogre they had to deal with was the cruellest ogre of all, and far 
from taking pity on them he was already devouring them with 
his eyes, telling his wife that they would be tasty morsels when 
she had made a good sauce to go with them. He went to fetch a 
carving knife, and went across to the wretched children, sharp-
ening it as he did so on a long whetstone which he held in his left 
hand. He had already taken hold of one of the boys when his 
wife said: ‘What are you doing, at this hour of the night? Isn’t 
there time enough tomorrow morning?’

‘Quiet,’ replied the Ogre, ‘the meat will taste better if it hangs 
longer.’

‘You’ve already got plenty of meat hanging up,’ his wife 
answered; ‘there’s a calf, two sheep, and half a pig!’

‘You’re right,’ said the Ogre; ‘give them a good supper, so 
that they won’t get thin, and put them to bed.’ The good woman 
was delighted, and brought them some supper, but they were 
too frightened to eat anything. As for the Ogre, he went back to 
his wine delighted to have such a good treat for his friends, and 

The Ogre pulls the boys out from under the bed
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drank twice as much as usual, which went to his head and made 
him go off to bed. 

The Ogre had seven daughters, who were still children. 
These little ogresses had very fi ne complexions, because they 
ate fresh meat like their father, but they had small eyes, very 
round and grey, hooked noses, and very big mouths that had 
long sharp teeth with wide gaps in between. They were not yet 
really wicked, but showed great promise; already they would 
bite little children to suck their blood. They had been taken up 
to bed early, and all seven of them were lying in a wide bed, 
with golden crowns on their heads. Another bed just as wide 
was in the same room, and in this one the Ogre’s wife put the 
seven little boys for the night, after which she went to bed next 
to her husband.

Hop o’ my Thumb, who had noticed that the Ogre’s daugh-
ters had golden crowns on their heads, was afraid that the Ogre 
would feel remorse for not cutting the boys’ throats that same 
night, so he got up in the middle of the night and, taking the 
caps that he and his brothers were wearing, he put them very 
gently on the heads of the Ogre’s daughters, fi rst removing their 
golden crowns, which he put on his own and his brothers’ heads, 
so that the Ogre might mistake them for his daughters, and his 
daughters for the boys whose throats he meant to cut.

It happened just as he thought; for the Ogre, waking up about 
midnight, was sorry that he had delayed until next day the busi-
ness that he could have done the day before. He jumped quickly 
out of bed and took his carving knife, saying: ‘Let’s just see how 
my fi ne little lads are keeping; we’ll get it over and done with 
this time.’ He groped his way up to his daughters’ bedroom in 
the dark and went to the bed where the little boys were; they 
were all asleep, except for Hop o’ my Thumb, who was scared 
out of his wits when he felt the Ogre’s hand on his head, after he 
had tried the other brothers’ heads already. Having felt the 
golden crowns, the Ogre said to himself: ‘My word! I’d have 
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made a fi ne mess of things there. Obviously I drank too much 
last night.’

Then he went to his daughters’ bed, where he could feel 
the caps belonging to the little boys. ‘Aha! there they are,’ he 
said, ‘the fi ne fellows! let’s get to work.’ And with these words 
he set to without hesitation and cut the throats of all his seven 
daughters. And very pleased with himself for having settled 
the matter so quickly, he went back to bed beside his wife. As 
soon as Hop o’ my Thumb heard the Ogre snoring, he woke his 
brothers and told them to get dressed and follow him. They 
went quietly down to the garden and jumped over the wall. 
They ran almost all night, trembling all the time, and not know-
ing where they were going.

When the Ogre woke up, he told his wife: ‘Go upstairs and 
dress those lads from last night.’ The Ogress was very surprised 
by such kindness from her husband, not suspecting that he 
meant her to get them ready for cutting up;* she thought that he 
was telling her to put their clothes on. She went upstairs, and 
was completely taken by surprise to see her seven daughters 
with their throats cut and bathed in blood. The fi rst thing she 
did was to faint (which is what almost all women resort to fi rst 
in such circumstances). The Ogre, fearing that his wife would 
take too long over the task, went up to help, and was just as 
amazed as she had been when he saw the dreadful spectacle 
before him. ‘Ah! what have I done?’ he cried. ‘The little 
wretches!—I’ll soon pay them back for this.’ He threw a jugful 
of water in his wife’s face, and when she had recovered her 
senses he said: ‘Give me my seven-league boots so that I can go 
and catch them.’

He set off to track them down, and when he had run great 
distances in every direction, he fi nally came upon the children’s 
trail; they were no more than a stone’s throw from their father’s 
house. They could see the Ogre stepping from mountain to 
mountain; he crossed rivers as easily as if they were tiny streams. 

The Ogre cuts his daughters’ throats �
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Hop o’ my Thumb, seeing a hollow in a rock nearby, made his 
brothers hide in it, and squeezed in after them, watching all the 
time to see what had become of the Ogre. 

The Ogre, who was very weary after having travelled all that 
way to no purpose (for seven-league boots are tiring for the 
person who wears them), decided to have a rest; by chance, he 
came to sit down on the rock where the boys were hiding. He 
was so exhausted that he could go no further, and after he had 
rested for a while he went to sleep, and began to snore so dread-
fully that the poor children were just as frightened as when he 
had had his carving knife in his hand to cut their throats. Hop o’ 
my Thumb was not as frightened, and told his brothers that 
they must escape quickly and run into their house while the 
Ogre was fast asleep, and that they were not to worry about 
him. They did as he suggested and soon reached the house.

Hop o’ my Thumb went up to the Ogre and gently pulled his 
boots off; then he put them on himself. They were very big and 
very wide, but they were magic boots, and had the power of 
becoming larger or smaller to suit the legs of whoever put them 
on, so that they fi tted Hop o’ my Thumb as closely as if they had 
been made for him. He went straight back to the Ogre’s house, 
where he found the wife in tears beside her daughters who had 
had their throats cut. 

‘Your husband is in great danger,’ Hop o’ my Thumb told 
her; ‘for he has been captured by a gang of robbers, who have 
sworn to kill him unless he gives them all his gold and silver. 
Just when they were holding a knife to his throat, he saw me, 
and begged me to come and tell you of the danger he is in, and 
say that you are to give me everything he owns that is of value, 
and not to keep anything back, because otherwise they will kill 
him without mercy. The message was so urgent that he told me 
to take his seven-league boots, as you can see, so as to make 
haste, and also so that you will not think that I am an impostor.’ 
The good woman was very alarmed and immediately gave him 
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everything she had, for the Ogre was a very good husband to 
her, even though he ate small children. So Hop o’ my Thumb, 
laden with all the Ogre’s wealth, went back to his father’s house, 
where he was welcomed with great rejoicing.

Now there are many people who disagree about this last inci-
dent, and who claim that Hop o’ my Thumb never stole the 
Ogre’s money, although they admit that he had no scruples 
about taking his seven-league boots, because all they were ever 
used for was to chase small children. These people declare that 
their information comes from a reliable witness, since they have 
in fact been given food and drink in the woodcutter’s house. 
They affi rm that, when Hop o’ my Thumb put the Ogre’s boots 
on, he went to the King’s court, knowing that they were very 
anxious there about an army that was two hundred leagues 
away, and wanted to know the outcome of a battle that had been 
fought. They say that he went to see the King, and told him that 
if he wished he would bring him news of the army before the 
day was out. The King promised him a large sum of money if he 
was successful. Hop o’ my Thumb brought the news that very 
evening, and having made himself well known by this fi rst com-
mission, he was able to earn as much as he wanted, for the King 
paid him handsomely to carry his commands to the army, and 
innumerable ladies gave him whatever he wanted in order to get 
news of their lovers, which brought him more money than any-
thing else. There were some women who entrusted him with 
letters for their husbands, but they paid him so badly, and it 
amounted to so little, that he never bothered to count what he 
had earned in this way.

After he had been in business as a courier for a time, and had 
amassed great wealth, he went back home to his father’s house, 
where the rapturous welcome he received is beyond all imagin-
ing. He gave all his family enough for them to live in comfort, 
and established his father and brothers in offi cial posts that had 
just been created;* in this way he started them all on their careers, 
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while improving his own position at Court in the best possible 
manner.

the moral of this tale

If every son grows strong and tall,
Well-mannered and well-liked by all,
Then parents with large families are pleased;
But when a son is silent, weak, and small,
He’s likely to be bullied, mocked, and teased.
But sometimes it’s the smallest who does best,
And brings prosperity to all the rest.
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APPENDIX A

Sele�ed Tales related to Perrault’s Contes
��

Whole books have been written on the different versions of single 
tales (see Select Bibliography, items by Cox, Dundes, etc.). What fol-
lows is a very small sample, in the form of summaries, chosen because 
they are relevant to Perrault’s versions, not in order to give a truly 
representative selection of any given tale. The reasons for inclusion 
are various: because they are more or less probable sources for 
Perrault, or vary signifi cantly from his tales, or exemplify literary 
versions contemporary with his, or illustrate the French tradition for 
a particular tale.

Where possible I have tried to give not only the bare bones of these 
splendid stories but convey something of their style, sometimes by 
quotation. For readers who may be interested in pursuing the topic 
I give the numbers of the tale-type, as found in the basic reference 
work on folk-tale, known as Aarne-Thompson-Uther, ATU. This is 
the latest revision (2004), by Hans-Jörg Uther, of Aarne’s The Types 
of the Folktale, fi rst published in 1928. For the tales by the Brothers 
Grimm included below I have used: Grimm, Jacob, and Wilhelm, 
Selected Tales, trans. Joyce Crick (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 
2005) (referred to below as Crick), but give the tales their traditional 
numbering. For the French tales in my most important source, the 
marvellous repertoire of French folk-tales known as Delarue/Tenèze, 
I give the editors’ own type-numbers, which sometimes differ very 
slightly from the ATU numbering. I have mostly used two websites, 
edited respectively by D. L. Ashliman and Heidi Anne Heiner, for 
texts from The 1001 Nights, Straparola, Basile, and Jacobs. For Mlle 
Lhéritier, Mlle Bernard, and Mme d’Aulnoy, I have referred to the 
editions by Raymonde Robert and Nadine Jasmin. For further details 
on all these, see the Select Bibliography. References for some particu-
lar tales are given as required below.
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Griselda
ATU type 887, Griselda. I have used the translation of the Decameron by 
G. H. McWilliam (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), from which I take the 
quotations.

Boccaccio, Decameron, Tenth Day, Tenth Story: Gualtieri, the Marquis 
of Saluzzo, is urged by his subjects to marry, so as to ensure an heir, and 
they offer to assist in fi nding a suitable wife. In a speech he agrees to 
their request but states that he will fi nd his wife for himself. He has been 
attracted by a village girl and arranges with her father to marry her. 
Announcing his intention to his subjects, he tells them to honour his 
wife whoever she may be. He makes arrangements and, with a large 
escort, goes to fetch the unwitting bride. He asks her whether she will 
always obey him, try to please him, and never be upset by his words or 
actions; she promises it all. She is then stripped naked before everyone, 
reclothed and crowned, and the marriage takes place on the spot. As his 
wife she behaves perfectly to everyone, earning great respect from his 
subjects, and complies in every way with Gualtieri’s wishes. A daughter 
is born; ‘but shortly thereafter Gualtieri was seized with the strange 
desire to test Griselda’s patience, by subjecting her to constant provo-
cation and making her life unbearable’. He feigns anger, telling her 
that his subjects are discontented with her as a mother because of her 
previous humble status; she responds with docility. Soon after he sends 
a man to remove the daughter, apparently to have her put to death. 
Despite her grief she submits without protest. The child is sent to a 
relative of Gualtieri’s. Similar events occur with the birth of a son, 
Gualtieri now claiming that the people complain even more because 
a peasant’s grandson will be their lord. Griselda remains outwardly 
unmoved (although she has been seen ‘doting upon the children’) when 
the son also is taken. Years later Gualtieri decides, in a fi nal test, to 
obtain a papal dispensation allowing him to divorce her and remarry; he 
arranges for forged letters from Rome to arrive. He tells her that because 
of her social inferiority she must return to her father as she came, and 
that he will marry a woman of higher status. In a speech, she accepts his 
decisions and returns the wedding ring, but recalling her nakedness 
asks, in return for her virginity, that she should leave wearing at least a 
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smock. Gualtieri, though moved almost to tears, sternly agrees, not 
allowing the pleas of those present to affect him. Her father, unsur-
prised, has kept her clothes; she keeps house for him as before. Gualtieri 
makes preparations for another marriage, and sends for Griselda, tell-
ing her to get the house ready for the new bride. ‘Since Griselda was 
unable to lay aside her love for Gualtieri as readily as she had dispensed 
with her good fortune, his words pierced her heart like so many knives.’ 
She herself in peasant’s dress sweeps, tidies, and gives instructions for 
the decoration of the rooms, then on the wedding day welcomes the 
guests. The children are brought, but the daughter’s identity is carefully 
kept secret; Griselda welcomes her. When asked by Gualtieri to give 
her opinion, she praises the girl, but begs him ‘not to infl ict those same 
wounds on her that you imposed upon her predecessor’. Seeing her 
accept the situation still without protest, Gualtieri makes a speech, 
explaining that his intention was to show her and his people what a wife 
should be, and that the torments he had made her suffer were intended 
to prove that he would have peace; now he would make amends. ‘These 
are your children . . . and I am your husband, who loves you above all 
else.’ Joyous reunions follow, with celebrations for days. Gualtieri is 
regarded as wise but Griselda ‘the wisest of all’ and her ordeal ‘harsh 
and intolerable’. Her father is treated with honour, her daughter mar-
ried to a gentleman, and she and Gualtieri live happily together. The 
fi nal comments compare her to an angel and him to a swineherd, praise 
her constancy, and suggest that she would have been justifi ed in fi nding 
another man after she had been driven out.

Donkey-Skin
ATU type 510B, Peau d’Asne; Grimms no. 15 (see below). Straparola’s ver-
sion appears to be a Donkey-Skin tale with motifs from other types, such 
as the calumniated queen near the end. Perrault’s tale is in outline and some 
stylistic features close to Basile, but Basile’s version lacks the demands 
made for dresses, and when the heroine leaves home she is transformed, 
not simply disguised; there is nothing about a donkey, except that the 
animal is mentioned in two passages.

Straparola, Doralice (Piacevole Notte, vol. i, Tale 4, a long adventure 
story): The father of Doralice, a prince of Salerno, remains faithful to 
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his dead wife’s wish that he should not remarry; her condition was 
that only if her ring fi tted another woman perfectly could Tebaldo 
marry her. However, by chance the daughter tries the ring on and 
says to her father that it fi ts; not long after, he is ‘assailed by a strange 
and diabolical temptation’ to take her to wife. Doralice, when she 
hears ‘the evil designs of her wicked father was deeply troubled in her 
heart’, but is afraid of him and says nothing; she consults her old 
nurse, who, fearing that mere fl ight will not succeed, devises a trick: 
Doralice swallows a potion which puts her to sleep, and is hidden in a 
clothes-chest, in which she is taken to England. Here she makes her 
way into a prince’s bedroom, still concealed, and looks after it; she is 
discovered and marries the Prince. The story thereafter concerns 
their two children and Tebaldo’s cunning and ruthless pursuit of 
revenge (he murders the children, making it look as if their mother 
had killed them). Eventually, after ever more extraordinary events, 
the nurse saves Doralice from a terrible death and the villain meets a 
fi tting and no less terrible end.

Basile, L’Or�a (‘The She-Bear’), Pentamerone, Day 2, Tale 6: A king’s 
wife dies, making him promise not to remarry; after mourning briefl y, 
he seeks a new wife everywhere, but decides that his wife’s conditions 
are met only by his daughter Preziosa. She rebuffs him immediately 
and fi rmly, whereupon he orders her to marry him the same evening. 
She explains her plight to an old woman, who says: ‘When your father 
comes to you this evening—donkey that he is, wanting to act the stal-
lion—put this piece of wood into your mouth, and you will at once 
become a she-bear.’ This happens, and frightens the King; Preziosa, 
as advised by the old woman, runs away to the forest, where she is 
seen by another king’s son. The she-bear and the Prince form an 
attachment. One day he sees her in her human form, falls in love, and 
becomes ill. His mother agrees to his wish that the bear should be in 
his room and cook for him, which she does, so well that the Queen 
understands why he is fond of her and allows him and the bear to kiss. 
‘While thus engaged, I do not know how it happened, but the piece of 
wood fell from Preziosa’s mouth, and she remained in the Prince’s 
embrace, the most beautiful and ravishing being in the world.’ All is 
explained and the lovers marry; nothing more is said of the father. 
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There is much humour, as in Perrault, but of a folksy, burlesque 
kind.

Brothers Grimm, no. 65, Allerleirauh (‘All Kinds of Fur’ or ‘Coat o’ 
Skins; Crick, 184), is itself found in several versions, from 1812 until 
1857. Very briefl y: the condition imposed by the Queen who dies is 
that any future wife of the King should have hair as golden as hers; 
envoys he sends to search cannot fi nd such a woman, but when the 
daughter grows up the King falls in love with her. She like his coun-
cillors is horrifi ed. On her own initiative she requests three dresses 
(like sun, like moon, like stars) and a coat made from the skins of 
every kind of animal, believing that since he cannot give her such 
things he will no longer pursue her. But he succeeds, and she runs 
away, to be found in the forest and taken to a palace kitchen. She does 
the worst work and is mistreated by the cook (an important charac-
ter), but makes soups for the King in which she places gifts, including 
a ring; eventually she appears in her dresses, wins the King’s love and 
marries him.

Delarue/Tenèze ii. 256, conte-type, La Peau d’Ânon (‘The Little 
Donkey’s Skin’), recorded c.1885 in east central France: A prince 
and his wife have a daughter; the wife dies, making the Prince prom-
ise never to marry unless it is a woman like herself. In due course he 
tells his daughter that he wants to marry her. She consults her god-
mother, who tells her to consent on condition only that he gives her a 
spinning-wheel which spins by itself. After a long search he fi nds one. 
The same happens when she asks for three dresses, like the stars, the 
sun, and the moon; and for a cabriolet drawn by four rats. The god-
mother tells her to leave in this, taking all the gifts with her; she will 
meet shepherds who will sell her a young donkey and skin it for her 
to wear, when she must look for any kind of menial work. All this 
happens, and she is employed as a shepherdess, setting the wheel to 
spin meanwhile. The son and daughter of the estate where she works 
go to dances, laughing at her when she asks to go too, but the mother 
allows her to go, for each of three times, beating her beforehand fi rst 
with a cloth, then a broom, then a poker, but permitting her on each 
occasion to stay longer. Each time she wears a different dress and is 
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asked where she comes from, answering fi rst ‘the land of the cloth’, 
then of the broom, then of the poker. Back home she is told about 
the beautiful, unknown girl and is mocked when she replies that 
the girl was no more beautiful than herself. At the last dance it is the 
King’s son who asks her where she comes from; when she leaves, he 
follows the light of her dress in the darkness and sees her put on 
the donkey-skin. He falls in love and insists on having a cake made by 
the shepherdess. She comes to cook for him. While she does so he 
plucks at the donkey-skin; she pretends to think it is the cat. She puts 
her ring into the cake before leaving. Finding it, he announces that 
he will marry its owner. All others having failed to make it fi t, she 
appears in the donkey-skin. When the ring is seen to fi t her the Prince 
says he will wed her and removes the skin, to show her wearing 
the sun dress beneath. She writes to tell her father, who comes to the 
wedding.

Three Silly Wishes
ATU type 750A, The Three Wishes, second form.

Philippe de Vigneulles, untitled story, no. 78 in Cent nouvelles nouvelles
(‘A Hundred New Stories’), c.1505–15; from the edition by Charles H. 
Livingston (Geneva, 1972), 302–7. This begins with a version of 
ATU type 1430, The Man and his Wife Build Air Castles: A poor and 
lazy man has an industrious wife, who gets enough milk one Sunday 
to make a good lot of cheese. Counting on this, they indulge in wish-
ful thinking about getting rich and powerful, until the man gets so 
excited by the prospect that he spills the milk. Enraged, the wife 
throws him out, and on his return, seeking to persuade her that she 
was also to blame, he tells a story against another wife: a poor and lazy 
couple (like himself, he says), prayed hard and often to God to make 
them rich. God, ‘seeing that their prayers were not founded in rea-
son’, granted them three wishes. Delighted at fi rst, they soon quarrel 
over which of them should wish fi rst. Fearing to lose her opportunity, 
the wife makes a wish that her cauldron should have a new leg to 
replace the broken one. The husband is furious, and ‘wishes the leg 
inside her belly’. With it inside, she will die if it is not removed; the 
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neighbours, hearing her cries, all come in, and tell him that he will be 
a murderer unless he wishes the leg out again. ‘Thus were the three 
wishes all lost and turned to nothing.’ The man decides that the poor 
are destined always to be poor.

Delarue/Tenèze iv (2). 122; conte-type, Les Quatre souhaits (‘The 
Four Wishes’), recorded 1883 in Brittany; told by François Marquet, a 
cabin-boy, aged 16: A poor couple with one son do not have enough to 
eat. One day when they are resting after working hard, they meet 
Jesus, who is sympathetic and gives them an ox, telling them that if 
they cut off its legs they will have four wishes. They take it home and 
do as directed, wishing each time ‘by the virtue of the leg’; fi rst the wife 
wishes that her son should be bearded like his father, whereupon he 
grows a large beard and the leg returns under the ox, ‘so perfectly 
joined that it was as if it had never been cut off ’. Horrifi ed by the boy’s 
ugliness the wife wishes it removed; and the second leg returns to 
the ox. The husband storms at his wife, and wishes that she had an ox’s 
leg stuck to her behind, which happens. With only the last wish remain-
ing, the husband offers to ask for gold and silver, so that he will be able 
to make a golden cover for the leg. She refuses, and herself wishes that 
the leg might disappear. The ox is now as it had been, and the fi nal 
comment is that the couple were neither richer nor poorer than 
before.

The Three Wishes, in Joseph Jacobs, More English Folk Tales, New 
York and London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, s.d., fi rst published 1894: A 
woodman intending to fell a huge oak is addressed by a fairy who 
implores him not to. Amazed, he agrees, and she grants him three 
wishes. When he is at home all thoughts of the wishes have gone, but 
on being told that he will have to wait for his supper he wishes for ‘a 
good link of black pudding’; it at once comes down the chimney. 
His wife exclaims in astonishment and he recalls what happened 
that morning. She tells him he is a fool and wishes that the length of 
sausage was on his nose. It sticks there and they cannot pull it off. He 
asks what to do. ‘T’isn’t so very unsightly’, she says, but he makes a 
wish for it to be removed. The fi nal comment is that although they did 
not become rich they had good black pudding for supper.
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Sleeping Beauty
ATU type 410, Sleeping Beauty; Grimms no. 50, Dornröschen (‘Briar-Rose’, 
which must be derived from Perrault but ends with the marriage; Crick, 
323). Delarue/Tenèze, in their Commentary (ii. 70) on the tale, do not 
regard the version they give as evidence that Perrault’s source was a French 
oral tradition, believing that he used Basile.

Basile, Sole, Luna e Talia (‘Sun, Moon, and Talia’), Pentamerone,
Day V, Tale v: A lord has a daughter, Talia. Astrologers predict that 
she will be in danger from ‘a splinter of fl ax’; he bans it from his house. 
One day from the window she sees a woman spinning, tries to do it 
herself, gets a point of fl ax under her nail, and falls dead. The body is 
laid out and left abandoned in the lord’s country mansion, sitting on a 
throne. A king out hunting enters the house following his falcon 
which has fl own in, fails to awaken the girl, but is excited and has 
intercourse with her. Still unconscious, she bears boy and girl twins, 
called Sun and Moon, and is attended by fairies. Seeking the breast 
one day, the babies suck on her fi nger, drawing out the fl ax, and she 
comes back to life. The King returns to her and comes to love her 
more and more; his wife becomes suspicious. She frightens a servant 
into revealing the truth, and makes him ask Talia to send the children 
to the King. The Queen orders them to be killed and cooked, but 
the cook hides them with his wife and prepares lamb instead, which 
the Queen serves to the King, constantly repeating to him that he is 
‘eating of his own’. Eventually, irritated, he goes away, whereupon 
the Queen sends for Talia. Insulting her and refusing to believe her 
innocent, she prepares a pyre in which to throw her. Talia asks to 
undress, screaming as she removes each garment; at the last and loudest 
scream the King reappears. The Queen reproaches him and tells him 
that he has eaten the children; she is thrown into the fi re, together 
with the servant. The cook, also threatened with burning, is able to 
explain in time; father and children are reunited and the cook rewarded.

The Ninth Captain’s Tale (The 1001 Nights): A woman, unable to con-
ceive, prays for a daughter even if she is not proof against the smell of 
fl ax; she bears a fair and delicate girl, Sittukhan, with whom a sultan’s 
son falls in love. It makes him ill; an old woman discovers the cause 
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and offers to help. She advises Sittukhan to learn to spin, which, 
despite her mother’s protests, she does, but faints when a piece of fl ax 
gets behind her nail. The old woman tells the parents not to bury her 
but put her on an ivory bed in a pavilion in a river, then tells the sick 
Prince where she is. Finding her, he takes her hand to kiss it, sees the 
fl ax and draws it out; then he stays forty nights before leaving, but 
returns immediately three times on seeing beautiful things—fl owers, 
carobs, a fountain—which remind him of Sittukhan. At last he bids 
her farewell for ever, whereupon, grieving, she fi nds a speaking cor-
nelian ring, which gives her even greater beauty and a palace next to 
the Prince’s. He sees her and again falls in love, without recognizing 
her; he asks his mother to take her precious gifts, brocade, which 
Sittukhan has cut up, then emeralds, which she gives to pigeons. She 
tells the Queen that if her son wishes to marry her he must feign death, 
be wrapped in a shroud and buried in her garden; this is done, and 
when he is left in the garden she makes herself known and they live 
together happily.

Delarue/Tenèze ii. 68, La Belle endormie (‘The Sleeping Beauty’), 
recorded in the late nineteenth century in south-western France: A 
rich but ugly and repellent prince asks to marry a beautiful princess, 
and a meeting between them is arranged at a fair. She refuses him. A 
fairy godmother of the Prince casts a sleeping spell on her, and she 
lies sleeping for over a hundred years in a castle, which falls into ruins. 
No one dares to enter it until a prince loses his way when hunting; 
having been given shelter and poor food in a hovel he cuts his way 
into the castle. She wakes and cannot understand what has happened; 
they marry and live happily.

Little Red Riding-Hood
ATU Type 333, Little Red Riding-Hood. I summarize the Grimms’ version 
because it has superseded Perrault’s Petit chaperon rouge as the typical form 
of the story. The version in Delarue/Tenèze below, and others like it, 
have attracted much critical attention. The mysterious paths were expli-
cated, with reference to rural customs for girls about the age of puberty, by 
Yvonne Verdier in an infl uential article which has often been discussed 
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(for instance in Zipes, Trials . . . of Little Red Riding Hood, 5–8; see the 
Select Bibliography).

Grimms no. 26, Rottkäppchen (‘Little Redcap’; Crick, 91. She includes 
the sequel, often omitted): A much-loved little girl is known as Little 
Redcap from the red velvet cap given to her by her grandmother. Her 
mother sends her one day with cake and wine as a treat for the grand-
mother, who is ill, and warns her fi rmly not to stray. As Little Redcap 
enters the forest where her grandmother’s house is she meets a wolf 
and, unafraid, explains her errand in detail. The wolf suggests that she 
should pay more attention to the fl owers and birds, and she begins to 
collect a posy, straying from the path, while he goes straight to the 
grandmother’s house. He pretends to be the girl and is told to come 
in. He eats the grandmother and gets into her bed dressed in her 
clothes. Little Redcap eventually enters, fi nding everything strange, 
and seeing the ‘grandmother’ exclaims at his ears, eyes, hands, and 
mouth, at which the wolf ‘took one leap out of the bed and swallowed 
Little Redcap all up’. Then he falls asleep. Hearing loud snores, a 
passing huntsman looks in, fi nds the wolf, and cuts open his stomach, 
releasing the girl and her grandmother unharmed. Little Redcap then 
puts stones inside the wolf instead, which causes him to die when he 
wakes and tries to run off. The huntsman gets the skin, the grand-
mother recovers with the cake and wine, and Little Redcap refl ects 
that she will never stray again.

At some later date, Little Redcap, on a similar errand, meets 
another wolf, but is not to be led astray and on arrival tells her grand-
mother about him. The wolf, pretending to be the little girl, fails to 
get in, and climbs on to the roof to lie in wait for her. Her grand-
mother tells her to pour the water from a boiling of sausages into a 
trough outside, and the smell so tempts the wolf that he slides down 
the roof, falls, and is drowned.

Delarue/Tenèze i. 373: conte-type from east central France: A 
mother gives her daughter milk and a bun to take to her grandmother. 
She meets a werewolf, who tells her to take the needles path, while he 
takes the pins path; she picks up needles as she goes. The werewolf 
kills and eats the grandmother but puts some of her fl esh and blood on 
one side. When she enters, he tells her to leave the milk and bun and 
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take the meat and wine which is there; the voice of a cat tells her that 
she is a fi lthy girl to eat her grandmother’s fl esh and blood. The were-
wolf tells her to undress and get into bed with him. As she takes off 
each garment she asks what to do with it and is told to burn it since she 
will have no need for it. In bed, she exclaims at the wolf ’s hairiness, 
claws, ears, and so on, and he replies. When she comes to his mouth 
and he says ‘to eat you’, she tells him that she needs to relieve herself. 
Despite being told to do it in the bed, she insists on going outside; the 
wolf ties her by a piece of wool, but she attaches it to a cherry-tree and 
runs off. When the wolf discovers that she has gone he chases her, but 
she reaches home in time.

Bluebeard
ATU type 312, The Maiden-Killer (Bluebeard). Delarue subdivides, giving 
Types 311, 312A, and 312B (Delarue/Tenèze i. 182). The closest to Perrault 
is 312A; 312B has the framework of a Hansel and Gretel tale. The Brothers 
Grimm included in their fi rst edition a version (no. 30) very like Perrault’s, 
but no doubt for that reason dropped it later; see Crick, 290, 321.

Delarue/Tenèze i. 182; conte-type 311, Le Gros Cheval blanc (‘The 
Great White Horse’), recorded in 1946 in Canada: A great white 
horse abducts girls from a village. A widow with three daughters is 
forced by her need for fi rewood to send them, one by one, to collect 
wood from the forest, where in turn they are caught by the horse (but 
each time he has to come nearer to their house). He tells them to clean 
his house while he is out during the day, giving them keys but forbid-
ding them to enter one particular room. The two older sisters, on 
doing so, see dead girls hanging with their throats cut; scared, each 
drops the key into the blood, which they cannot remove. The horse 
on his return demands the key, sees the blood, and kills them. The 
third daughter, however, having recognized her sisters among the 
corpses, keeps hold of the key. She replaces their heads, and over two 
days takes them to the barn and wraps them in straw. The horse, see-
ing the key free of blood, agrees to her request to take the packages 
back to her mother. On the third day the youngest daughter makes a 
large rag doll and puts it in her place by the butter-churn to deceive 
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the horse. Then she wraps herself in straw and is carried back also. 
The horse on realizing the deceit stamps on the fl oor so hard that he 
breaks through it, and is never seen again.

Conte-type 312A, Le Père Jacques, from the Vendée area: Bluebeard 
has killed six wives, and takes a seventh; he goes away, giving her a 
key but forbidding her to use it. She does so, and sees the six mur-
dered women hanging in their wedding-dresses. She drops the key, it 
is stained by blood, and she cannot wash it clean. Searching the other 
rooms she fi nds an old man, Father Jacques, kept captive in a tower as 
a lookout. On hearing what she has done he tells her that she will be 
killed, and that her husband had put something beneath the feet of 
the other wives which fi rst made them laugh, but then hurt them. 
The wife sends her dog to her brothers with a message for help. The 
husband returns, sees the key, and tells her to put on her wedding 
clothes before she dies. In her room, she plays for time by saying to 
his repeated requests that she is putting on fi rst this, then that item of 
clothing. Meanwhile he sharpens his knife, repeating a bloodthirsty 
refrain as he does so, and she keeps asking Jacques if her brothers are 
coming. At the moment when she has to admit that she is ready, they 
arrive and kill him.

Conte-type 312B, from east central France, recorded in about 
1885: Two lost sisters are taken in by a housewife, who gives them 
food to eat that they do not recognize. Then they are shut in a dark 
room, and threatened with being cooked when her devil husband 
returns. He removes the elder sister’s clothes one by one, with an 
accompanying series of questions and answers, while the girl asks her 
sister each time whether she can see anyone coming: a little woman 
and a little white man are approaching. This couple, who are the 
Virgin and Jesus, appear as the devil reaches the child’s last garment; 
he and his wife are thrown into the oven.

A version given in abbreviated form, Comorre, 191, recorded in 
1853 in Brittany, has many elements from the 312A type, but not the 
key. Comorre, who has married four times already, marries Tryphina, 
the daughter of a lord. He goes away, leaving her behind. On his 
return, fi nding that she is pregnant, he says he will kill her. She is able 
to escape with the help of the four dead wives, who give her the instru-
ments of their execution (poison, rope, fi re, club). She is pursued and 
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killed, but resuscitated by St Veltas. Comorre dies when his castle 
falls in ruins. On Comorre or Conmar, a historical fi gure, and the 
connection between Bluebeard and Brittany, see Warner, Beast to 
Blonde, 260–2.

Puss in Boots
ATU type 545, The Cat Helper. With this tale it is the earlier Italian writer, 
Straparola, who is closer to Perrault than Basile. The tale in Delarue/Tenèze 
illustrates a French tradition which differs considerably from Perrault.

Straparola, Costantino il Fortunato (‘Lucky Costantino’), Piacevole
Notte, Night XI, Tale i: Costantino, the third son of a poor woman 
who dies, is left only the cat; his brothers treat him harshly, refusing 
to give him any of the food they get. The cat by chance is a fairy, who 
from compassion tells her master that she can help, and catching a 
young hare she gives it to the King as a present from her master, 
whom she describes as good-looking and virtuous. She returns to him 
with food which she has taken surreptitiously (and which he refuses 
to offer to his brothers). Costantino having suffered from his priva-
tions she takes him to the river, washes his skin, and cures him. She 
continues to offer presents from him to the King, but getting bored 
she tells her master that if he will follow her instructions she will make 
him rich. Taking him to the river near the King’s palace she tells him 
to strip and get in, then cries out that Costantino is drowning. He is 
rescued by the King’s servants. The cat tells him that Costantino was 
bringing jewels as a present but was attacked and robbed. The King 
decides to give his daughter in marriage to the goodlooking young 
man, whom he believes to be rich, but when the time comes for the 
couple, with their escort, to repair to Costantino’s castle he has to ask 
the cat for help. She goes ahead and on meeting some riders tells them 
that they will be attacked by an approaching force of mounted men; to 
avoid trouble they must say that they serve Messer Costantino. The 
same happens with herdsmen and drovers she meets. All tell the King 
that they serve Costantino. When the cat arrives at a castle she gives 
the same instructions to the soldiers on guard there; as it happens the 
castle’s owner was away and had met with a fatal accident, so that 
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Costantino takes possession without diffi culty. In due course, having 
married the King’s daughter, he becomes king himself.

Basile, Gagliuso, Pentamerone, Day II, Tale iv: Remarks against ingrati-
tude introduce the tale. A poor man from Naples dies, leaving to his 
elder son a sieve, which he is able to use to make money, and a cat to 
the younger son, who on bemoaning his fate is told by the cat that she 
can help him. She catches fi sh in the bay, and gets birds from the fowlers, 
and takes them to the King as a present, praising Gagliuso. Eventually 
the King asks to meet him; next day, the cat explains that his servants 
have stolen all his clothes; the King sends some in replacement. At the 
banquet they are given the cat has to cover for Gagliuso’s ill-bred 
remarks. She tells the King that Gagliuso’s estates further north are 
vast enough for him to marry a princess; the King sends a group of 
offi cials with her to see; in advance, she tells herdsmen and farmers 
that if they wish to avoid being attacked by the group approaching, 
they must say that their animals and farms all belong to Gagliuso. 
Informed of Gagliuso’s apparently endless wealth the King, through 
the good offi ces of the cat, arranges for his daughter to marry him. 
After a month the couple set off north, Gagliuso buying a baron’s estate 
with the dowry he has been given. He promises eternal gratitude to 
the cat, but she, to test him, pretends to be dead, whereupon Gagliuso 
expresses no regret but tells his wife to throw the body out of the 
window. With long and bitter reproaches the cat ‘threw her cloak 
about her, and went her way’, disregarding his efforts to pacify her.

Delarue/Tenèze ii. 339, conte-type, Monsieur Dicton, recorded 1911
in western France: M. Dicton, a poor man whose ‘castle’ is a hovel, is 
helped by Renard the fox, who asks to have his only three chickens, 
one at a time; in return, he fi rst persuades a fl ock of pheasants to 
follow him to the King’s palace, on the pretext that their tails will 
be gilded there; he presents them as a gift from M. Dicton. Next he 
does the same with a fl ock of woodcock. The third time Renard takes 
M. Dicton, now in a bad state from hunger, and they fi nd some 
deer; deceiving them as before, he takes them to the King, who wishes 
to thank M. Dicton personally. Before he does so, Renard explains 
his haggard state by saying that he has been attacked and robbed. 
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The King is invited to visit M. Dicton’s castle, Renard going on ahead 
and ordering the countryfolk to say that all the land around belongs 
to M. Dicton. Coming to a castle where a party is in progress, he 
warns its owners that the King is coming with an army to attack them, 
and hides them in heaps of straw. The King arrives, the food is 
devoured, and the fox suggests lighting the straw as a celebration, 
which rids the countryside of the owners to M. Dicton’s benefi t.

The Fairies
ATU type 480, The Kind and the Unkind Girls; Grimms no. 24, Frau Holle
(Crick, 86; more elaborate than the Perrault tale). This type is known 
traditionally as ‘Diamonds and Toads’, but more usually now as ‘The 
Kind and Unkind Girls’. It is very common, and often regarded as intrin-
sically connected with the Cinderella type. I give a sample of the French 
tradition from Delarue/Tenèze. It seems likely that Perrault knew the tale 
personally as a separate entity; I give Basile’s version which has further 
episodes, together with that published by Mlle Lhéritier, exactly contem-
poraneous with Perrault’s, but designed to give a somewhat different 
lesson from his.

Delarue/Tenèze ii. 188, conte-type, Les Deux Filles, la laide et la jolie
(‘The Two Daughters, One Ugly and One Pretty’), recorded 1870–5
in the Lyons area: The mother treats the younger, disagreeable, and 
lazy daughter well, but mistreats the elder, kindly one, making her 
work. Going to fetch water, she meets the Virgin, who asks her to 
delouse her hair and enquires what she fi nds in it; ‘gold crowns’, says 
the girl, and is given a box which she is to open at home. When she 
does so she becomes beautiful. The other daughter, going on the same 
errand, is asked to do the same for the Virgin, but says she has found 
lice and fl eas; she is given a box which makes her ugly when she opens 
it. However, the mother goes on treating them in the same way as 
before.

Basile, Le Doie Pi��ele (‘The Two Cakes’), Pentamerone, Day IV, 
Tale vii: Two sisters, one good and one bad, each have a daughter 
who resembles her mother. The good cousin, Marziella, sent to get 
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water from a fountain, asks beforehand for a cake to eat there; she sees 
a hunchback woman who begs a piece, but she gives her the whole 
cake, and is rewarded: fl owers will fall from her mouth, jewels from 
her hair, and wherever she walks lilies and roses will grow. The next 
day her mother takes some of the jewels to a usurer. While she is 
away her aunt visits and hears what has happened; hastening home 
she sends her daughter Puccia on the same errand, but on meeting the 
same old woman Puccia eats the cake in front of her; as punishment 
she will foam at the mouth, her hair will drop toads, and ferns and 
thistles will grow as she passes. From here on, the story turns to 
romance between Marziella and a prince, who having heard about her 
from her brother, wants to see her, but her aunt tries to drown her and 
sends Puccia instead, with dire consequences; Marziella and the Prince 
eventually meet through the kind offi ces of geese that she has fed.

Mlle Lhéritier, Les Enchantements de l’éloquence, ou les Effets de la 
douceur (‘The Enchantments of Eloquence, or The Effects of a Sweet 
Nature’), in her Œuvres mêlées, 1695: Blanche is the daughter of a 
widowed marquis, a worthy man who loses much money and marries 
a rich widow. She and her daughter Alix are both coarse; they hate 
Blanche, and she is made to do menial tasks, which she does well. 
Alix, well dressed and bejewelled, nonetheless has no suitors. Blanche, 
who reads novels for consolation, is caught by her stepmother but 
defended by her father, who speaks at length about the educative 
value of fi ction. The family being in the country for the summer, 
Blanche is sent to fetch water in a wild area at some distance; she is 
accidentally hurt by a prince out hunting, and impresses him with her 
sophisticated conversation. Finding out about the family from villa-
gers, the Prince asks one of his fairy godmothers, Dulcicula, to provide 
a cure for the girl’s injury. She visits the family, and is repelled by 
Alix’s hostility and struck by Blanche’s charm; her gifts are that the 
former will be even worse and the latter even better. Cured, Blanche 
is sent again for water, meets a fi ne lady and when asked gives her a 
drink, with great politeness, and again impresses by her conversation. 
The lady, another fairy godmother, called Eloquentia Nativa, gives 
her the gift of jewels that come from her mouth. At home, everyone 
seizes on them. Her stepmother sends Alix to fetch water, despite her 
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protests. This time Eloquentia is dressed as a peasant girl, and on 
asking to drink from Alix’s jug is sent packing, with abuse, and then 
threatened with violence; she leaves Alix with the gift of spitting out 
toads, snakes, spiders, and other unpleasant creatures. When this 
happens, even her mother is repelled by her. Eloquentia takes Blanche 
to the Prince, whom she marries; Alix wanders the country, falls into 
destitution and dies alone.

Cinderella
ATU type 510A, Cinderella; Grimms no. 21, Aschenputtel (Crick, 78). From 
the multitude of versions available, the fi rst and second below, from French 
and Scottish oral tradition, are versions in which the meeting with the 
Prince occurs at church; in one it is through the father that Cinderella 
obtains magic gifts, in the other through the mother. The differences 
between Basile’s version and Perrault’s imply that he based his on one he 
knew personally. See also Mme d’Aulnoy’s tale Finette-Cendron, summar-
ized below with Hop o’ my Thumb tales.

Delarue/Tenèze i. 248; conte-type, Cendrouse, recorded in 1892 in 
Poitou: In a rich family with no mother there are two proud sisters and 
a third, known as Cendrouse, because she likes to be by the hearth. Her 
sisters often tease her. When they go out she remains at home. Their 
father goes away to a fair, and asks them what they would like him to 
bring back; the elder sisters ask for dresses, the third for a hazelnut. 
When they have the dresses the two go to Mass in them. Cendrouse, 
opening the nut, fi nds in it, besides clothes, a coach with driver and 
horses. With these she too attends Mass. On their return her sisters tell 
her of the beautiful young lady who was there, to which she says that 
the lady was no more beautiful than herself; she is mocked. The same 
happens on the next Sunday, but this time she drops a slipper (‘une 
pantoufl e’); it is picked up by a king’s son, who swears that he will 
marry the woman it fi ts. Next Sunday, all the women try it on, without 
success, but when Cendrouse arrives, dressed as usual, the slipper fi ts 
her; she and the Prince depart together in the coach from the nutshell.

Rashin Coatie: a northern Scottish version fi rst recorded by Andrew 
Lang; text in Neil Philip, The Cinderella Story, 60–2: The daughter of 
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a widower who remarries has been left nothing by her mother except 
a red calf. The stepmother and her three ugly daughters ‘did na like 
the little lassie because she was bonny’, and make her wear a ‘rashin 
coatie’ (‘a garment made from rush fi bres’; Philip, 60). She has to sit 
in a corner of the kitchen and eat scraps, but the red calf gives her all 
she asks for. The stepmother has it killed. It tells the weeping Rashin 
Coatie to pick up its bones and bury them under a grey stone. At 
Christmas everyone except her goes to church in their best clothes, 
but she has to stay behind to cook the meal. Not knowing how to, she 
is given a spell to say by the red calf, together with fi ne clothes to go 
to church in; ‘she was the grandest and the brawest lady there’. A 
prince falls in love with her. Back home, she is in her coat with the 
dinner ready when the others return; told about the fi ne lady, she asks 
to go with them next day but is rudely rebuffed. The same things 
happen next day, with ‘brawer claes’; on the third day, the Prince tries 
to prevent her leaving, ‘but she jumped ower their heads and lost one 
of her beautiful satin slippers’. The Prince announces that he will 
marry the one whom it fi ts. When nobody can put it on, the step-
mother cuts the heel and toes of one of her daughters and it is forced 
on. She goes with the Prince to be married, but a bird repeatedly 
sings a rhyme saying that the slipper does not fi t her, but does fi t the 
one ‘in the kitchen neuk’. The Prince, suspicious, gets the truth from 
the stepmother. Before he can try the slipper on Rashin Coatie, she 
goes to the grey stone and returns dressed more richly than ever; ‘and 
the slipper jumped out of his pocket and on to her foot’.

Basile, La Gatta Cenerentola (‘The Cat Cinderella’), Pentamerone, Day I, 
Tale vi: A widowed prince has a daughter Zezolla, whose govern-
ess treats her with affection, but he gets married again, to ‘a wicked 
jade’ who is hostile to her. She frequently confi des her sorrows to 
Carmosina, the governess, saying that she wished she had her as 
mother. Eventually Carmosina offers to give her advice; she accepts. 
The suggestion is that she should entice the stepmother to look into a 
big clothes-chest and kill her by bringing down the lid on her neck. 
Zezolla carries this out, and later cajoles her father until he marries 
Carmosina. At the wedding a dove appears and tells Zezolla that if she 
sends any request to the Dove of the Fairies in Sardinia it will be 
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granted. Carmosina discloses that she has six daughters from a mar-
riage previously concealed, and ensures good treatment for them, 
while Zezolla is reduced to being a kitchenmaid. Before a journey to 
Sardinia, the father promises his stepdaughters the gifts that they 
want; Zezolla asks only to be remembered to the Dove of the Fairies, 
but warns that if he forgets he will be unable to stir. He does forget, 
and his ship cannot move from port until the captain has a dream in 
which he is told of the father’s negligence. He goes to the fairies’ 
grotto and is given a kind message and a date-tree for Zezolla, with a 
hoe, a golden bucket, and a silk cloth to tend it. When she plants it it 
soon grows tall, and from it comes a fairy, who gives her a spell to 
recite, through which the tree will provide her with fi ne clothes. A 
feast-day comes round and the sisters attend the ball; Zezolla recites 
the spell and receives a pony, rich garments, and pages to attend her. 
The young King is entranced, and sends a servant to follow her, but 
she delays him by throwing down gold coins. Back at home, the sisters 
tell her what she has missed by not going to the ball. The next day she 
receives from the date-tree more fi nery, a coach-and-six, and liveried 
attendants; the King falls in love. This time she escapes the servant by 
throwing down jewels. The third time, the spell brings her a golden 
coach and numerous attendants. As she leaves the ball, the King’s 
servant follows the coach; she tells the coachman to go at full speed 
and in the rush drops one of her slippers. The servant brings it to the 
King, who orders every woman to attend a banquet; the slipper fi ts 
none of them. When he enquires if all are present, Zezolla’s father 
confesses that he has not brought her because she is ‘such a graceless 
simpleton’. After another banquet next day, the slipper darts on to her 
foot of its own accord. She is crowned queen, and her stepsisters 
depart in rage.

Ricky the Tuft
This is not of folk-tale origin, but would appear to have developed out of 
some kind of collaboration between Perrault, Mlle Lhéritier, and Mlle 
Bernard. I summarize the two women authors’ tales below, as examples of 
the more literary treatment of a fairy-tale theme. The ambiguous and 
uncomfortable ending of Mlle Bernard’s tale is considered by Collinet, 291,
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to anticipate the plot of the main novel, in which the heroine is married 
against her will. Perrault’s version can be related to tales of the Frog-Prince 
type (ATU type 440; Grimms no. 1), in which a princess has a suitor of 
some repugnant form whom she eventually fi nds attractive after all.

Catherine Bernard: Riquet à la houppe, in her novel Inès de Cordoue,
1696: A prince and princess have a beautiful but stupid daughter called 
Mama, too stupid to realize it; she meets a hideously ugly man who 
emerges from the ground and tells her that the reason why she is 
neglected in gatherings is her lack of intelligence, but that he can 
make her intelligent by putting a spell on her, on condition that she 
marries him after a year has passed. She agrees, without understanding 
what she is agreeing to, and soon becomes clever as well as attractive. 
She has many suitors, of whom she prefers the handsomest, Arada. 
But when the year is up Riquet appears, and tells her he is the king of 
the goblins, living underground; in view of her reluctance, he gives 
her two days to make her mind up to marry him and stay intelligent. 
She marries him but cannot reconcile herself to his ugliness. She gets 
a message to Arada, who joins her, but Riquet fi nds out. Angry, he 
revises the spell so that she is clever only for him, during the night. 
However, she fi nds a way to keep him asleep and to continue her 
love-affair. One day, by accident, her ruse is discovered, and Riquet 
fi nds the lovers together; this time the spell he casts is that Arada and 
he should look exactly the same. The story ends at this point with the 
remark that lovers always become husbands eventually.

Marie-Jeanne Lhéritier: Ricdin-Ricdon, an episode in her novel, La
Tour ténébreuse et les jours lumineux (‘The Dark Tower and Days 
of Light’), 1705, supposedly from an ancient chronicle written by 
Richard Lionheart: The intricate plot concerns a village girl, Rosanie. 
She is seen by a prince being bullied by her mother and is taken by 
him to court to work at spinning; her mother has said, but ironically, 
that she was good at it. In fact she hates it and, aware of her ignorance 
in dressing and other courtly skills, cannot endure her new life. In 
despair, she meets a curious stranger who offers to help. On condition 
that she will remember the name Ricdin-Ricdon in three months’ 
time, he gives her a magic wand, which enables her to spin with 
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extraordinary speed and to dress elegantly. The Prince, falling in love 
with her, arouses the hatred of a rejected lover, who plots revenge on 
him; fi rst with the help of a witch and a magician (later revealed to be 
Ricdin-Ricdon) he is tempted to leave Rosanie for a beautiful princess 
and her kingdom; then a wicked ambassador attempts to abduct 
Rosanie, but after an accident to his carriage and a fi ght she is rescued 
by three strangers, their leader turning out to be her Prince; then—
after he has seen an apparition in which Ricdin-Ricdon, in fact a devil, 
boasts of a future triumph in getting a girl into his power—he is 
attacked by three men but fi ghts them off. Meanwhile his father the 
King has been told that Rosanie is not what she seems, but of royal 
blood (in fact the princess whose shape the witch of a previous epi-
sode had taken on). Failing to remember the name—which she had 
not written down because at the time she could not write—she con-
fesses her despair to the Prince, who having heard it when seeing the 
apparition is able to tell her, and all ends happily for them; on being 
told his name, Ricdin-Ricdon vanishes, screaming horribly.

On the signifi cance of the tale see Warner, Beast to Blonde, 175. As 
she remarks, it recalls Rumpelstiltskin tales rather than Ricky, there 
being no question of a marriage contract between Ricdin-Ricdon and 
the heroine.

Hop o’ my Thumb
ATU type 327B, The Brothers and the Ogre; Grimms: see below. Perrault’s 
tale, although it begins with the hero seemingly a tiny character like the 
English Tom Thumb, is never considered as a Tom Thumb story, but 
always as a version of the Hansel and Gretel type (ATU 327A), the classic 
form of which is the Grimms’ story. Delarue, in his commentary on the 
type (Delarue/Tenèze, i. 325), notes that the Tom Thumb motif is an 
unnecessary borrowing from ATU type 700, in which the hero’s size is 
crucial, while in Type 327 it is his cleverness that matters. He also says that 
no complete versions of the tale (i.e. with a plot ending in the defeat of the 
ogres) are known to antedate the stories by Perrault and Mme d’Aulnoy; 
see for instance the fi rst summary below.

Basile, Pentamerone, Day 5, Tale 8, Nennillo and Nennella, begins like 
Hop o’ my Thumb: A widower marries a second wife, who hates his 
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two children and makes him take them twice to a forest in order to 
lose them, but he leaves them with provisions and, the fi rst time, leaves 
a trail of ashes by which they can fi nd their way back. The second time, 
after renewed anger from the wife, he makes a trail of bran, which is 
eaten by a jackass. On hearing the sounds of a hunt, Nennella runs 
away and Nennillo climbs into a tree. From here on the story diverges 
from Perrault’s, telling how the girl is caught by a pirate and adopted, 
later to be swallowed by a magical fi sh, while the boy is found by a 
prince and taught to be a carver of meat. They are reunited at a sea-
side banquet where he hears his sister’s voice calling from inside the 
fi sh, and all ends happily except for the stepmother.

Delarue/Tenèze i. 306. Divided into subtypes 327A and 327B, the 
latter including Perrault’s Le Petit Poucet. Conte-type for 327B: Furon-
Furette, collected 1945 from central France: A boy and girl are taken 
to the forest by their stepmother on purpose to lose them. She makes 
them think she is still near them by leaving a clog hanging on a tree, 
which when blown by the wind makes the sound of wood being 
chopped. Lost, they are taken in by a woman married to a devil; she 
tries to protect them when her husband returns, but he discovers and 
prepares an oven in which to cook them. Overhearing his plan, they 
persuade his children to change places with them in the bedroom and 
exchange gold rings for ones made of silk taken from a broom, thus 
tricking the devil into cooking his children. Escaping, they are pur-
sued; meeting some washerwomen, they are helped to cross a river 
when the women spread out sheets for them to walk on. Later the 
women trick the devil into crossing in the same way but let him 
drown.

Mme d’Aulnoy, Finette-Cendron, a story contained in her novel Don
Gabriel Ponce de Leon, 1697. It will be apparent that after the sisters 
escape from the Ogre’s castle the plot becomes that of a Cinderella 
story (or rather Perrault’s Donkey-Skin, which it resembles more than 
his Cinderella): A king and queen, who have three daughters, lose 
their kingdom and fall into poverty, to such an extent that the mother 
decides she must get rid of the daughters, Belle de Nuit, Fleur d’Amour, 
and Finette-Cendron. She leads them out into the wilderness three 
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times in order to lose them. Finette-Cendron has the help of her god-
mother, the fairy Merluche, who gives her a white horse for use when 
necessary. To lead them on their way back home they have fi rst a 
thread which extends indefi nitely, then gravel. On the third occasion, 
the two elder sisters having always bullied and insulted Finette-
Cendron, Merluche advises her to leave them where they are and go 
back home alone, but she is too good-natured to do so, and they leave 
a trail of peas behind when led away from home. The birds take them. 
Lost and with nothing to eat, they sow an acorn and water it; it soon 
grows into a tree, from which Finette-Cendron sees a marvellous 
castle, covered in gold and jewels. When the others, disbelieving her, 
climb the tree to look, they decide that they must go there, hoping to 
fi nd princes as husbands, and in the night they take Finette-Cendron’s 
beautiful clothes which had been given her by Merluche. She has 
to follow them looking like their servant. The castle is owned by a 
one-eyed ogre, whose ogress wife takes them in, consoling them by 
undertaking not to eat them as soon as he would have done. When the 
even more monstrous Ogre comes in there is some confl ict between 
them as his wife wants to keep the girls for herself. Finette-Cendron, 
as servant, is told to heat the enormous oven, but asked whether it is 
hot enough persuades the Ogre to look himself, whereupon he gets 
stuck and is roasted. The sisters suggest that the ogress should make 
herself beautiful to attract suitors, and they do her hair for her; mean-
while Finette-Cendron takes an axe and cuts her head off. The two 
elder sisters, seeing all the Ogre’s wealth, take over the castle and 
make outings, gorgeously dressed, to balls at the nearby town, leav-
ing Finette-Cendron to do the housework. When they are out, she 
fi nds as she is sitting in the hearth a golden key hidden in the chimney; 
it opens a chest full of fi ne clothes and jewellery. She goes secretly to 
the same ball as her sisters and is not recognized, but makes a sensa-
tion there. Told of the unknown lady by her sisters, she murmurs that 
she was just the same. Visits to the ball continuing, she leaves later 
than usual one night, and loses a slipper in the dark. The King’s son 
fi nds it and becomes ill from love. Eventually he tells his mother that 
he will marry the one whom the slipper fi ts. The King announces that 
all women must come to try it on; many try in vain to make their feet 
smaller. Finette-Cendron, wanting to go, is insulted and told to water 
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the cabbages, but after her sisters leave she dresses up, and fi nds 
Merluche’s white horse waiting to take her. On the way they pass her 
sisters and the horse spatters them with mud; Finette-Cendron tells 
them that ‘Cendrillon’ despises them as much as they deserve. When 
she is taken to the Prince’s room, the slipper fi ts, and she produces its 
pair; general joy ensues, and more so when she says that she is a prin-
cess. It turns out that it was the Prince’s parents who dispossessed 
Finette-Cendron’s parents; she agrees to marry him on condition that 
her parents recover their kingdom. When her sisters appear, she treats 
them kindly and forgives them. The verse moral reiterates that for-
giveness is the best revenge for ingratitude.

Grimms: no. 15, Hänsel und Gretel (Crick, 58): The story falls into 
two parts, like Perrault’s. In the fi rst, the parents attempt to get rid of 
their children in the forest, when Hansel plays the leading role; the 
second centres on the danger that they will be eaten. The main differ-
ences from Perrault’s tale are that the villain is a witch who has built 
an edible house into which she lures children, and that she is outwit-
ted by Gretel, who (like Finette-Cendron) tricks her into entering the 
oven prepared for roasting the children. They return home with the 
help of a duck on whose back they ride across a wide stretch of water.



APPENDIX B

Early Versions of the la� part of 
Sleeping Beauty and of The Fairies

��

The early variants are italicized.

Sleeping Beauty
From the moment when the Princess wakes up and talks to the Prince 
until the end of the tale, the fi rst version published, in the Mercure
galant of February 1696, differed signifi cantly both from the text of 
the 1695 manuscript and that published in the 1697 volume of the 
Histoires ou Contes, as follows. The Moral was shorter, omitting the 
lines which give ‘a second lesson’. It has sometimes been affi rmed that 
the passages found only in the Mercure galant were the work of Mlle 
Lhéritier. As with the variants to The Fairies, comparison with the 
fi nal state of the text shows that Perrault was concerned always to 
simplify and shorten his stories.

Be that as it may, they spent four hours talking to each other and still 
had not said the half of what they wanted. ‘Can it be, beautiful Princess,’ 
said the Prince, and his eyes as he ga�ed at her spoke volumes more than 
his words, ‘can it be that I was so favoured by destiny that I was born to 
serve you? Have those beautiful eyes been opened for me alone, while all 
the kings of the earth with all their power could not have achieved as much 
as my love?’

‘Yes, dear Prince,’ replied the Princess, ‘at the sight of you I could feel 
that we were made for one another. It was you whom I had seen, and 
talked with, and loved while I was asleep. The Fairy had fi lled my 
thoughts with the image of you. I clearly knew that he who was to release 
me from my enchantment would be as handsome as Love himself, and that 
he would love me more dearly than himself; and as soon as you appeared I 
recogni�ed you without diffi culty.’



In the meantime, the whole palace had awakened with the Princess. 
Everyone was eager to carry on with his work, and since they were 
not in love, they were all dying of hunger; it was a long time since they 
had eaten. The lady in waiting, famished like the rest of them, grew 
impatient, and said loudly to the Princess that her meal was served. 
The Prince helped the Princess to her feet; she was fully dressed and 
her clothes were magnifi cent, but he took good care not to tell her that 
she was dressed like a grandmother in the old days, with a starched 
high collar; it did not make her any the less beautiful. They went into 
a hall lined with mirrors, where they had their supper, and were served 
by the offi cers of the Princess’s household. Violins and oboes played 
old pieces of music, which were excellent, even though they had not 
been played for almost a hundred years. After supper, without wast-
ing time, the First Chaplain married them in the castle chapel, and the 
lady in waiting saw them to bed. They slept little, for the Princess had 
little need of it, and the Prince left her as soon as it was morning in order 
to go home to the town, since his father would be anxious about him.

The Prince told him that he had got lost in the forest while out 
hunting, and that he had spent the night in a hovel belonging to a 
charcoal-burner, who had given him cheese and black bread to eat. 
The King, who was a good soul, believed what he said, but his mother 
was not convinced; and observing that he went hunting almost every 
day, and always had some reason to give as an excuse when he had 
slept away from home for two or three nights, she became certain that 
he was carrying on some love-affair. She said to him several times, in 
the hope of drawing him out, that one should enjoy oneself in life, but 
he never dared to entrust her with the secret; although he loved her, she 
made him afraid, because she came from a family of ogres, and the King 
had married her only because of her great wealth. It was even whispered at 
court that she had ogreish tendencies, and that when she saw small chil-
dren going by she found it almost impossible to prevent herself from attack-
ing them, which is why the Prince was reluctant to say anything.

He continued for two years to see his beloved princess secretly, his love 
increasing all the time. This atmosphere of mystery preserved for him the 
romance of fi rst love, and marriage with all its delights did not diminish 
the vivacity of his passion. But when the King his father died, and he 
was in command, he made his marriage public, and went in a grand 
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procession to fetch his Queen from her castle. A magnifi cent reception 
was held for her in the capital, where she made her entrance into the 
town.

Some time later, the new King went to war against his neighbour 
the Emperor Cantalabutto. He left the government of the kingdom in 
the hands of the Queen his mother, and asked her to take special care of 
the young Queen, whom he loved more than ever since she had given him 
two fi ne children, a girl who was called Dawn and a boy called Day, 
because of their great beauty. The King was to be away at the war for 
the whole summer, and as soon as he had left, the Queen Mother sent 
her daughter-in-law and the children to a summer residence she had 
in the forest, so as to satisfy her horrible desires more easily. She went 
there herself a few days later, and said one evening to her steward: 
‘Tomorrow evening for supper, Master Simon, I want to eat little 
Dawn.’

[The 1696 text then continues as in the 1697 volume, except that the 
steward continues to be called Master Simon and there is no reference 
to onion and mustard sauce (‘la Sauce-Robert’), but the fi nal scene 
includes a speech from the young queen, omitted in 1697.]

There they were, with the executioners getting ready to throw them 
into the cauldron, when the young Queen asked to be allowed at least to 
lament her fate, and the ogress, wicked though she was, agreed. ‘Alas and 
alack!’ cried the poor Princess, ‘must I die so young? I know that I have 
been in the world for some time, but for a hundred years I was asleep, and 
surely that ought to count? What will you say, what will you do, poor 
Prince, when you return, and your poor little Day, who is so lovable, and 
little Dawn, who is so pretty, will not be there to kiss you, and I will not 
be there either? If I weep, it is your tears that I shed, alas! and over your 
own fate. Perhaps you will avenge us; and you who obey the orders of an 
ogress, you wretches, your King will roast you to death over a slow fi re.’ 
The ogress, hearing that this speech had gone beyond the limits of a 
lament, cried out in a transport of fury: ‘Executioners, carry out my orders, 
and throw this chatterbox into the cauldron.’ At once they approached the 
Queen and took hold of her robes, but at that moment the King, who was 
not expected so soon, rode into the courtyard.
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The Fairies
The dedication manuscript of 1695 contained many passages which 
were revised for the 1697 publication. Some are the result of a change 
Perrault made at the beginning; in the manuscript the tale begins with 
a widower and his second wife, each with a daughter, not with a 
widow and two daughters. The Opies (Classic Fairy Tales, 100 n.) 
suggest that Perrault made the revision in order that the situation 
should be different from that at the beginning of Cinderella. Other 
changes were apparently due to the desire to remove anything deemed 
unnecessary. The manuscript also lacks the second Moral found in the 
1697 text.

Once upon a time there was a gentleman, the widower of a very sweet-
tempered and considerate woman, and having had with her a daughter just 
like her mother, he married for the second time a very haughty and unpleas-
ant woman, whose daughter was of the same disposition as herself, and as 
ill-favoured and sulky as the other was pretty and polite. However, this 
woman only loved her own daughter and mortally hated her husband’s; she 
made her eat in the kitchen and do all the worst and nastiest household 
work, while the bad-tempered sister had nothing to do all morning except 
attend to her appearance and, in the afternoon, entertain her visitors and 
make visits herself. Her poor sister went twice a day to fetch water from a 
spring which was a good half-a-league distant from the house.

[Apart from minor revisions, the text remained unchanged until the 
fairy reappears.]

She was the fairy who had appeared to her sister, but she had made 
herself look and dress like a princess, so as to see how far this daugh-
ter’s bad manners would go. The girl, not thinking that the lady was a 
fairy, said to her in a grumbling tone: ‘Do you think I’ve come here just to 
give you a drink? I’m supposed to have brought a silver jug on purpose, am 
I, for Madam to drink from? As far as I’m concerned you can drink straight 
out of the stream, if you want.’

‘You are not very polite, young lady,’ said the fairy.
‘I am what I am,’ retorted the bad-mannered girl, ‘and it’s not your 

business to tell me off.’
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‘Very well, Miss,’ the fairy replied, without getting angry, ‘since you 
are so uncivil, the gift that I give you is this (since all should be treated as 
they deserve): at every word you say, a snake, a frog or a toad will come 
out of your mouth.’

As soon as her mother saw her coming back from the stream, she ran to 
meet her, to see if she had been as fortunate as her sister, and cried out: 
‘Well, daughter?’

‘Well, mother,’ the badly-behaved girl replied, spitting out two vipers 
and two toads, ‘there wasn’t much point in sending me all that way.’ And 
out came more toads and more snakes.

‘Oh Heavens!’ exclaimed the mother, ‘what’s happened? This is all 
because of her sister; I’ll see she pays for it.’ And she rushed off at 
once to give her a beating. The poor child ran away and escaped into 
the forest nearby.

There, as she sat weeping at the foot of a tree, the King’s son, who had 
missed his way while hunting, saw her, and fi nding her very beautiful he 
asked her why she was in tears and appeared to be in such distress.

‘Alas! sir,’ she said, for she did not know that he was the King’s son, ‘I am 
a poor wretched girl whose mother has sent her away from home.’ The 
King’s son, seeing fi ve or six pearls and as many diamonds coming 
from her mouth, asked her to say how such an unheard-of miracle had 
come about. She told him the whole story. The King’s son, who fell in love 
with her and thought that her gift was worth more than any other fortune 
imaginable, took her to the palace of the King his father, where he married 
her a few days later.

As for her rude sister, she became so much hated, and was regarded 
with such horror because of the nasty creatures which came out of her mouth 
whenever she spoke, that her own mother could bear her no longer and sent 
her away in disgrace. For a long time the wretched girl wandered from 
place to place without fi nding anyone to take her in, and it is said that she 
went off to die miserably at the edge of a little wood. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

��

References below to Collinet and Rouger are to the page-numbers in their 
editions as given in the Bibliography.

TALES IN VERSE

Preface

 3 separately: this Preface was for the 1695 edition of the verse tales, the 
fi rst to contain all three, which came out before the prose tales were 
published.

 with reason alone: Perrault is still on the defensive against Boileau, his 
enemy in the Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns (see Introduction, 
p. xi); hence the argument based on examples from antiquity.

 Milesian Tales: or Milesian Fables, a genre of narrative named after 
Aristides of Miletus (c.100 bc), from a city in Asia Minor, who fi rst 
compiled a collection of such tales. They had a reputation for eroti-
cism.

  Widow of Ephesus: this famous story, found in the Satyricon of Petronius 
(fi rst century ad), is the best-known example of a Milesian tale. It had 
been translated in 1682 by La Fontaine, among others, but in 1695 was 
topical because it had appeared in 1693 among his last pieces in the 
twelfth book of the Fables. The widow, who initially wishes to sacrifi ce 
herself to the memory of her dead husband, changes her mind, which 
gives rise to Perrault’s criticism of the tale’s morality. She has vowed 
to die of starvation, with her maid, at her husband’s tomb. Nearby, a 
soldier is guarding the corpse of a hanged robber, in case his family take 
it away. The widow and the soldier get into conversation. One thing 
leads to another, and the soldier, returning to his duties, fi nds that the 
corpse has been removed; to save him from the death penalty in his 
turn, it is replaced by the body of the dead husband.

  Lucian and Apuleius: the long and much-loved story of Psyche is found 
in The Golden Ass or Metamorphoses of Apuleius (b. c.ad 123), but not 
in The Ass of Lucian (c.ad 120–after 180), although this work is consid-
ered to be an example of Milesian fable; a surviving shorter version was 
attributed to him. Psyche, the youngest of three sisters, is so extraor-
dinarily beautiful that she comes to be worshipped instead of Venus. 
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The goddess in anger sends her son Cupid to make the girl fall in love 
with some peasant, but Cupid falls in love with her himself. He makes 
secret and complex arrangements to spirit her away, and visits her only 
by night, warning her not to try to fi nd out who he is, but her sisters 
give her a lamp and a knife (they are jealous and want her to kill her 
lover); she sees him, asleep, but a drop of oil falls on him from the lamp. 
She is banished from his presence. After a long search for him and much 
suffering she is eventually reunited with him through the intercession of 
Jupiter.

4 fable of the ploughman: it is among the fables by Gabriele Faerno trans-
lated by Perrault in 1699 (The Peasant and Jupiter; V. xiii) and the sub-
ject had been treated by La Fontaine (Fables, VI. iv). Collinet (298)
notes that the fable does not date from antiquity, as Perrault seems to 
suggest.

5 Love: the literal translation of the word Perrault chose, l’Amour, but in 
La Fontaine’s translation (1669), to which he must be referring, the 
name is Cupid; sometimes ‘Eros’ is used.

  fall into the most dreadful misfortune: the content of this and the next 
paragraph must refer to the prose tales, particularly The Fairies, although 
as noted above this Preface was fi rst published with the verse tales only. 
The Fairies was not yet published, but had appeared in the presentation 
manuscript of 1695, the year in which the Preface appeared. Despite 
what Perrault says here, parents and children are usually at odds in his 
tales. Nothing in them corresponds to what he says here about children 
obeying their parents, unless he meant that part of The Fairies in which 
the kind daughter is obedient to her mother. Rouger (291) suggests that 
he was thinking of stories known to everyone from oral tradition.

6 to add humour: Perrault is certainly alluding to La Fontaine’s Preface 
(1665), or to similar pieces in which he defends his Contes, which were 
attacked for licentiousness. Collinet (299) comments that the pious 
atmosphere at Court in 1695 was very different from that of the sensu-
ous and romantic 1660s.

  a young lady of much intelligence: ‘Mademoiselle Lhéritier’ (Perrault’s 
note). See the Introduction, p. xiv.

Griselda

9 History of Griselda: ‘History’ seems the best equivalent to Perrault’s 
subtitle ‘Nouvelle’, which he uses to refer to the poem, and which then 
suggested not a novel, but a short story presented as truth rather than 
legend, as in the Decameron.
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 9 To Mademoiselle . . .: the identity of the dedicatee is not known. The 
dots after Mademoiselle, meaning that she was a real person whose name 
was to be concealed, differentiate her from the King’s niece, known 
simply as ‘Mademoiselle’, to whom the prose tales were dedicated.

10 under Alpine heights: this refers to the principality which was supposedly 
the setting of the story, around the town of Saluzzo in northern Italy. 
Boccaccio called his character the Marquis of Saluzzo, and Perrault’s 
fi rst version, in 1691, was entitled ‘La Marquise de Salusses ou La 
Patience de Griselidis’. According to a contemporary, Perrault had 
tried vainly to identify the marquis in question (Collinet, 276).

19 coiffures descended: Rouget (292) notes that this is a satirical version of 
what happened at the French Court in 1691, as attested by one of 
Madame de Sévigné’s letters.

Letter to M. . . .

42 To M. . . .: this ‘letter’ was quite possibly not intended to be sent, but 
merely to be a cover for Perrault’s defence against criticisms; it was 
published with the poem in the Academy’s 1691 record of its proceedings.
blue covers: refers to the chapbooks of the popular versions, known as 
the ‘bibliothèque bleue’ and published mainly by Oudot in Troyes, 
which had cheap paper covers.

44 read in the Academy: the poem was fi rst read in public by the Abbé de 
Lavau at a sitting of the French Academy in August 1691.

45 be published: the defi nitive text ends here, but the text published in 1691
contained a further paragraph, explaining why in this fi rst version the 
name was Griselda: ‘You may be surprised that I give the Marchioness 
of Salusses the name of Griselda, rather than Griselidis, the name famil-
iar to everyone, and so well known that “the patience of Griselidis” has 
become proverbial. I ought to tell you that in doing so I have followed 
Boccaccio, the original author of the history, who calls her Griselda; 
that the name Griselidis seems to me to have become somewhat soiled 
in the hands of the people, and besides that “Griselda” is easier to use in 
verse. I remain, Sir, etc.’ The French ‘Griselidis’ was the name used in 
the chapbook stories about her, and by Perrault in the defi nitive text 
(from 1694).

Three Silly Wishes

46 title: tales of this type are traditionally entitled in French Les Souhaits
(‘The Wishes’). Perrault chose ‘Les Souhaits ridicules’.
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  Mademoiselle de la C.: she has not been identifi ed. From what Perrault 
says of her it seems that she was good at telling stories, but the initial 
does not fi t the name of any known author.

47 Acheron: in Greek mythology, one of the rivers of the underworld 
(Hades).

Donkey-Skin

52 Marquise de Lambert: 1647–1733. Given a literary upbringing by her 
stepfather, who was a writer, she was widowed in 1686 and became a 
well-known fi gure in salon society. Later she kept a highly infl uential 
salon of her own. She is also remembered for her writings on education.

  ogres: Perrault’s note to the text’s ogre reads: ‘A savage man who ate 
small children’. The word does not appear in seventeenth-century dic-
tionaries.

55 an expert casuist: casuistry was the branch of Catholic ethics concerned 
with ‘cases of conscience’, deciding what could and could not be per-
mitted within the limits of Christian law. It had fallen into disrepute 
during the seventeenth century, largely as a result of Pascal’s devastat-
ing satire of it in his Provincial Letters (1656–7), of which these lines are 
a distant echo.

59 the heavens: the French ‘couleur du temps’ has a special sense here, 
‘temps’ often being used instead of ‘ciel’ (sky or heaven) in country 
districts at the time (Delarue/Tenèze, ii. 249 n. 1).

65 musk-fed geese: geese which had been given food fl avoured with musk 
in order to render the fl esh fragrant.

73 Aurora’s distant lands: the East.
77 the apple made of gold: according to legend, the goddess of discord threw 

down such an apple carrying the inscription ‘To be given to the greatest 
beauty’. Paris, then a shepherd, was chosen by the gods to decide 
between Venus, Juno, and Minerva (or Aphrodite, Hera, and Pallas 
Athene in Greek terms); Venus won, by unscrupulous methods accord-
ing to some.

STORIES OR TALES OF BYGONE TIMES

Dedication

81 Mademoiselle: the King’s eldest niece was known at Court simply by 
this title. Here it refers to Elizabeth-Charlotte d’Orléans (1676–1744).
Her parents were Philippe d’Orléans, ‘Monsieur’, the King’s brother, 
and Elizabeth-Charlotte de Bavière, ‘Madame la Palatine’. She married, 
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in 1698, the duke Léopold de Lorraine; she was the grandmother of 
Marie-Antoinette. That Perrault was allowed to dedicate the Contes to 
her indicates that he was ‘bien en cour’, in favour with the King.

81 your own ancestors: probably an allusion to Henri IV (1553–1610), very 
popular among the people and known for his familiar manners.

82 Darmancour: the name by which Charles Perrault’s youngest son was 
known, perhaps from a piece of land owned by the family, though none 
has been identifi ed; to give a distinguishing name of this kind was nor-
mal. In the dedication manuscript of 1695, when he was 19, the signa-
ture was P.P., for Pierre Perrault. See Introduction, p. xv, on the 
problems of attribution raised by the signatures.

The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood

88 Swiss guards: considered reliable, men from Switzerland were com-
monly employed as guards and doormen; they also had a reputation for 
drinking.

89 Be that as it may: from here on there are many variant readings; see 
Appendix B.

95 among the animals kept for eating: country houses had a ‘ménagerie’, as here, 
where animals intended for the table were fattened up (Collinet, 322).

96 toads: they were believed in the seventeenth century to be poisonous.

Little Red Riding-Hood

99 riding-hood: the word used by Perrault, chaperon, had various meanings 
in the seventeenth century, ‘bonnet’ being perhaps the most correct 
here and ‘hood’ possible, but it did not mean a hood worn when riding. 
However, there can be no question of abandoning the traditional 
English phrase and title, no doubt chosen for alliteration.
baking . . . buns: the French ‘ayant cuit et fait des galettes’, often misin-
terpreted, means literally ‘having done some cooking, and made . . .’ or 
‘having done some baking and made . . .’; the latter is preferable in the 
context of ‘galettes’, which were often made of left-overs on baking 
days. ‘Buns’ seems the most appropriate equivalent because Red Riding-
Hood also takes some butter.

101 Draw the peg back, and the bar will fall: for Perrault’s ‘Tire la chevillette, 
la bobinette cherra.’ These few words cause more problems than any 
other passage. The French is archaic; cherra is the future form of the Old 
French verb choir, ‘fall’. Chevillette and bobinette, diminutives of cheville
and bobine, are words scarcely known elsewhere, but it is reasonably 
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certain that the fi rst means a little peg (one of the usual meanings of 
cheville) and the second a wooden bar used like a bolt—not ‘latch’, the 
word that has very often been used for it. Translators seem to have 
assumed, against the evidence, that the door-fastening must be a latch; 
but in order to open a door fastened with a latch, you raise it: when it 
falls, it keeps the door shut. Robert Samber, the fi rst English translator, 
simply turned the bolt into a latch, ignored the meaning of cherra, and 
wrote ‘the latch will rise’, which does at least make sense. J. E. Mansion, 
the editor of the authoritative dictionaries of French, revising Samber, 
has ‘pull the peg and the bolt will fall’. Rouget (300) believes that the 
chevillette is a short piece of wood at the end of a length of cord which 
passes through the door from inside, where it is attached to the bobi-
nette. From inside, this bar could be moved horizontally across to 
engage in the door-jamb and hold the door shut; from outside, the cord 
is pulled and the bobinette slides back out of the door-jamb. It is also 
possible that the chevillette is a peg which is attached to one end of the 
bar and projects outwards through a slot in the door. In any case the 
fastening would have been very simple, suitable to a humble village 
dwelling.

103 to EAT YOU WITH: Perrault’s note, found in the manuscript: ‘You say 
these words in a loud voice so as to frighten the child, as if the wolf were 
going to eat it.’

  to their rooms: the text ‘jusque dans les ruelles’ means literally ‘as far as 
the space between bed and wall’, ruelle (now ‘alley’) having once been 
used in this specialized sense when, in grand houses, the lady, reclining 
on her bed, held conversations with guests. With the development of 
salon society, it had come to mean a lady’s rooms generally when used 
for conversational gatherings, which would have been upstairs. The 
ambiguity of meaning here helps with the implication about what 
wolves are.

Bluebeard

106 my apartment downstairs: in a rich man’s house the wife’s rooms, prob-
ably a sitting-room, bedroom, and dressing-room, would be the best 
and on the fi rst fl oor, the husband’s on the ground fl oor.

  store-rooms: Collinet notes (326) that in great houses the furniture was 
changed according to season, and kept in store-rooms when not 
required. The long mirrors that Perrault mentions were an expensive 
innovation.

113 dragoon guard . . . musketeer: not ordinary infantrymen. A dragoon 
fought on foot but travelled on horseback; a musketeer was then the 
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equivalent of a soldier in the Horse Guards, whose duties were to guard 
the King.

Puss in Boots

115 the solicitor . . . the notary: the former is an approximation to seven-
teenth-century procureur; the notaire charged fees for the registration of 
legal documents.

  tricks . . . rats and mice: Perrault alludes here to one of La Fontaine’s 
Fables: Book III. xviii, ‘The Cat and an Old Rat’.

  sow-thistles: for lasseron, modern French laiteron; one of the Sonchus
genus, sow-thistles, known as good food for pigs and rabbits.

The Fairies

127 title: the direct translation of Perrault’s ‘Les Fées’. There is a problem in 
that only one fairy appears, though in two guises; against the example 
of the fi rst English translator, Robert Samber, who decided for logic 
and had ‘The Fairy’, I have assumed that Perrault was aware of the 
problem and kept his title notwithstanding. He might have meant fairies 
in general, as in the sentence quoted from Samber in the note below to 
the gift that I give you is this.

  a widow who had two daughters: this represents one of the changes made in 
1697. For the variants found in the earlier text, in 1695, see Appendix B.

  the spring: for the text’s fontaine, which could mean both a fountain in 
the sense of a structure built to provide water and also the spring which 
supplied it; the latter is more appropriate here.

  the gift that I give you is this: here I follow Samber, who translates the 
formulaic French ‘je vous donne pour don’ by: ‘I will give you for gift’,
and adds a note of his own: ‘These words the fairies make use of when 
they have a mind to do good or harm to any body.’

Cinderella

130 The Little Slipper Made of Glass: probably Perrault’s most famous inven-
tion. In previous versions of the tale, Cinderella wears different kinds of 
shoe. The idea has been attributed to a confusion between the two 
words verre (glass) and vair (the old word for squirrel fur). The argu-
ment goes: the true spelling must have been vair, because a slipper, 
realistically speaking, would have been made of fur. This can scarcely 
be denied, but is irrelevant for an unrealistic story. The argument was 
circulated by no less a personage than Balzac, in his Sur Catherine de 
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Médicis, and thus gained credence. Balzac was discussing Rossini’s 
opera La Cenerentola, in which Cinderella is identifi ed by a ring, not a 
slipper. The point is here that the slipper is magic and fi ts only one foot: 
fur can be stretched, glass cannot, but it can be exactly shaped. No text 
containing the alleged spelling vair has ever been discovered (nor did 
Balzac provide any evidence for one), and there can be no doubt at all 
that Perrault intended the slipper to be of glass.

  looking-glasses . . . head to foot: a great luxury, also found in Bluebeard’s 
house.

131 hairdresser . . . curls: there is some doubt whether coiffeuse here meant a 
hairdresser or a hatter, the French verb coiffer and its derivatives apply-
ing both to hair-styling and headgear; similarly with the ‘cornettes à 
deux rangs’ which decorate the heads of the ugly sisters. In the absence 
of any convincing interpretation, I have opted for something suggest-
ing a slightly comic hairstyle. Soon after, the service Cinderella offers 
her sisters (‘s’offrit même à les coiffer’) seems more likely to have con-
cerned hair than hats.

  beauty spots: small patches of black taffeta, placed on the face to enhance 
the complexion. They had come from Italy in the sixteenth century and 
much care was devoted to their shape and positioning; guidebooks rec-
ommended the best suppliers.

134 oranges . . . citrons: another expensive luxury, so that for Cinderella to 
share them was a great favour for the sisters.

141 godfather or godmother : a practical suggestion rather than a facetious 
comment on the story. Wealthy and infl uential friends or relatives were 
often asked to fulfi l the role in the expectation that their sponsorship 
would be of value to the child in later life.

Ricky the Tuft

142 Rickett being the family name: I have anglicized the text’s ‘Riquet’. 
Collinet points out (290) that this was the name of the goblin king in a 
book by Montfaucon de Villars, Le Comte de Gabalis (1670). His realm 
was underground, which helps to explain the apparition later in the tale.

146 larding-pins: French lardoire; ‘it is a long, pointed, trough-shaped 
instrument with a wooden handle, used for introducing long strips of 
lard into a large piece of meat, such as a round of beef for making “boeuf 
à la mode”. The strip of lard is laid in the trough, the “pin” is inserted 
into the meat as far as it will go, one presses the protruding end of the 
“lardoon” against the meat and withdraws the pin, leaving the lardoon 
inside the meat’ (Philip and Mary Hyman, personal communication). 
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I am grateful to the Hymans, contributors to the Oxford Companion to 
Food, for this information, and to Judith Luna for contacting them.

146 the tassels on their hats: the text translates literally as ‘their fox’s tails over 
their ears’, which is a puzzle. Grateful acknowledgements as in the pre-
vious note for the solution to the problem, dictionaries of the time and 
French editions offering no help: the term queue de renard was given to 
the kind of hat worn by chefs, with a tassel.

Hop o’ my Thumb

151 times were very hard: famine was not uncommon throughout the seven-
teenth century in France, and the years 1693 and 1694 had been particu-
larly bad. Perrault had written a poem, Le Triomphe de Sainte-Geneviève
(1694), in honour of the patron saint of Paris, who was credited with 
ending the famine.

161 dress . . . ready for cutting up: French habiller has the same variety of 
meanings as ‘dress’.

165 posts that had just been created: governmental posts were usually venal, 
and when the public fi nances were weak creating new offi ces for sale 
was a common resource.
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